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Appendix A
Resumen
Este trabajo ha sido desarrollado en el marco de la Colaboracio´n Pierre Auger, que
actualmente opera el Observatorio ma´s grande del mundo para el estudio de rayos
co´smicos con energ´ıas por encima de 1017 eV. El Observatorio esta´ compuesto por un
Detector de Superficie (SD), que consiste en 1660 estaciones que miden la componente
muo´nica y electromagne´tica de las cascadas, y por un Detector de Fluorescencia (FD)
que mide su desarrollo longitudinal.
Particularmente, esta tesis esta´ dedicada a un estudio completo y actualizado de la
asimetr´ıa observada en la estructura temporal de las sen˜ales del SD con respecto a la
direccio´n de llegada de la cascada atmosfe´rica, con el fin de obtener informacio´n acerca
de la composicio´n en masa de los rayos co´smicos de ultra-alta energ´ıa (> 1018 eV). Para
caracterizar la estructura temporal se usa el para´metro risetime t1/2, definido como el
tiempo que la sen˜al integrada tarda en crecer desde el 10% hasta el 50%. Para este
estudio se ha usado la muestra de datos reales detectados por el SD entre Enero de
2004 y Octubre de 2014. Adema´s, se ha contado con ma´s de 6× 105 eventos generados
mediante simulaciones Monte Carlo usando distintos modelos hadro´nicos, en part´ıcular
QGSJETII-04 y EPOS-LHC. Esta librer´ıa se ha usado para validar el me´todo y extraer
informacio´n de la composicio´n en masa.
Para llevar a cabo el ana´lisis primero se seleccionan eventos en intervalos de energ´ıa
E y a´ngulo zenital θ. Para cada intervalo se ha calculado el valor medio del risetime
dividido por la distancia radial de la estacio´n correspondiente 〈t1/2/r〉, y su dependencia
con el a´ngulo polar ζ ha sido modelada para extraer la amplitud de la asimetr´ıa. Para
una E primaria dada, la amplitud de asimetr´ıa alcanza un ma´ximo en el valor (sec θ)max,
que depende de la masa del primario.
Este me´todo no puede ser aplicado evento a evento debido a que el nu´mero de
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estaciones del SD en eventos individuales no es suficiente para medir la asimetr´ıa. Por
lo tanto, el ana´lisis se lleva a cabo a partir de valores medios del risetime para grupos
de eventos con intervalos dados de ζ, θ y E. Adema´s, dado que la asimetr´ıa depende
de la distancia radial, se ha desarrollado el ana´lisis en dos subintervalos por separado,
500 - 1000 m y 1000 - 2000 m.
Se ha llevado a cabo un estudio detallado de las incertidumbres sistema´ticas en el
para´metro (sec θ)max. Estas incertidumbres, expresadas en te´rminos de la separacio´n
entre los primarios proto´n y hierro, representan menos de un 16% y un 21% para los
intervalos radiales 500 - 1000 m y 1000 - 2000 m respectivamente.
Los resultados de (sec θ)max obtenidos para datos se encuentran entre las predic-
ciones de MC para proto´n y hierro, indicando un aumento suave de la composicio´n en
masa con la energ´ıa en acuerdo con otros estudios de la Colaboracio´n Pierre Auger.
Para interpretar estos resultados en te´rminos de composicio´n en masa, los valores
obtenidos de (sec θ)max se convierten en valores del nu´mero ma´sico A. Para EPOS-
LHC los ana´lisis en ambos intervalos radiales dan lugar a predicciones compatibles de
composicio´n en masa. Sin embargo, se observan resultados inconsistentes cuando se usa
el modelo QGSJETII-04. Por lo tanto, este ana´lisis ha demostrado que el observable
(sec θ)max es tambie´n u´til para realizar test en modelos de interaccio´n hadro´nica.
Teniendo tambie´n en cuenta otros resultados de la Colaboracio´n Auger como los
obtenidos con cascadas inclinadas y con las medidas de la profundidad de produccio´n
de muones, puede concluirse que ninguno de los modelos hadro´nicos da una descripcio´n
completamente satisfactoria de los datos, y por lo tanto hay que resolver estas deficien-
cias en el conocimiento del modelado de las cascadas atmosfe´ricas para poder progresar
en el ana´lisis de composicio´n mediante el para´metro (sec θ)max.
Se ha encontrado que los valores de (sec θ)max esta´n fuertemente correlacionados
con la profundidad del ma´ximo de la cascada Xmax. Usando (sec θ)max como medida
de Xmax se obtienen resultados de composicio´n en masa en ambos intervalos radiales
totalmente compatibles con los obtenidos con el FD. Esto confirma que (sec θ)max es
un estimador de masa fiable y robusto.
Appendix B
Summary
This work has been carried out in the framework of the Pierre Auger Collaboration
that is presently operating the largest Observatory in the world for the study of cosmic
rays with energies over 1017 eV. The Observatory is provided with a Surface Detector
(SD) consisting of 1660 stations that measure the muonic and electromagnetic compo-
nents of the showers, and a Fluorescence Detector (FD) that record their longitudinal
development.
In particular, this thesis is devoted to study the asymmetry in the time structure of
the SD signals with respect to the shower direction, aiming to obtain information about
the mass composition of ultra-high energy cosmic rays (> 1018 eV). To characterize the
time structure, the risetime parameter t1/2 has been used, which is defined as the time
that it takes for the integrated signal to rise from 10% to 50%. For this study, the
sample of data collected by the SD between January 2004 to October 2014 has been
used. In addition more than 6 × 105 MC simulated events have been generated using
several models of hadronic interaction, in particular QGSJETII-04 and EPOS-LHC.
This MC library has been used to validate the method and extract information on the
mass composition.
To carry out the analysis, events are firstly split in intervals of energy E and zenith
angle θ. For each interval, the average value of the risetime divided by the core distance
of the corresponding station 〈t1/2/r〉 has been computed, and its dependence with the
polar angle ζ has been modelled to extract the amplitude of the asymmetry. For a
given primary E, the asymmetry amplitude reaches a maximum at a (sec θ)max value
that depends on the primary mass.
This method cannot be applied on a shower-by-shower basis because the number of
SD stations in individual events is not enough to measure the asymmetry. Therefore,
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the analysis is carried out from average values of the risetime from sets of events in
given intervals of ζ, θ and E. Moreover, since the asymmetry depends on the core
distance, the analysis has been performed in two radial subintervals separately, 500 -
1000 m and 1000 - 2000 m.
A detailed study of the systematic uncertainties in the (sec θ)max parameter has been
carried out. Expressed in terms of the separation between proton and iron primaries
these uncertainties amount less than 16% and 21% for the radial intervals 500 - 1000
m and 1000 - 2000 m respectively.
The results of (sec θ)max found in data are in between MC predictions for proton and
iron nuclei, indicating a smooth increase of the mean mass with energy in agreement
with other studies of the Pierre Auger Collaboration.
To interpret the results in terms of mass composition, the obtained values of
(sec θ)max are translated into mass number A values. For EPOS-LHC the analyses
in both radial intervals lead to compatible predictions on mass composition. However,
inconsistent results are found when asumming the QGSJETII-04 model. Thus, the
reach of the (sec θ)max observable extends to providing a test of hadronic interactions
models.
Taking also into account other results of the Auger Collaboration like those of
the inclined showers and the measurements of the muon production depth, it can be
concluded that neither model provides a completely satisfactory description of the data
and therefore these deficiencies in the understanding of shower modelling must be
resolved to progress on the mass analysis through the (sec θ)max parameter.
The (sec θ)max values are found to be strongly correlated with the shower maximum
depth Xmax. Using (sec θ)max as a measure of Xmax lead to mass composition results
fully compatible with those obtained with the FD in both radial intervals. This confirms
that (sec θ)max is a robust and reliable mass estimator.
Chapter 1
Introduction
Although the discovery of cosmic rays took place one hundred years ago, nowadays,
some of their most important properties are still unknown. In particular, their ori-
gin, production mechanism and mass composition are specially debated for cosmic rays
with energies above 1018 eV, the so-called Ultra-High-Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECRs).
These fascinating particles have energies of several orders of magnitude larger than the
highest energy reached by the most energetic man made particle accelerator: the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC). However, these cosmic rays cannot be detected directly be-
cause their flux decreases dramatically as the energy increases. Instead, their study is
performed through the measurement of the properties of the particle showers that they
generate when colliding with atmospheric nuclei, the so-called Extensive Air Showers
(EASs). These secondary particles can be sampled using detectors at ground level,
allowing the inference of the properties of the primary particle that generate them.
To this end, several detectors have been built at ground level with very large instru-
mented surfaces to make possible the study of the most energetic cosmic rays with that
extremely low flux.
At present, the Pierre Auger Observatory, located in the province of Mendoza (Ar-
gentina), is the largest detector created to study the nature of UHECRs. It was designed
as a hybrid observatory, composed by an array of 1660 surface detectors covering an
extension of 3000 km2 overlooked by 27 fluorescence detectors. The Cherenkov tanks
of the Surface Detector (SD) record the secondary particles reaching the ground, while
the telescopes of the Fluorescence Detector (FD) collect the fluorescence light emitted
by the N2 molecules in the atmosphere that have been excited by the charged particles
of the shower. The Pierre Auger Observatory combines for the first time two detec-
tion techniques to obtain information about EASs, and its hybrid design grants a large
2statistics and a better control of the systematic uncertainties involved in both detection
techniques.
Given the importance of the kind of particles composing UHECRs to the correct
interpretation of their properties, several methods have been developed to extract in-
formation about the mass composition from the observed EASs. Different parameters
sensitive to the mass composition have been developed. The most reliable one is the
atmospheric depth of the maximum of the longitudinal profile of an EAS, Xmax, which
can be measured directly with the FD. However, the FD only operates during moon-
less and clear nights with a duty cycle of < 13%, in comparison with the ∼100% of
the SD. Therefore, there is a large number of events containing only SD information,
which can also be useful in the determination of the mass composition. In this thesis,
a method to extract information of the mass composition of UHECRs using SD events
is presented. This method is based on the observed asymmetry in the time structure
of signals with respect to the direction of an incoming air shower. This asymmetry is
mainly due to the differences in the path travelled by particles reaching the ground,
and its amplitude depends on the zenith angle θ of the incoming cosmic ray. As will
be explained in this work, the dependence of the azimuthal asymmetry with respect to
the zenith angle allows the definition of (sec θ)max, which is an SD parameter sensitive
to the mass composition of the primary cosmic ray.
This thesis is organized as follows: a brief introduction of this field and the main
features of UHECRs and the EASs produced in the atmosphere are described in chapter
2. An overview of the Pierre Auger Observatory with a description of the SD and FD
and also of the recent upgrades of the Observatory is given in chapter 3. A study of
the asymmetry in the features of the EASs using Monte Carlo simulated showers is
performed in chapter 4. Once the mass sensitive parameter (sec θ)max is defined, the
results of the asymmetry analysis applied to the latest SD data of the Pierre Auger
Observatory are shown in chapter 5, as well as their interpretation in terms of mass
composition. The comparison with the results obtained by other methods and the
implications on the validity of models of hadronic interactions are also discussed here.
Finally, chapter 6 summarizes the main results obtained throughout this work.
Chapter 2
Ultra-High-Energy Cosmic Rays
2.1 Introduction
Cosmic rays are extraterrestrial particles which are continuously hitting the atmosphere
of the Earth. Despite their discovery was nearly one hundred years ago, some of their
most important properties such as origin, production mechanism and mass composition
are still a mystery, even more for those with energies above 1018 eV, that is, the Ultra-
High-Energy Cosmic Rays. As the low flux of these high-energy particles does not allow
their direct detection, it is necessary to study them through the extensive air showers
they induce in the atmosphere.
In this chapter a brief summary about cosmic rays and the physics behind them
is presented. After a historical introduction in section 2.2, the features of the energy
spectrum are described in section 2.3. Their possible origin and the propagation effects
suffered in their travel to the Earth are explained in sections 2.4 and 2.5 respectively. In
addition, in section 2.6 the EASs and their components are described in detail. Finally,
several methods based on different techniques to measure the composition of UHECRs
are briefly explained in section 2.7.
2.2 History
One year after the discovery of X-Rays by Ro¨ntgen in 1895, Becquerel, during an
experiment with phosphorescent materials, discovered the radioactivity. Thereafter,
the radiation from the radioactive elements in the ground were thought to be the cause
of the ionization of air, assuming a terrestrial origin. In 1912 Victor Hess measured an
increase in the air ionization with height during several balloon flights, indicating thus
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an extraterrestrial origin [1]. Millikan, using electroscopes sunk in lakes, supported
this result probing that the ionization decreased with air (or water) depth, and named
this radiation as cosmic rays [2]. The study of high-energy particles made possible a
significant progress in the particle physics with the discoveries of unknown particles.
Anderson, in 1932, discovered the positron in a cloud chamber [3]. Four years later,
in 1936, Neddermeyer and Anderson observed for the first time the muon when they
noticed that some particles in presence of magnetic fields showed the same charge than
an electron but they were more penetrating [4]. This was confirmed by Street and
Stevenson in a cloud chamber experiment [5]. The Bristol group discovered the pion
in 1947 [6], demonstrating the origin of muons in the disintegration of the pion and
invalidating the original beliefs of Millikan that cosmic rays were actually gamma rays.
One more significant step in the knowledge of cosmic rays was given by Pierre Auger
and co-workers in 1939 [7], following the idea of Rossi a few years before [8]. Using
multiple Geiger counters at the same altitude but widely separated in space, they
registered an amount of coincidences above random expectations. They interpreted
these coincidences as secondary particles reaching the ground generated by the collision
of a high-energy cosmic ray in the atmosphere, and called this phenomenon as Extensive
Air Shower. P. Auger calculated that some of these detected particle showers were
caused by cosmic rays with energies around 1015 eV, inspiring the studies of EASs with
arrays of particle detectors. J. Linsley observed in 1963 the first event with an energy
of 1020 eV [9] in the Volcano Ranch, the first large scale array (with an extension
of 8.1 km2) composed by 19 scintillator detectors [10]. The discovery of this ultra-
high-energy event promoted even more the construction of larger arrays, like Haverah
Park [11] (12 km2 of water Cherenkov tanks), Yakutsk [12] (18 km2), SUGAR [13] (70
km2), AGASA [14] (100 km2). The Pierre Auger Observatory [15] and the Telescope
Array [16] are also instrumented with surface detectors of 3000 km2 and 700 km2
respectively.
In addition to the construction of larger arrays, new detection methods were also
proposed in 1962 by K. Suga [17] and A.E. Chudakov [18]. They suggested the possi-
bility of using the atmosphere as a calorimeter where the energy of shower particles was
deposited, exciting the N2 molecules upon their passage through it and causing them
to radiate fluorescence light. The first detection of fluorescence light from a cosmic
ray shower took place in the INS-Tokyo experiment in 1969, measuring signals from
an air shower with energy of 1019 eV [19]. Seven years later, in Volcano Ranch, a
coincidence between ground array detection and fluorescence emission from air show-
ers was registered for the first time [20]. Some successful experiments based on the
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fluorescence technique are Fly’s Eye observatory (two detection buildings which allow
stereoscopic observation of air showers) and its successor HiRes [21]. The Pierre Auger
Observatory [22] and Telescope Array [23] use presently this technique. Also, future
experiments like the satellite mission JEM-EUSO [24] aims to detect the atmospheric
fluorescence from space.
2.3 Energy spectrum
Cosmic rays are continuously striking the atmosphere but the rate of impacts depends
strongly on their energy, going from several particles per m2 and per second at 1011 eV
to one particle per km2 and per century at 1020 eV (see Fig. 2.1). The energy spectrum
follows a power law:
dJ
dE
∝ Eγ , (2.1)
where J is the flux, E the energy and γ is the spectral index of the power law.
At the lowest energies cosmic rays can be directly detected with balloons or satellites
thanks to its high flux [26, 27, 28], but when the energy grows (above 1014 eV) their
detection is only possible studying the showers generated in the atmosphere. The first
experiments which obtained data in the extremely energetic region of the spectrum
were AGASA [29, 30, 31, 32] and HiRes [33, 34, 35]. However, the results of both
experiments, based on different techniques as mentioned before, were dominated by
a very limited statistics and thus large fluctuations. With the construction of the
Pierre Auger Observatory [36], which combines for the first time both techniques, the
spectrum at the highest energies was finally measured with better statistics and reduced
uncertainties.
As it can be observed in Fig. 2.1, the energy spectrum shows a power law index at
lower energies of γ ∼ −2.7. However, at higher energies there are two clear deviations
of this value: the first one, at ∼ 1015 eV, is referred to as the knee [37], and the
second one, at ∼ 1018, is referred to as the ankle [38]. The variations in the shape of
the spectrum could reflect changes in the acceleration mechanisms as well as in the
hadronic interaction models or in composition. The features are described in detail in
the following.
2.3.1 The knee
At around 4× 1015 eV the spectral index changes from γ ∼ −2.7 to γ ∼ −3.0. There
are several theories to explain this feature. The most accepted one proposes that the
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Figure 2.1: Energy spectrum of cosmic rays measured by different experiments; the
highest energy terrestrial accelerators are also marked. Figure taken from [25].
change in the knee region is due to the maximum energy reached by the galactic cosmic
ray accelerators (see section 2.4). Another plausible models try to explain it through
the leakage of galactic cosmic rays due to the limitation of the galactic magnetic fields
to confine them when they reach a certain energy or through interactions of cosmic
rays with background particles in the Galaxy [40].
Akeno [30], Fly’s Eye [38] and more recently KASKADE-Grande [41] have observed
a second change in the slope at energies around 8×1016 eV (the so-called second knee),
where the spectral index changes to γ ∼ −3.3. This feature is perfectly consistent
with the fact that, as the maximum energy reached is proportional to the charge of the
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Figure 2.2: Energy spectrum of cosmic rays measured by different experiments. The
flux is multiplied by E2.7 in order to better appreciate the changes in the spectral index.
Figure taken from [39].
particle Z, heavier particles would be accelerated to higher energies. Thus, this second
knee might indicate the maximum energy of the flux of the heavy galactic component.
2.3.2 The ankle
The ankle is the point where the spectral index turns again to γ ∼ −2.7. Several models
try to describe this spectral feature as follows:
• The dip model [42, 43] assumes that the transition from galactic to the extragalac-
tic components takes place at lower energies. Then, the ankle corresponds to the point
where there is no more galactic component and, thus, the flux is completely dominated
by the extragalactic one, purely composed by protons [44, 45]. These protons interact
with the intergalactic Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) and lose energy through
electron-positron pair creation:
p+ γCMB → p+ e+ + e− , (2.2)
showing a lack of events at higher energies. The transition for the dip model is rep-
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Figure 2.3: Transition in the dip (left panel) and ankle (right panel) models. In both
cases a solid line gives the calculated spectrum of extragalactic protons, the dashed line
represents the spectrum of galactic iron and Etr is the energy of intersection of galactic
and extragalactic spectra. In the left panel EFe gives the position of iron knee and Eb
= 1× 1018 eV is the energy where transition from galactic to extragalactic cosmic rays
is completed. Figures taken from [42].
resented in the left panel of Fig. 2.3. For this model the predicted elongation rate1
from different models of interaction shows a reasonable agreement with HiRes data but
does not agree with the Auger data (see left panel of Fig. 2.4), especially with the two
highest energy points [42].
• The ankle model [38] assumes that this spectral feature corresponds to the be-
ginning of the transition to extragalactic component, contributing both components
equally (see the right panel of Fig. 2.3). However, this model presents discrepancies
between the expected values of the elongation rate from different interaction models
and the measurements of data for HiRes, Fly’s Eye and Pierre Auger [42], as can be
observed in right panel of Fig. 2.4.
• The mixed composition model [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52] is the only model that
allows a non pure composition for the highest energies. It is based on the argument that
any acceleration mechanism operating in the gas involves the different nuclei and thus
the primary flux must have mixed composition. It is the same principle than the ankle
model but considering mixed composition. The mass composition predicted for a version
1The elongation rate is the variation of the depth of the atmosphere at which the maximum number
of particles is reached (Xmax) with the logarithmic energy, as will be explained in section 2.6.2.
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Figure 2.4: Elongation rate for the dip model (left panel) and ankle model (right
panel). Points are data measurements of Fly’s Eye (stars), HiRes-Mia (squares), HiRes
(circles) and Auger (triangles). Lines represent the calculated elongation rates for
different hadronic interaction models. Figures taken from [42].
of this model evolves from almost pure iron composition at E ∼ 3×1017 eV to a lighter
composition due to enrichment by protons and light nuclei of extragalactic origin. At an
energy of 3× 1018 eV the transition to pure extragalactic component is completed and
the evolution of the chemical composition proceeds further due to photo-disintegration
of the nuclei. Finally at E ∼ 1.3 × 1019 eV all nuclei are disappearing faster than
before, and the composition becomes strongly proton-dominated at E ≥ 3 × 1019 eV.
Therefore, in this model the ankle is again the transition region between galactic and
extragalactic origin, as is displayed in Fig. 2.5. This model predicts an abundance
of heavy elements of ∼10%, which is compatible with the current observations of the
Pierre Auger Observatory.
The latest study of KASKADE-Grande, analysing the energy spectrum of light
elements, provides evidences for an ankle-like structure at the energy E = 1017.08±0.08
eV, where the spectral index changes from γ = −3.25 ± 0.05 to γ = −2.79 ± 0.08 [53].
This result might indicate that this is the energy where the transition from galactic to
extragalactic origin of cosmic rays starts.
2.3.3 The GZK cutoff
One year after the discovery of the CMB by Penzias and Wilson in 1965 [54], Greis-
sen [55], and independently Zatsepin and Kuzmin [56], realised that cosmic rays with
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Figure 2.5: The upper end of the cosmic ray spectrum. Data from HiRes, from pre-
liminary Auger exposure (energy scaled by factor 1.11 to match HiRes), and Yakutsk
(energy scaled by 0.61). Thick line shows mean of data points below 1017 eV and
hatched area shows probable fall-off of Galactic flux if the rigidity spectrum of Si-Fe
component falls off as steeply as other components appear to do in the KASCADE
spectra. The expected flux of cosmic rays from universal sources accelerating protons
(EGAL p) subject to energy losses en route (CMB and estimated starlight-infrared
interactions), a primordial mix of H and He (EGAL H+He) and a normal mixed com-
position from [46] (EGAL mixed) are shown. Total-egal curves show the flux required
from other sources (presumably Galactic) to make up the observed total. The data
suggest that the flux may be falling even before the expected GZK drop (seen in the
curves near 5 ×1019 eV), presumably due to accelerators maximum energy. Figure
taken from [44].
high energies could lose energy interacting with photons of that CMB by pion photo-
production via ∆+ resonance:
p+ γCMB → ∆+ → p+ π0 , (2.3)
p+ γCMB → ∆+ → n+ π+ . (2.4)
Supposing a common universal origin of UHECRs, this phenomenon implies a strong
suppression in the energy spectrum at energies around 6× 1019 eV. This effect, the so-
called GZK cut, might be the responsible for the shape of the energy spectrum at the
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Figure 2.6: Left panel: mean energy of protons as a function of propagation distance
through the CMB; curves are for energy at the source of 1022 eV, 1021 eV and 1020 eV.
Right panel: fluctuation of the energy of a proton propagating through the CMB for
the same three energies. Figures taken from [57].
highest energies, and also puts a limit for the distances at which the sources of the
cosmic rays detected above this energy limit can be located (see left panel of Fig. 2.6).
As an example, observed cosmic rays with energies larger than 1020 eV cannot be
originated from distances larger than about 100 Mpc, or otherwise the cosmic ray
would interact with the CMB and could not be detected due to the attenuation. Thus,
all particles originated from distances larger than 100 Mpc would be detected with the
same energy.
In the interaction of a nucleon with the CMB a significant amount of energy can be
lost in a single collision. As a consequence, the fluctuation of the energy of a nucleon
about the mean as a function of distance is large. This fluctuation about the mean is
shown in the right panel of Fig. 2.6.
This spectral suppression at the end of the spectrum as an evidence of the GZK
cutoff has been observed by HiRes [58], Telescope Array [59] and the Pierre Auger
Observatory [60], but it has not been observed in the AGASA data [32]. However,
although HiRes and the Pierre Auger Observatory have measured this suppression,
the spectrum obtained with their studies are not compatible: HiRes observes the dip
compatible with the pair production dip and the flux suppression due to the GZK cutoff,
which indicate a proton dominated composition [42, 61], while the Auger spectrum
cannot be described by a pure proton model, using thus a mixed pure proton and iron
spectrum [46]. In order to fix these disagreements in the spectrum, more statistics of
energetic cosmic rays are required.
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2.4 Origin of cosmic rays
There is still a lot of unsolved questions about the origin and acceleration mechanisms
of cosmic rays. Most of the low-energy cosmic rays, up to some GeV, have their origin
in the Sun (known thanks to the characteristic night-day variations shown in their
spectrum) and below 1 EeV they are considered to have a galactic origin [62, 63, 64].
However, the origin of the most energetic ones is still unknown.
Many theories have been proposed to explain the origin of UHECRs. The first
one, elaborated by E. Fermi in 1949, was a model based on an acceleration mechanism
through collisions between particles and magnetic clouds in movement [65]. However,
the predicted maximum energy by his model was not enough to explain the highest
energies observed in the spectrum. His model was the base for the currently accepted
acceleration model, the Diffusive Shock Acceleration Mechanism (DSAM) [66] or first
order Fermi acceleration, which is based on collisions between particles and front shocks
(as those in the expanding supernova remnants SNRs [44]). In this model, particles
cross through the shock fronts in both directions due to the deflections by magnetic
anomalies, obtaining energy in every cross until they escape the remnant. The maxi-
mum energy achievable for a particle of charge Z through this mechanism is:
Emax ∼ βZBR , (2.5)
where β is the velocity of the front shock relative to the speed of light. This model gives
the characteristic power-law spectrum and allows a maximum energy larger than the
one predicted by the original Fermi model. However, it is still limited by the size of the
acceleration object R and the magnetic field strength B, explaining the acceleration of
cosmic rays in SNRs up to 1015 eV (or up to 1018 eV according to some theories [67, 44]).
Since this model is not able to explain the highest observed energies, like values
larger than 1019 eV, those energetic cosmic rays are thought to have their origin out of
our Galaxy [68, 69, 70]. M. Hillas argued that there are only a few astrophysical objects
able to accelerate particles to those energies [71] (see Fig. 2.7). One of these objects
could be the Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs), which have jets with magnetic fields of
six orders of magnitude larger than SNRs. However, those jets are finites, implying
again a maximum energy, which in this case is 1 EeV. For higher energies there is
no successful theoretical model yet, but there are some suggestions of their origin
like pulsars, galaxy clusters, powerful radio galaxies, Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs), or
supermasive black holes which could accelerate particles in their perpendicular jets to
their rotational plane up to 1021 eV [72, 73].
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Figure 2.7: Hillas Plot [71] representing size and magnetic field strengths of the as-
trophysical objects in which UHECRs could be accelerated. Objects below the corre-
sponding lines are not able to accelerate protons or iron nuclei to an energy of 1020 eV.
Figure adapted from [74].
2.5 Effects on the propagation
In addition to the GZK cutoff at highest energies, there are other effects to take into
account in the propagation of UHECRs, like the energy loss of protons interacting with
the CMB through pair production with an energy threshold about 1018 eV:
p+ γCMB → p+ e+ + e− . (2.6)
Although these loses are insignificant compared with the photo-pion production
ones, this mechanism is thought to be the dominating process in the region between
the second knee and the ankle and determines the shape of the energy spectrum.
Other effect is the interaction between heavy nuclei and the CMB, and also with the
intergalactic Infrared Background Radiation (IBR), through photodisintegration and
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Figure 2.8: Energy loss length as a function of nucleon energy. The hadron production
corresponds to the GZK effect. Figure taken from [77].
pair production with similar energy thresholds [75, 76]:
NA + γCMB → NA−1 + n , (2.7)
NA + γCMB → NA + e+ + e− . (2.8)
In Fig. 2.8 the mean path lengths for the main mechanisms of energy losses suffered
by UHECRs as they propagate to the Earth are presented.
Furthermore, cosmic rays also suffer interactions with the galactic and extragalactic
magnetic fields. The isotropy in the arrival distribution due to the effect of the galactic
magnetic field makes harder the source identification. However, at the highest energies
the angular deflection of this highly energetic cosmic rays passing through galactic
or extragalactic magnetic fields is minimal, which implies that their arrival direction
should point to their origins and therefore it should be easier to correlate the incoming
UHECRs with some astrophysical sources. Nevertheless, this prediction is quite difficult
to check due to the limited knowledge of the strength of this magnetic fields, the charge
of the UHECRs and the location of the sources. In Fig. 2.9 the effect of a magnetic
field of 1 nG in the trajectories of protons originated from a point source with different
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Figure 2.9: Projected view of 20 trajectories of proton primaries originated in a point
source for several energies. Trajectories are plotted until they reach a physical distance
from the source of 40 Mpc. Figure taken from [57].
energies is represented. As can be observed in this figure, the propagation of cosmic
rays can pass from diffusive to rectilinear propagation (even in the presence of a weak
magnetic field) when the primary energy increases from 1 to 100 EeV.
The Pierre Auger Collaboration has made several analyses of this anisotropy trying
to correlate the most energetic events with nearly Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs). The
first study was made with cosmic rays from 1 January 2004 to 31 August 2007 with
energies larger than 57 EeV and the position of AGNs at distances shorter than 75
Mpc, showing 27 events in circles of 3.2◦. For 22 of these 27 events the circle contains
an AGN position, which was compatible with the scenario of UHECRs accelerated in
nearby extragalactic sources as AGNs [78]. However, an updated study using the 69
events detected above the same energy threshold until 31 December 2009 reduced down
this correlation from 69% to 38% (compared with 21% expected for isotropic cosmic
rays) [79]. A recent analysis, with 62 correlated events of 103 UHECRs detected with
energies greater than 55 EeV until 21 December 2011, gives a probability of 0.13%
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Figure 2.10: Aitoff projection of the sky in supergalactic coordinates. The blue solid line
represents the galactic plane. The 103 arrival directions of cosmic rays with energy ≥
55 EeV detected by the Pierre Auger Observatory from January 1 of 2004 to December
21 of 2011 are shown as white circles with diameters proportional to their energy,
normalized to 3.0◦ in diameter for E = 55 EeV. The white squares represent the events
with energies between 42 and 55 EeV, their sides are linearly scaled with their energies
between 0◦ for E = 42 EeV and 3.0 ◦ for E = 55 EeV. The red circles represent the
positions of AGN from the VCV 13th edition catalogue normalized to a diameter of
6.0◦ for a red shift of 0.001. The AGN shown are located within a distance of 200 Mpc
from the Earth. Figure taken from [82].
that this degree of correlation results from an isotropic distribution of the sources of
UHECRs within a distance of 200 Mpc from the Earth. This probability is even lower
using the Swift-BAT 58-month hard X-ray catalogue [80] instead of the previously used
Veron-Cetty and Veron (VCV) 13th edition catalogue [81], showing only 29 correlated
events, corresponding to a probability less than 0.05% [82, 83]. Fig. 2.10 represents the
arrival directions of those UHECRs in supergalactic coordinates. Nowadays, the search
for the anisotropy is actually an open field of research in continuous development.
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2.6 Extensive Air Showers
The flux of particles with energies beyond 1015 eV is not large enough to allow direct
measurements with sufficient statistics due to the limited effective area of detectors
aboard balloons or satellites. However, when a cosmic ray of these energies strikes the
atmosphere, it interacts with the molecules of air, developing a cascade of secondary
particles composed mainly by electrons and positrons (e±), photons (γ), pions (π±)
and muons (µ±). As already mentioned the result of this process is the Extensive
Air Shower, and its detection allows the indirect measurement of the properties of
the primary cosmic ray at ground. Even at relatively low energies (∼ 1014 eV) EASs
spread several km2 and, due to this wide spatial distribution, large arrays of detectors
are needed. The different detection techniques of the EASs will be described in the
next chapter.
The incident particle suffers a nuclear interaction with the air molecules, producing
a large number of hadrons, mainly pions, which give rise to further hadronic interac-
tions. In every generation, approximately a third of the energy is transferred to an
electromagnetic cascade by the fast decay of neutral pions into two photons. This elec-
tromagnetic component dissipates ∼ 90% of the energy of the primary particle through
ionization of air molecules. In addition, a muonic cascade is generated through the de-
cay of charged pions and kaons into muons. Along all these processes the atmosphere
acts as a calorimeter in which the energy of the primary nucleon decreases, and then
only a small fraction of the primary energy (corresponding to the fraction carried by
neutrinos, muons and a few nucleons) reaches the ground level. A scheme of the main
processes involved in the development of the EASs is shown in Fig. 2.11.
There are thus three components in the extensive air showers: the hadronic com-
ponent (p, n, and not decayed π± and K±), the electromagnetic component (e± and
γ) and the muonic component (µ±). These components are described in detail in the
next subsections. A complete review on the phenomenology of EASs can be found
in [84, 85].
2.6.1 Hadronic component
Hadronic interactions are dominant in the early stages of the air shower development.
About 1% of the particles in an extensive air shower are pions, kaons and baryons
travelling very close to the shower axis. Neutral and charged pions give rise to the
electromagnetic and the muonic component respectively, as will be explained in the
next subsections.
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Figure 2.11: Schematic diagram of the processes involved in the EASs.
As has been pointed out, the information about the primary energy or the particle
type is derived from the properties of the EAS, and the results are interpreted using
Monte Carlo (MC) calculations of the shower development. While the properties of the
electromagnetic interactions are well understood, the hadronic interactions at ultra-high
energies are still not well known. Several models are used to describe hadronic inter-
actions such as Quark-Gluon String Model with Minijet Production (QGSJET) [86],
Energy Parton Off-shell Splitting (EPOS) [87] and SIBYLL [88]. The EPOS model
has been updated using recent data from the LHC [89, 90, 91], however there is a lack
of experimental data for UHECRs since even the LHC is not able to reach such high
energies and thus an extrapolation from lower energies is needed. As a consequence, the
assumed models for hadronic interactions give rise to the main source of uncertainties
in EAS simulations. Since some parameters of the primary cosmic rays are inferred
from the comparison of shower data and MC simulations, in particular the primary
mass, the lack of knowledge in hadronic interactions is the main source of systematic
uncertainties in the measurement of these parameters.
The present knowledge of hadronic processes is given by the fundamental theory
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Figure 2.12: Scheme of Heitler model for an electromagnetic shower. Figure taken
from [93].
of quantum chromodynamics (QCD). However, soft collisions with small momentum
transfer, which dominate in the non-diffractive inelastic processes of the hadronic com-
ponent and have an important role in the EASs, cannot be calculated using the QCD.
2.6.2 Electromagnetic component
As already mentioned, neutral pions decay into two gamma rays (π0 → γ + γ). On
the other hand, charged pions might also decay before interacting giving rise to an
electron. Both gamma rays and electrons of high energy develop in the atmosphere an
electromagnetic shower. A pure electromagnetic shower can be well described by the
Heitler model [92]. As represented in Fig. 2.12, a primary photon gives rise to an e+ -
e− pair which generates photons through bremsstrahlung. In every new generation, the
number of particles is doubled and the energy is equally shared between all of them,
decreasing the energy of each particle in every step. Thereby, after n generations the
number of particles is 2n, each one with an energy of E0/2
n, where E0 is the primary
energy (i.e., the energy of the particle which initiates the shower). This growing process
stops when the particle energy reaches a critical value Ec (which in air is ∼ 85 MeV)
because in the photonic component the Compton scattering starts to dominate over
the pair production while, in the electrical component, collisions dominate over the
bremsstrahlung radiation. As a consequence, losses due to ionization dominate and the
cascade dissipates its energy in the atmosphere.
Thus, the electromagnetic component develops fast, reaches a maximum in number
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of particles, and then starts to attenuate. From the Heitler model it is deduced that
the maximum number of shower particles is Nmax = E0/Ec, and it is reached at an
atmospheric slant depth2 Xmax:
Xmax = λr · ln
(
E0
Ec
)
, (2.9)
where λr is the radiation length of air for electrons. Then, the number of particles in
the shower maximum is proportional to the primary energy and the depth of maximum
is proportional to the logarithm of the primary energy.
The maximum number of particles in an iron shower of energy E is reached at
higher altitude in the atmosphere than the one in a proton shower with the same
energy. This can be understood from the superposition theorem, which postulates
that, as a first approximation, a nucleus of mass number A and energy E is equivalent
to the superposition of A independent nucleons, each with energy E/A. This theorem
implies that the energy of the sub-showers are E/A instead of E, and as a consequence
Xmax becomes smaller for iron (AFe = 56) than for proton.
Besides, from expression (2.9), the rate of increase of Xmax with logE0 (which is
the so-called elongation rate) can be obtained:
D10 =
dXmax
d log E0
= 2.3λr [g cm
−2/decade] . (2.10)
This law is confirmed by more complex models. Taking into account that the
radiation length of air for electrons is 37 g cm−2, the Heitler model predicts an increase
in Xmax of 85 g cm
−2 per decade in energy for pure electromagnetic showers.
Nowadays, thanks to quantum electrodynamic, the knowledge of electromagnetic
processes of EASs is quite precise, unlike hadronic ones. Heitler proposed the first
model of electromagnetic showers, but since then some authors have developed more
sophisticated analytical models. Greisen gave a formula for the total number of charged
particles in an electromagnetic shower initiated by a photon of energy E0 as a function
of depth t in units of radiation lengths [94]:
Ne(E0, t) =
0.31√
ln
(
E0
Ec
) · et(1− 32 ln(s)) , (2.11)
2The slant depth is defined as the atmospheric depth measured along the shower axis as X =
∞∫
z
ρ(z′)dz′, where ρ is the density of the atmosphere at distance z′ from ground measured along the
shower axis.
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where:
s ≈ 3t
t+ 2
(
E0
Ec
) (2.12)
is the so-called age of the shower, and is defined to be s = 0 at the origin of the shower,
s < 1 when the number of particles is growing, s = 1 at the shower maximum, and
s > 1 when the shower attenuates.
Gaisser and Hillas [95] proposed the following parameterization for the longitudinal
development of the electromagnetic component of an EAS initiated by a nucleus:
Ne(X) = Nmax
(
X −X0
Xmax −X0
)Xmax−X0
λ
· eXmax−Xλ , (2.13)
where Nmax is the number of particles at Xmax, and X0 and λ are parameters that
depend on the point of first interaction and on the shower development
Besides, the decrease of the particle density as a function of the distance from the
shower axis can be described by a Lateral Distribution Function (LDF). Nishimura,
Kamata and Greisen gave the following equation (NKG formula [96]) to express the
density of particles at a distance r in a plane perpendicular to the shower axis:
ρe(r) =
Ne
2πr2M
Γ
(
9
2 − s
)
Γ(s)Γ
(
9
2 − 2s
) ( r
rM
)s−2
·
(
1 +
r
rM
)s− 9
2
, (2.14)
where Ne is the total number of particles, Γ(s) is the gamma function, s the age
parameter and rM is the Molie`re radius (∼ 100 m at the Pierre Auger Observatory
altitude). Although this NKG formula was obtained for pure electromagnetic showers,
it provides a good description of the lateral distribution of e± at all stages of shower
development, and can be extended to describe showers initiated by a nucleus.
2.6.3 Muonic component
Following an approach similar to that of Heitler, air showers initiated by hadrons can
be modelled [93]: a proton interacting with a nucleus creates a certain number of
pions, i.e., multiplicity, with and average value increasing with E0. About 2/3 of these
generated pions are charged while 1/3 are neutral pions. The neutral ones create
the electromagnetic component, as explained before, and the charged pions are the
responsible for the muonic component, as it is shown in Fig. 2.13. Charged pions
interact producing more pions until their energies fall below a critical value Eµc (∼ 20
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Figure 2.13: Scheme for a hadronic shower. The charged pions initiate the muonic
component and the neutral pions initiate the electromagnetic component. Note that
not all pion lines are shown after the n = 2 level. Figure taken from [93].
GeV). At this stage the charged pions decay into muons and neutrinos:3
π+ → µ+ + νµ , (2.15)
π− → µ− + νµ . (2.16)
Kaons are also involved in the muonic component because they mostly decay directly
into muons, but they also have a probability of 28.5% to decay into charged pions:
K± → µ± + νµ , (2.17)
K± → π± + π0 . (2.18)
Muons amount to about 10% of the charged particles in the shower. As muons
are heavier than electrons their radiative losses through their travel to the ground are
significantly smaller (i.e. muons have a smaller cross section than electrons). They
have almost rectilinear trajectories and only lose a small fraction of their energy by
ionizating collisions. The low scattering suffered by muons implies that their arrival
times at ground are shorter than the arrival times of electromagnetic particles. In
3These neutrinos are part of the invisible energy.
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addition, muons are not able to generate cascades of particles, so there are no new
generations of muons and, as a consequence, for high energies and vertical showers the
number of muons reaching the ground is smaller than the amount of electrons.
Using the approach to Heitler model for air showers initiated by a proton, the
number of muons in the shower can be calculated as follows:
ln(Nµ) = β · ln
(
E0
Eµc
)
, (2.19)
where β is:
β =
ln(23〈m〉)
ln〈m〉 = 0.85 , (2.20)
being 〈m〉 the number of generated pions.
Introducing the value of Eµc ≃ 20 GeV in the expression (2.19), the number of
muons can be expressed as follows:
Nµ ∼ 104
(
E0
1PeV
)0.85
. (2.21)
The Xmax value for the muonic component can be parametrised as follows. Defining
Nch as the number of charged pions, in the first interaction the process
1
2Nchπ
0 → Nchγ
takes place, and each generated photon produces an electromagnetic shower of energy
E0/(3Nch). Using this value as the primary energy, and starting at the path length
traversed where the interaction with the air molecule took place, i.e. X0,
4 the expression
of Xmax for a proton initiated shower is:
Xpmax = X0 + λr ln
(
E0
3NchEc
)
. (2.22)
The number of charged pions, Nch, in the first interaction can be obtained from p-p
data [93], obtaining then:
Xpmax = 470 + 58 log
(
E0
1PeV
)
[g cm−2] . (2.23)
It is possible to extrapolate these results to a shower generated by a massive nuclei
using the superposition model, obtaining:
NµA = N
µ
p ·A0.15 , (2.24)
4X0 follows the expression X0 = λI ln 2, where λI is the interaction length in air.
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XAmax = X
p
max − λr lnA . (2.25)
The first expression means that the number of muons in the shower depends on the
mass of the primary particle: at a given primary energy, a heavier nucleus creating the
EAS leads to a larger amount of muons. This is due to the fact that, since a heavy
nucleus has less energy per nucleon than a light one of equal primary energy, it reaches
the Eµc faster, and then lose less energy to electromagnetic components. Then, an iron
shower will have a factor of (56)0.15 = 1.8 more muons than a proton shower of the
same energy. In the second expression it can be noticed that Xmax of iron showers
is smaller than proton showers by λr · ln 56 = 150 g cm−2 at all energies (i.e., proton
showers reach the maximum deeper in the atmosphere than iron showers).
The LDF of muons, which are non-affected by Coulomb scattering unlike electrons
and photons, gives information about the trajectories of the parent pion. Greisen gave
one of the first parameterizations of the muon LDF at a depth t [97]:
ρµ(t, r) = Nµ(t)
(
r
rG
)−0.75(
1 +
r
rG
)−2.5
, (2.26)
where rG is analogous to the Molie`re radius in the LDF for electromagnetic cascades.
The value of rG = 320 m is larger than rM∼ 100 m, which means that muons spread
to larger distances from the shower core than electrons. This fact makes muon to be
the main part of the particle density at large distances to the core. Consequently,
muons dominate for inclined showers, where the electromagnetic component is rapidly
attenuated in the atmosphere (more rapidly at higher values of zenith angle) due to
the large amount of atmospheric path travelled [98].
2.7 Mass composition of UHECRs from the properties of
the EASs
As it was pointed out above, a direct measurement of the primary mass of low-energy
cosmic rays is possible. Results show a composition similar to that observed in the
intergalactic medium, with protons and α particles dominating over other nuclei. How-
ever, for the most energetic cosmic rays, the mass composition studies must be done
through the properties of the EASs which correlate with the mass of primary particle.
In the present thesis a novel procedure based on the azimuthal asymmetry of the rise-
time of the signals of the surface detector of the Pierre Auger Observatory is used to
infer the mass composition of cosmic rays at the highest energies (see chapters 3 and
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4). The corresponding results will be compared with those obtained from other mass
sensitive parameters that are described in detail next.
2.7.1 Mass-sensitive observable Xmax
The most reliable method to extract information about the mass composition is based
on the Xmax parameter, defined above as the atmospheric depth at which the shower
reaches the maximum development. As previously explained, for a given primary energy
E, the Xmax value of light nuclei is larger than that of heavy ones. Therefore, Xmax
can be used as a parameter sensitive to the primary mass composition. Furthermore,
simulations indicate that showers initiated by heavy primaries fluctuate less than those
generated by light nuclei. For instance σ(Xmax) for iron showers is smaller than the
one of protons by about 40 g cm−2. Therefore σ(Xmax) can also be used to measure
the mass composition.
As described in the next chapter, the shower maximum depth can be directly mea-
sured by fluorescence telescopes. For instance in the Pierre Auger Observatory, this
parameter can be measured with an accuracy of better than 20 g cm−2. The results of
Auger [99] using the latest data set of the 〈Xmax〉 evolution with energy of the two first
moments of Xmax are shown in Fig. 2.14, suggesting a change of behaviour in the ankle
region when the data are compared with the model lines corresponding to the most
recent interaction models QGSJETII-04 [100], EPOS-LHC [101] and SYBILL 2.1 [102].
In the left panel it can be observed that the slope of the data is different than the
expected one for a pure composition. Besides, in the right panel, it can be seen that
the Xmax distribution gets narrower towards high energies, as it would be expected
from a composition heavier at growing energies [99]. The dependence of 〈Xmax〉 with
E measured by other experiments is shown in Fig. 2.15.
The generalized superposition model allows to establish a relationship between mass
and energy expressing the mean value of Xmax [104, 105] as:
〈Xmax〉 = X0 +D10 · log
(
E
E0A
)
+ ζ · lnA+ δ · lnA · log
(
E
E0A
)
, (2.27)
where X0 is the mean depth at maximum of proton showers at energy E0, D10 is the
elongation rate (2.10) and η and δ are parameters dependent on the assumed hadronic
interaction model. From this equation a conversion to the two first moments of lnA
can be derived:
〈Xmax〉 = 〈Xmax〉p + fE · 〈lnA〉 , (2.28)
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Figure 2.14: Energy evolution of the first two central moments of the Xmax distribu-
tion from the measurements of the Pierre Auger Observatory compared to air-shower
simulations for proton and iron primaries. Figure taken from [99].
Figure 2.15: Variation of Xmax with energy measured by different experiments as well
as predictions from different models. Figure taken from [103].
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σ2(Xmax) = 〈σ2sh〉+ f2E · σ2lnA , (2.29)
where 〈Xmax〉p is the mean value of Xmax for a proton, 〈σ2sh〉 represents the shower-
to-shower fluctuation, the variance σ2lnA reflects the dispersion in lnA coming from
the mass distribution of the composition and fE is an energy-dependent parameter
expressed as a function on D10, E, E0 and η. In Fig. 2.16 the results of the same data
set used in Fig. 2.14 in terms of 〈lnA〉 and variance σ2(lnA) (named as V (lnA) in
this figure) are represented. As can be observed in the figure, the inferred composition
is strongly dependent on the hadronic model used for the analysis, but all of them
have the same behaviour suggesting an evolution from light to medium composition
with a minimum in the average lnA just before the ankle (i.e. between 2 and 3 EeV).
Results interpreted with EPOS-LHC point to the heaviest average composition, with
lnA compatible with nitrogen at the highest energies. The variance of lnA derived
using EPOS-LHC and SIBYLL 2.1 suggests a flux of cosmic rays composed by different
nuclei at low energies and dominated by a single type of nucleus above 1018.7 eV, where
the variance is close to zero. Besides, the interpretation of the results with QGSJETII-
04 leads to unphysical variances (i.e., σ2(lnA) < 0) above 1018.4 eV. This implies that
this hadronic model is disfavoured by the data of the Pierre Auger Observatory unless
one allows for a systematic bias that is twice as large as the estimated uncertainties.
Although the Xmax parameter is an useful observable for mass composition studies,
it can only be measured using fluorescence telescopes, which have a low duty cycle,
as will be explained in the next chapter. Because of this statistic limitation, and also
looking for an independent measure to make a cross-check, the array of surface detectors
is used to obtain other mass sensitive parameters.
2.7.2 Muons at ground level and its mass information
As the Heitler model indicates, at a given primary energy a shower generated by a
heavy nuclei has more muons at ground level than a proton-induced shower. However,
that difference is affected by large fluctuations. In addition, as will be discussed in
section 2.7.4, there are discrepancies between the predicted number of muons and the
one observed at ground level in real showers. These two facts make very difficult
to discriminate directly between primaries only measuring the number of muons at
ground. Nonetheless, several analyses based on the muon content have been developed
for different experiments to obtain relative information about the mass composition of
the primary particle; for example, HiRes/MIA noticed an overestimation of the muon
density but predicted a change to a lighter composition from 1017 to 1018 eV [106], while
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Figure 2.16: Average of the logarithmic mass (top panels) and its variance σ2(lnA)
(named as V (lnA) in bottom panels) estimated from Auger data using different inter-
action models. The non-physical region of negative variance is indicated as the gray
dashed region. Figure taken from [99].
AGASA, studying the muon density at 1000 m, predicted a decreasing A composition
between 1017.5 to 1019 eV [107, 108].
The Pierre Auger Observatory has developed methods for mass composition based
on the features of the muonic component. One of them, the so-called Muon Production
Depth (MPD) method [109, 110] relies on the idea that muons at ground level carry
information about their production point. Assuming that muons are produced in the
shower axis and travel following straight lines it is possible to measure the atmospheric
depth at which a muon is produced, Xµ, from its arrival time. In this way it is
possible to obtain the Xµ distributions related with the development of the muon
component, and the corresponding maximum Xµmax (similar to the Xmax value for the
EM component) is a parameter sensitive to the mass composition of showers. However,
this method can only be applied to showers with E > 20 EeV in a restricted angular
interval 55◦− 65◦ using the information of stations at core distances between 1700 and
4000 m.
An example of a typical Xµ distribution is shown in left panel of Fig. 2.17 for
a proton simulated event with E = 1019 eV and θ = 60◦. The MPD distributions
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Figure 2.17: Left panel: fit of a Gaisser-Hillas function to a typical MPD distribution
of a simulated proton event with E = 1019 eV and θ = 60◦. Figure taken from [110].
Right panel: Xµmax distributions for proton and iron showers simulated at 30 EeV
with EPOS-LHC with θ between 55◦ and 65◦. The mean value and the RMS of the
distributions show a clear dependence upon the mass of the primary cosmic ray. For
the construction of these MPDs, only muons reaching the ground at distances greater
than 1700 m have been considered. Figure taken from [109].
predicted by MC simulations for proton and iron primaries of E = 3 × 1019 eV and
θ between 55◦and 65◦are shown on the right panel of Fig. 2.17. As can be seen, the
Xµmax of showers generated by iron nuclei will develop higher, faster and with less
shower to shower fluctuations than proton nuclei showers. The behaviour of Xµmax as a
function of the energy is studied for data and compared with the predicted results of
MC simulations for different primaries in order to extract information about the mass
composition of UHECRs. As can be seen in Fig. 2.18 data are bracketed by theoretical
expectations for p and Fe, however these results results are fully incompatible with the
EPOSLHC predictions. This can be due to the modification in the EPOS-LHC model of
the rapidity gap distribution of p-p interactions measured in LHC [111]. These results
will be compared in chapter 5 with those presented in this thesis using a different
technique, and the interpretation in terms of mass composition will be also discussed.
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Figure 2.18: Xµmax as a function of energy. The prediction of different hadronic models
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energy bin and brackets represent the systematic uncertainty. Figure taken from [109].
2.7.3 Mass-sensitive parameter risetime t1/2
As it was explained before, the electromagnetic particles of an EAS suffer multiple
scattering while the muons travel in almost straight lines, generating a difference in
the arrival times of particles reaching the ground between the electromagnetic and
the muonic component. To measure the spread in the arrival time of the particles a
fixed segment of the total integrated signal over time is chosen. Haverah Park fixed
this segment [11], defining the risetime t1/2 as the time of increase from 10% to 50%
of the total integrated signal. While the selection of this interval does not have a
physical reason, it has an important advantage: the 10% to 50% interval allows to
extract information from both muonic and electromagnetic component. If the interval
is chosen below 30% level the muonic component dominates over the electromagnetic
one, while if it is chosen up to 50% is the opposite case.
The t1/2 fluctuations between showers were observed to be larger than the expected
from sampling uncertainties [112]. This fact gave rise to the development of different
analyses to extract information about composition from the risetime. For example, t1/2
measurements at Haverah Park of a data set of cosmic rays with primary energy of 1019
eV, re-analysed in [113], lead to a result of ∼ 20% proton + 80% iron composition.
Several methods had been carried out at the Pierre Auger Collaboration. The Leeds
group [114, 115] has developed a procedure to suppress the dependence of risetime on
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both distance to the shower core r and the zenith angle θ. For that, a ∆ parameter is
defined as:
〈∆i〉 =
N∑
i
t1/2 − tbenchmark1/2 (r, θ)
σ1/2(r, θ, S)
, (2.30)
where i refers to each surface detector, σ1/2 is the uncertainty of the risetime (it will
be explained in detail in section 4.3) and tbenchmark1/2 is the benchmark function, which
represents the risetime values evaluated from a fit to the average risetime as a function
of r for showers at a fixed energy. It is obtained fitting the function in the range of
energies from 1018.9 to 1019.2 and for values of sec θ < 1.4, r > 1400 m and signals above
a certain level. Thanks to it, the values of ∆ do not depend on r or θ but depends
on the mass sensitive observable Xmax. Using hybrid events, this dependence of ∆ on
Xmax was found to be linear, allowing to measure the maximum depth with the SD
data and its dependence with energy.
Another method [116, 117] parametrizes the risetime as a function of the distance
to the core (assuming a quadratic dependence [118]) in order to obtain the risetime at
1000 m and compare it with the simulated values for different primaries.
Finally, the Auger Collaboration has adopted a method based on the azimuthal
asymmetry in t1/2 that is the objective of this thesis, and will be extensively explained
in the following chapters.
2.7.4 Muon discrepancy
As already mentioned, the determination of the mass composition relies on comparisons
with MC predictions and thus on models of hadronic interactions that need to be
extrapolated to energies inaccesible to accelerators. This results in a large spread in
the predictions of the muon production in air showers [119]. The hybrid nature of
the Pierre Auger Observatory provides an ideal experimental set-up for testing and
constraining models of high-energy hadronic interactions.
A comparison between ground signals obtained by Monte Carlo simulations of
hadronic models and hybrid data collected by the Pierre Auger Observatory shows
significant discrepancies. In the left panel of Fig. 2.19, the ratio between the expected
and the measured signal at 1000 m (S(1000)) as a function of the zenith angle is shown
for QGSJETII-04 and EPOS-LHC simulated showers with different compositions and
411 hybrid events with energies 1018.8 < E < 1019.2 eV [120]. The discrepancy between
the measured and the simulated S(1000) value, larger than the uncertainty in the FD
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Figure 2.19: Left panel: the average ratio R of the S(1000) of observed events to that in
simulated events as a function of zenith angle for mixed or pure proton composition; the
gray band represents the impact of the 14% systematic uncertainty in the FD energy
scale. Right panel: contributions of different components to the average signal as a
function of zenith angle, for stations at 1 km from the shower core, in simulated 10
EeV proton air showers illustrated for QGSJETII-04. Figures taken from [120].
energy scale at all angles, grows with zenith angle, suggesting a lack of predicted muons
in simulations for all the models.
This discrepancy can be analysed adjusting the ground signal in the simulations
to fit the measured ground signal in the data. To this end, two rescaling factors are
introduced: a rescaling factor of the primary energy RE, which uniformly rescales the
total ground signal of the event, and a muonic rescaling factor Rµ, which rescales only
the muonic contribution to the ground signal. For each event i, a rescaled S(1000) is
simulated as a function of RE , Rµ and the primary particle type j. Then, the two
rescaling factors are fitted minimizing the signal discrepancy. The likelihood function
to be maximized is
∏
i Pi, with the contribution of each event i expressed as:
Pi =
∑ pj(Xmax,i)√
2πσ2i,j
e
1
2
(
Sresc(RE,Rµ)i,j−S(1000)i
σi,j
)2
, (2.31)
where pj(Xmax,i) is the probability that the i
th event comes from primary type j for
the given Xmax of the event (calculated using the mix of p, He, N and Fe which best-
fits the observed Xmax distribution), σ
2
i,j is the total variance and the rescaled signal
Sresc(RE , Rµ)i,j is expressed in terms of the electromagnetic and muonic signals as
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Figure 2.20: The best-fit values of RE and Rµ for QGSJETII-04 and EPOS-LHC, for
mixed and pure proton compositions. The ellipses show the 1σ statistical uncertainties
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follows:
Sresc(RE , Rµ)i,j = RESEM,i,j +R
α
ERµSµ,i,j , (2.32)
where α determines the energy scaling of the muonic signal and has the value of 0.89
independent of composition [121]. The right panel of Fig. 2.19 shows the different
contributions in the signal of a 10 EeV EAS.
Finally, the variance of S(1000) with respect to Sresc has three contributions: the
shower-to-shower variance in the ground signal (σshwr, typically 16% of Sresc for proton
initiated showers and 5% for iron ones), the variance due to limitations in reconstructing
the shower (σrec, typically 12% of Sresc), and the variance due to prediction limitations
in the MC simulations (σsim, typically 10% of Sresc for proton initiated showers and 4%
for iron initiated showers). The total variance is then:
σ2i,j = σ
2
shwr,i,j + σ
2
rec,i + σ
2
sim,i,j . (2.33)
The results of the fit for RE and Rµ are shown in Fig. 2.20. As can be observed,
there are differences between models and compositions. Since the best fit of Rµ is
the closest to unity, the smallest signal deficit corresponds to the mixed composition
case with EPOS-LHC. The size of the muonic signal, which is 15% larger for EPOS-
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LHC than for QGSJETII-04 for pure proton (and 20% for mixed composition), is the
main difference between the ground signals predicted by the two models. EPOS-LHC
benefits more than QGSJETII models when a mixed composition is used because the
mean primary mass determined from the Xmax data for EPOS-LHC is larger [105].
Summarizing, the simulated hadronic signal is a factor 1.3 - 1.6 smaller than the
observed one using the last hadronic models. Furthermore, this discrepancy doubles the
value of the estimated systematic and statistical uncertainties combined in quadrature,
even for the best case of mixed composition using EPOS-LHC. Thus, the present shower
models do not describe correctly the muonic ground signal. This has to be taken into
account in the interpretation of the results for any analysis in which the hadronic models
are required.
Chapter 3
The Pierre Auger Observatory
3.1 Introduction
The Pierre Auger Observatory [22, 122] is the largest detector all over the world de-
signed to study the properties of UHECRs with a high statistical significance. It is
located near the town of Malargu¨e, in the Province of Mendoza (Argentina), at an
altitude of 1400 m above sea level (see Fig. 3.1).
The observatory is provided with a Surface Detector and a Fluorescence Detector.
The Surface Detector (SD) consists in 1660 water Cherenkov tanks separated by 1.5
km on a triangular grid, covering a total area of about 3000 km2. The Cherenkov
light emitted by the particles as they travel through the water of the tanks provides a
measurement of the lateral distribution of the shower. The Fluorescence Detector (FD)
that overlooks the SD consists in 24 telescopes split in four buildings surrounding the
surface array. The FD measures the longitudinal development of EASs by recording
the fluorescence light generated in the atmosphere by the shower particles. The energy
threshold of these detectors is of about 1018.5 eV for the SD and of about 1018.0 for the
FD. The hybrid operation makes possible to detect simultaneously cosmic rays with
both detectors allowing a large statistics, a better control of the systematic uncertainties
and useful cross-checks for detector calibration and data consistency.
In addition other instruments have been installed. In the first place HEAT and
AMIGA are extensions of FD and SD respectively that lower the energy threshold
down to 1017 eV. Radio antennas are also being used (AERA) as well as microwave
detectors (AMBER, EASIER, MIDAS). The location of these components inside the
Pierre Auger Observatory is also shown in Fig. 3.1.
While writing this thesis the Pierre Auger Collaboration has agreed to carry out
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Figure 3.1: Situation of the components of the Pierre Auger Observatory. The water
Cherenkov tanks of the SD are represented as gray dots. The blue solid lines represent
the field of view of each telescope of the four FD buildings (Coihueco, Los Leones, Loma
Amarilla and Los Morados). HEAT, the radio system AERA, the microwave detection
prototype AMBER and the infill array of the AMIGA extension are installed next to
Coihueco. MIDAS and the surface detectors instrumented with EASIER antennas are
close to Los Leones. The Balloon Launching Station (BLS) as well as the XLF and
CLF stations (which are instruments for monitoring the properties of the atmosphere)
are also shown inside the array. Figure adapted from [123].
a major upgrade of the Observatory by adding plastic scintillators on top of the SD
stations in order to enhance their capability to distinguish the muonic and electromag-
netic component of the signals. This AugerPrime upgrade will improve significantly
the determination of the mass of the primary cosmic rays. Although it will not be
described here, more details can be found in [124].
This chapter is organized as follows: the performance of the FD and SD detectors
are described in sections 3.2 and 3.3 respectively, explaining their design, calibration,
trigger system and event reconstruction. The detector enhancements already installed
(and those still in deployment) are briefly described in section 3.4.
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3.1.1 The Pierre Auger Collaboration framework: Offline
In order to carry out the analyses of the data collected by the observatory, the Pierre
Auger collaboration developed in C++ the Oﬄine Software Framework [125, 126] ,
usually named Offline. It consists of three principal components:
· Detector description: Containing information about the configuration and perfor-
mance of the observatory, and also about the atmospheric conditions as a function of
time.
· Event model: All simulation and reconstruction information is gathered in this
component.
· Framework: The different tasks can be divided into several sequences of self con-
tained processing steps. These tasks are developed by algorithms, the so-called modules.
Each module is able to read information from the detector description and/or the event,
process the information and write the results back into the event. These modules can
be configured and structured by a XML file.
This framework will be the basis for the reconstruction and simulation tasks of
the EASs detected by the Pierre Auger Observatory, explained in detail alongside this
chapter.
3.2 Fluorescence Detector
As mentioned above, the Fluorescence Detector of the Pierre Auger Observatory is a
set of four “eyes” or buildings with a sky coverage of 180◦ in azimuth, each surrounding
and overlooking the array of surface detectors. Their names come from the small hills
where they are located: Los Leones, Los Morados, Loma Amarilla and Coihueco. As
can be seen in the left panel of Fig. 3.2, each building contains six identical telescopes
designed to collect the light emitted in the UV wavelength region (300 - 400 nm).
This light is due to the de-excitation of the N2 molecules of the atmosphere previously
excited by the particles from the EAS [127, 128]. These telescopes have a field of view
(FoV) of 30◦ in azimuth and 28.6◦ in elevation, and have been designed following the
Schmidt technique to achieve a high optical quality, reducing the coma aberration as
well as keeping the spot size for any viewing angle within an angular spread of 0.5◦.
An updated and detailed description of the FD of the Pierre Auger Observatory can
be found in [129].
The components of the telescopes are: an 0.85 m radius diaphragm with a corrector
ring that doubles the aperture area of the telescope and keeps the properties of the
Schmidt system [130, 131]; a spherical mirror with a radius of curvature of 3.4 m and
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Figure 3.2: Left panel: schematic layout of the building with six fluorescence telescopes.
Right panel: schematic view of a fluorescence telescope of the Pierre Auger Observatory.
Figures taken from [129].
square shape (3.8 m × 3.8 m); a UV-filter to reduce the background light and a camera
in the focal point composed of 440 photomultipliers (PMTs) Photonis XP3062 arranged
in a pixel matrix of 22 rows by 20 columns, each one with a FoV of about 1.5◦. Due
to the spacing between PMTs, each photomultiplier tube is surrounded by a system of
Winston cones to optimize the light collection. Finally, 20 front-end boards (each one
serving 22 pixels of a camera column), located below the camera, receive the analogue
signals of the PMTs and digitize them at 10 MHz using a large dynamic range of 12
bit ADCs. In the right panel of Fig. 3.2 an schematic representation of a fluorescence
telescope with its components is shown.
The FD can be only operated during nights with moon fraction below 60% and
under stable atmospheric conditions, which implies a duty cycle < 13%. To check
this conditions it is necessary an atmospheric monitoring system, performed by sev-
eral devices deployed in the Pierre Auger Observatory. The pressure, temperature and
humidity are recorded by weather stations at ground and also by balloon flights [132].
There is one Laser Imaging Detection And Ranging (LIDAR) station in each FD build-
ing, consisting of a pulsed laser beam of 355 nm and a receiver telescope to measure the
backscattered photons versus time, allowing to detect clouds and aerosols by analysing
the backscattered light from laser pulses [133]. Additionally, there are infrared cam-
eras installed on the top of each FD building to map the cloud coverage over each site
taking images every 5 minutes [134]. Another laser-based systems used to study the
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atmosphere are the Aerosol Phase Function (APF) monitor, the Central Laser Facility
(CLF) and the eXtreme Laser Facility (XLF) [135]. In addition other systems as me-
teorological radio soundings [136], the star monitor Photometric Robotic Atmospheric
Monitor (FRAM) [137], the Horizontal Attenuation Monitor (HAMs) [138] and an oc-
tocopter [139] are used for complementary information and cross-checks. The location
of some of these instruments is shown in Fig. 3.1. The atmospheric data are stored in
SQL databases for a simple accessibility in the reconstruction procedure.
3.2.1 FD calibration
The signals of the PMTs measured in FADC counts have to be converted into light
flux. This is necessary for the determination of the longitudinal profile and energy of
the showers. An absolute end-to-end calibration allows obtaining the corresponding
conversion factor. This is achieved using a portable calibrated diffuse light consisting
in a 375 nm light UV LED inside a diffusing cylindrical box that is mounted in front of
the telescope aperture. This tool (the so-called drum) provides a uniform illumination
of the PMTs camera [140] and thus the calibration factor to convert FADC counts into
absolute photon number can be directly obtained with an uncertainty of 9.5%. This
calibration is repeated for all telescopes every year.
In addition, in order to avoid variations in the absolute calibration constants due
instability of the optical components, another relative calibration is also performed
before and after each night of data-taking. Furthermore, a cross-check of the absolute
calibration of the FD is performed using the scattered light from the remote vertical
laser beams of 337 nm and 355 nm.
3.2.2 FD trigger
The trigger of the FD is the mechanism which allows to distinguish background from
event candidates. It is composed of four levels [141, 142], two of them implemented at
hardware level and the other two at software level.
- First Level Trigger:
The First Level Trigger (FLT), implemented in the front-end board, makes decisions
at pixel level. It compares the collected digitized signal over 1000 ns (10 consecutive
time bins) with a threshold, which is continuously adjusted to maintain a pixel trigger
rate of 100 Hz. If the sum is larger than a threshold then the pixel is flagged as triggered.
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Figure 3.3: Fundamental types of pattern regarded as straight track segments for SLT.
Figure taken from [129].
- Second Level Trigger:
The Second Level Trigger (SLT), implemented in a separated board, reads the pixel
triggers in all channels and looks for patterns similar to the track generated by the
fluorescence light of an EAS (like those shown in Fig. 3.3). It is possible that some
light track does not pass through the center of some pixels and thus some PMTs within
the shower track do not record enough light to trigger. To avoid that effect as well as
that of defective PMTs, only 4 out of the 5 triggered pixels are required for the pattern
recognition algorithm. This level of trigger has a rate of about 0.1 Hz per mirror.
- Third Level Trigger:
The Third Level Trigger (TLT) is implemented in a computer called Mirror PC which
is associated to each telescope. The TLT is an algorithm that looks for time correla-
tion within the pixel tracks to reject background events like those generated by muon
impacts on the camera, lightnings or randomly triggered pixels. The rate for this level
is of about 0.02 Hz per mirror with a fraction of true showers rejected below 0.7%.
- Hybrid trigger (T3):
Candidate events passing the TLT trigger in all telescopes are sent to a computer
(the Eye PC), where an event builder merges coincident events from adjacent tele-
scopes. Here, a hybrid trigger, called T3, is sent to the Central Data Acquisition
System (CDAS), which acts as an external trigger for the SD, aiming to record hybrid
events at low energies (below 1018.5 eV) where the array is not fully efficient and would
not generate an independent trigger. At these energies hybrid events occur within 20
km of the FD buildings, triggering no more than one or two SD stations. With this
trigger a preliminary shower reconstruction is performed, obtaining basic shower pa-
rameters like the ground impact time and the shower direction with a simple online
reconstruction. When these data arrive at the CDAS, the SD is requested for signals
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recorded close to the calculated impact time. With each T3 trigger the SD stations
which are located near the FD building are read out. Finally, the FD and SD data are
merged oﬄine allowing hybrid analysis.
3.2.3 FD reconstruction
In the following, the different steps of the reconstruction of shower parameters using FD
data are briefly explained. First, the geometrical reconstruction provides the direction
of the cosmic ray and the impact point at the ground. Later, this information together
with the longitudinal development of the showers is used to reconstruct the primary
energy.
- Geometrical reconstruction:
The plane containing the shower axis and the position of the triggered FD building
is defined as the Shower Detector Plane (SDP) [143] (see Fig. 3.4). The first step
in the geometrical reconstruction is to determine the SDP by minimizing the angular
distances from the pointing directions of triggered pixels. Once it is determined, the
next step is to obtain the direction of the shower axis within the SDP using the arrival
times information. The shower axis can be characterized by two parameters: Rp, which
is the perpendicular distance from the camera to the track, and χ0, which is the angle
between the track and the horizontal line in the SDP. Each pixel observing the track
has a pointing direction defined by χi (the angle with respect the horizontal line). If t0
is the time when the shower front on the axis passes the point of closest approach to
the camera, Rp, then the light arrives at the i
th pixel at the time:
ti = t0 +
Rp
c
tan
(
χ0 − χi
2
)
. (3.1)
The geometrical parameters are determined by fitting the data points to equa-
tion (3.1). Although it can be calculated using only arrival times of the FD telescopes,
a more accurate reconstruction can be obtained combining those times with timing
information of SD stations, as can be seen in Fig. 3.5, where the fit to equation (3.1)
is compared with the fit of the same equation adding the term corresponding to the
arrival time of the SD station. This hybrid procedure allows to obtain an angular res-
olution of the FD better than 0.6◦ (on average) at energies above 1018.5 eV [144].
- Energy reconstruction:
At a given atmospheric depth, the amount of fluorescence light emitted isotropically
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the geometrical shower reconstruction from the observables
of the Fluorescence Detector. Figure taken from [143]
Figure 3.5: Example of reconstructed shower axis. FD data (colour points) and SD
data (squares) are superimposed to the monocular (red line) and hybrid (blue line)
reconstruction fits. The full square indicates the SD station with the highest signal.
This is a typical event in which the monocular reconstruction does not work well. Figure
taken from [129].
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is proportional to the energy deposited by the particles of the shower at that altitude.
It is possible then to convert the light flux at the telescope aperture, collected by every
single pixel, into the energy deposited as a function of the slant depth. The relationship
between fluorescence emission and energy deposition is given by the so-called fluores-
cence yield, defined as the number of fluorescence photons emitted per unit deposited
energy. This parameter has been measured in dedicated laboratory experiments. The
Auger collaboration is currently using the precise yield reported by AIRFLY [145], in
good agreement with previous measurements [146] as presented in [147]. The fluores-
cence yield varies with atmospheric conditions, and thus its dependence with pressure,
temperature and humidity are needed for an accurate reconstruction of the energy pro-
file [148, 149, 150]. The assumed fluorescence yield and its dependencies have a relevant
impact in the energy scale of any experiment using fluorescence telescopes as discussed
in [151, 149].
In a real shower not only the fluorescence light, but also the air-Cherenkov radiation,
reaches the telescope. For a given geometry this Cherenkov light is also proportional to
the shower energy providing complementary information. In addition it is necessary to
take into account the scattered Cherenkov light [152] and multiple-scattered light [153]
as well as the attenuation suffered by the light in its path to the detector. The method
used by the Auger collaboration to reconstruct the profile of energy deposition that
includes all these ingredients, is described in detail in [154].
If the FoV of the telescopes is wide enough to observe the complete shower profile,
the total energy deposited by the electromagnetic component can be obtained by inte-
grating the energy deposited at each level; however, this is not the typical case, so it is
usually required to extrapolate to depths out of the range of the FoV.
The reconstructed profile of deposited energy is fitted to a Gaisser-Hillas func-
tion [95] and integrated to obtain the calorimetric energy:
Ecal =
∫ ∞
0
fGH(X)dX . (3.2)
The Gaisser-Hillas function is expressed as:
fGH(X) =
dE(X)
dX
=
dE(X)
dX
∣∣∣∣
Xmax
·
(
X −X0
Xmax −X0
)Xmax−X0
λ
· e(Xmax−Xλ ) , (3.3)
where dE(X)dX
∣∣∣
Xmax
is the total energy deposited at an atmospheric slant depth Xmax
(defined in the previous chapter as the atmospheric depth at which the maximum num-
ber of particles in the shower is reached), while X0 and λ are shape parameters without
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Figure 3.6: Example of a reconstructed energy deposit profile with the Gaisser Hillas
fit; the energy reconstruction for this shower was (3.0 ± 0.2) · 1019 eV. Figure taken
from [129]
a direct physical interpretation (since the Gaisser-Hillas function is a phenomenological
function). In Fig. 3.6 an example of the Gaisser Hillas fit to the energy deposit profile
is shown.
The calorimetric energy of the shower does not include the energy carried by
particles that do not generate fluorescence light like neutrinos and muons below the
ground [155]. This so-called “invisible energy” has been parametrised (see left panel of
Fig. 3.7) as [156, 157]:
Einv
1EeV
= 0.174 ·
(
Ecal
1EeV
)0.914
. (3.4)
For energies above 1018 eV, the fraction of the invisible energy is about 15% of the
total energy, decreasing with energy (see right panel of Fig. 3.7). The total energy of
the primary cosmic ray as measured by the FD is therefore:
EFD = Ecal + Einv . (3.5)
3.3 Surface Detector
As has already been introduced, the SD is an array of Water-Cherenkov Detectors
(WCDs) in a triangular grid of 1660 tanks separated by 1500 m covering more than 3000
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Figure 3.7: Left panel: fit of Einv vs Ecal on the golden hybrid events above 10
18.3eV.
Figure taken from [157]. Right panel: invisible energy as a function of calorimetric
energy for different hadronic models. Figure taken from [156].
km2. The WCDs are cheaper than scintillators, as well as more sensitive to showers
arriving at large zenith angles, increasing therefore the sky coverage. Additionally,
these detectors can operate for a long period of time with both high stability and low
maintenance.
The WCDs exploit the fact that charged particles moving faster than the speed
of light in the medium generate Cherenkov light. At ground level, shower particles
are mainly photons and electrons with energies below 10 MeV, and also muons in the
GeV range. At these energies electrons and muons generate Cherenkov light inside
the tank while photons are converted via pair production and Compton scattering into
relativistic electrons and positrons, which can also produce Cherenkov light.
Each station (like the one shown in Fig. 3.8) consists of a cylindrical tank of
polyethylene with a diameter of 3.6 m and a height of 1.55 m containing a Tyvekr
liner filled with 12000 l of high purity water up to a height of 1.2 m; this liner is black
on the outside (acting as a seal against background light) and its inner surface provides
an excellent diffusive reflectance for Cherenkov light (about 98% depending on wave-
length). The water volume is observed, through three clear plastic windows, by three
9′′ XP1805 Photonis photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) [158] located at the top surface of
the liner looking downwards. From each PMT two signals are extracted: one from the
anode and another one from the last dynode (amplified by a factor of 32 to match the
dynamic range) [159, 160]. The readout of these six signals from each tank is digi-
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Figure 3.8: SD station of the Pierre Auger Observatory with its components labelled;
the Tyvekr liner and the three PMTs are inside the tank.
tized at 40 MHz (25 ns bins) using a Flash Analog to Digital Converter (FADC) [161]
and sent to a Programmable Logic Device (LPD). This device is operated by a CPU
located in a box on the top of the tank that controls the electronics. The LPD se-
lects the signals according to the trigger configuration and sends them to the closest of
the four local communication towers, which are located at each fluorescence building.
From there, signals go to the CDAS through a high capacity microwave link. Timing
synchronization, which is essential to determine the shower direction, is obtained by a
GPS Motorola unit installed in each local station. The GPS allows achieving a time
precision of ∼8 ns. Two solar panels on the top of the tank, connected to two 12 V
batteries, supply an electrical power of 10 W to feed the electronics. Therefore, each
detector is autonomous and can operate independently of the other tanks of the array.
The SD is complete since June 2008 although it has been taking data in stable
operation since January 2004 with a smaller number of tanks. A map of the active SD
stations at present [162] is shown in Fig. 3.9. The status of each tank is monitored
continuously [163]. In order to get a better understanding on the time resolution and
the fluctuations in the signals, some position of the SD grid are provided by two (twins)
or three (triplets) nearby detectors with a separation of ∼11 m.
An example of a complete SD event is illustrated in Fig. 3.10. It corresponds to a
proton simulated event with an energy of 1019.25 eV and a zenith angle of 45◦. In the
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Figure 3.9: Map of the SD array with the current active detectors (coloured points). For
each working detector, the colour indicates the number of surrounding active detectors.
The high populated area in the upper left corner of the map is the infill, treated in
detail in Section 3.4.1. Figure taken from [162].
left panel the reconstruction of the event inciding into the SD array is represented, while
in the right panel the footprint of this event is shown. The straight line represents the
incoming direction of the cosmic ray, the size of the triggered stations is proportional
to the amount of signal registered by each tank, and the colour is related to the time of
arrival: the yellow stations are first triggered while the red ones are the most delayed.
3.3.1 SD calibration
A certain amount of light generated by a particle in different tanks, or even in the same
tank but at different times, does not usually give rise to exactly the same signal. This
is due to the fact that the electronic signal in a given PMT not only depends on the
light pulse induced by the particle, but also on the water quality, the PMT response
and the liner reflectivity. Hence, in order to avoid variations between tanks, the signal
measured at each one has to be normalized to a reference calibration unit.
Given the large number of detectors and their separated locations, a simple and
automatic self-calibration procedure has been implemented in the local electronics.
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Figure 3.10: Left panel: reconstruction of a proton shower with log(E/eV) = 19.25
and θ = 45◦ inciding into the SD; the straight line represents the incoming direction of
the primary particle, the untriggered tanks of the array are represented as white dots,
while the triggered stations are coloured taking as a function of the time of arrival of
the particles (yellow tanks are hit before the red ones) and have an area proportional
to the signal intensity. Right panel: footprint of the same event at ground level.
The calibration unit is the so-called Vertical Equivalent Muon (VEM or QVEM) defined
as the signal produced by a vertical and central through-going (VCT) muon [164].
The goal of the calibration procedure is to determine with good accuracy the value of 1
VEM in electronics units (i.e., integrated channels). For that, the signals of atmospheric
muons crossing the tanks (which have a high rate of ∼2500 Hz) are used. An example of
the charge histogram corresponding to the sum of the 3 PMTs of a SD station obtained
with atmospheric muons is shown as a solid black line in the left panel of Fig. 3.11. To
select only VCT muons and establish the relation between a VEM and the peak of the
histogram, a test detector consisting in a reference tank equipped with two movable
scintillators have been used [165]. The charge from these VCT muons, measured by
coincidences between the two scintillators of the reference tank, is represented with
a red dashed line. The first peak is due to low-energy atmospheric muons, while the
second one (QpeakVEM) is due to vertical through-going atmospheric muons. In comparison
with the VEM peak of the VCT muons, this second peak corresponds to approximately
at 1.09 VEM for the sum of the 3 PMTs (i.e., there is a conversion factor between both
peaks of QpeakVEM = 1.09 QVEM) and 1.03 ± 0.02 VEM for each PMT; these values are
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Figure 3.11: Charge (left panel) and pulse height (right panel) histograms from an
SD station with 3-fold coincidences between all 3 PMTs. The dashed histogram is
produced by an external muon telescope to select only vertical and central muons. The
first peak is due to low-energy atmospheric muons. The second peak is due to vertical
through-going atmospheric muons. Figure taken from [164].
different because each PMT measures a portion of the signal deposited closest to them
but the sum of the 3 PMTs measures the total signal in the tank [166].
Moreover, to keep the same trigger condition for the whole array, the SD stations
must have a reference unit for threshold levels. This reference is again provided by the
atmospheric muons, which produce a peak in a pulse height histogram in a similar way
that the peak produced in the charge histogram, as it is shown in the right panel of
Fig. 3.11. The pulse height histogram for atmospheric muons is shown as a solid line.
Muons also produce two peaks of equivalent interpretation; the second one, IpeakVEM, is
used as a common reference unit for threshold levels.
For the calibration to VEM units procedure, the initial end-to-end gains of the
3 PMTs, i.e. IpeakVEM, must be roughly equivalent to ensure that the signals recorded
from the 3 PMTs are similar in amplitude. Additionally, this calibration procedure
must be able to convert the raw FADC traces into integrated channels, which requires
to determine the baselines1 of all six FADC inputs and the gain ratio between the
dynode and the anode. Once the calibration is completed, the calibration constants
IpeakVEM and Q
peak
VEM are obtained with precision at the level of 3% and 6%, respectively.
1The baseline is the part of the trace which does not correspond with the air shower signal or
coincident muons; it is a combination of an artificial constant off-set from zero, the undershoot and the
electronic noise fluctuations.
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They are calculated every minute and sent to CDAS with each triggering event [166],
which allows the registration of a large amount of information about the state of each
surface detector in the minute preceding the trigger of each recorded event, leading to
an accurate calibration of the data. More details about the process of the calibration
to VEM units can be found in [164].
3.3.2 SD trigger
When a particle hits a tank, it is mandatory to have a mechanism which allows the
separation between particles coming from EASs and background particles. The trigger
system (detailed in [167]) is designed to put constrains on the signals of the tanks in
order to select only physical events generated by cosmic rays, allowing operation at
a wide range of primary energies and incident angles from vertical to very inclined
showers.
It consists of five levels. Two local triggers, levels 1 and 2 (called T1 and T2) im-
plemented at the tanks. A level 3 (T3), implemented at the CDAS, is based upon the
spatial and temporal correlation of the T2 triggers. All data satisfying the T3 trigger
are stored for further analysis. The two last trigger levels (T4 and T5) are implemented
oﬄine in order to select physical events associated with cosmic rays and good quality
events. In the following, these trigger levels are explained in detail:
- T1 level:
The T1 trigger is formed by two different modes. The first mode is a Time-over-
Threshold trigger (ToT) that requires the signal to be larger than a threshold value of
0.2·IpeakVEM in at least 13 bins of 25 ns/bin within a time window of 120 bins in coincidence
in 2 out of 3 PMTs [168]. The second mode corresponds to a Simple Threshold trigger
(TH) that requires the signal from the 3 PMTs to be larger than a given threshold value
of 1.75 · IpeakVEM in at least one bin. The first-mode condition has a rate smaller than 2 Hz
and is designed to identify small signals spread in time like those induced by low-energy
showers with a strong electromagnetic component or by high-energy showers in tanks
far from the shower core. The second-mode condition is designed to identify large and
narrow signals corresponding to the muonic component of highly inclined showers and
allows the reduction of the rate due to atmospheric muons from about 3 kHz to about
100 Hz.
An improved version of the ToT trigger, the ToTd trigger, was proposed in [169] in
order to distinguish the composite signals produced by a sequence of several particles
coming from an EAS from the background of isolated signals. A composite signal is
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produced by several particles spread over a time much larger than 25 ns, while the
background signals are produced by isolated particles or by a bunch of particles hit-
ting the tank within a short period. It uses a deconvolution algorithm to suppress the
exponential tail in the signal by a single particle, associated to the long decay time
of the light in the water Cherenkov tanks. After the deconvolution, the trace appears
in principle as a succession of narrow peaks, so counting the number of slots above
a low threshold within a time window is an appropriate way to distinguish between
one peak (random signal), two peaks (double random within the window), or several
peaks (shower signal). It was successfully tested in [170] and it detects shower signals
of lower amplitude than the ToT/TH combination does. However, some instabilities
of the ToTd trigger rate were observed in stations where the response of the electron-
ics was not stable. An alternative algorithm, designed to be much less sensitive than
ToT/ToTd against a possible distortion of the signal by the electronic chain, is the
so-called Multiplicity of Positive Steps (MoPS) [171]. The MoPS is based on the idea
of detecting and counting the accumulation of successive increases (defined as positive
steps) in the FADC traces, each step corresponding to the arrival of a particle. The
algorithm requires at least a certain number of steps above a certain threshold within
a time window. These new triggers are working officially since June 2013.
- T2 level:
The T2 trigger is also implemented in the station to reduce to about 20 Hz the
rate of events per detector to be sent to the CDAS. ToT triggers are directly promoted
to the second level T2 (T2 ToT) whereas TH triggers are needed to exceed a higher
threshold of 3.2 · IpeakVEM in coincidence for 3 PMTs (T2 TH). This level is very useful to
detect fast signals (< 200 ns) corresponding to the muonic component associated with
horizontal showers.
- T3 level:
The T3 trigger, implemented at the CDAS, consists of two different modes and it is
based on spacial and temporal coincidences of triggered stations passing the T2 level.
The main mode is developed to assure the time coincidence of at least three tanks
which have passed the ToT conditions with a minimum of compactness. It imposes
that at least one of the tanks must have one of its closest neighbours and one of its
second closest neighbours triggered. It is called “ToT2C1&3C2”, where mCn means m
triggered stations within the nth ring, as can be seen in the example of the left panel of
Fig. 3.12. Once the spatial coincidence is verified, timing criteria are imposed: each T2
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Figure 3.12: Example of T3 configurations: the 3-fold T3 mode ToT2C1&3C2 (left
panel) and the 4-fold mode 2C1&3C2&4C4 (right panel); see text for the definitions.
Figure taken from [167].
must be within (6 + 5n) µs of the first one to be included in the event. Since the ToT
as a local trigger has already very low background, this trigger selects mostly physical
events generated by cosmic rays with a high efficiency: 90% of the selected events are
cosmic ray showers, while the 10% remaining is caused by chance coincidences due
to the permissive timing criteria. This mode is extremely helpful to detect vertical
showers.
Additionally, to detect horizontal showers, which generate fast signals and have wide
spread topological patterns, a different and more permissive mode is implemented. It
requires a four-fold coincidence of any T2 with a moderate compactness requirement;
i.e., among the 4 triggered tanks, one is let to be as far as 6 km away from the others
within the appropriate time window. It is called “2C1&3C2&4C4”. The same timing
criteria explained before are also applied. An example of such T3 configuration is shown
on the right panel of Fig. 3.12. The efficiency of this trigger mode is smaller than 10%.
- T4 level:
The T4 trigger is applied oﬄine to distinguish between physical events and the
possible random coincidences from the stored T3 data sample. One of its two modes,
the so-called 3ToT, was devised to select real vertical showers. It requires that at least
3 ToT stations are in a triangle of first neighbours, as shown in Fig. 3.13. This mode
of trigger has an efficiency of more than 98%. The second T4 mode, the so-called 4C1,
is needed to select very inclined showers (above 60◦ ) and also the small fraction of
vertical showers lost with the 3ToT condition. It requires a compact configuration of 4
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Figure 3.13: The two possible 3ToT compact configurations (with addition of all of the
symmetry transformations of the triangular grid). Figure taken from [172].
Figure 3.14: The three (minimal) 4C1 configurations (with addition of all of the sym-
metry transformations of the triangular grid). Figure taken from [172].
tanks with a T2 trigger each, i.e., the three stations are located in the first crown C1,
as shown in Fig. 3.14). This 4C1 trigger brings to ∼ 100% the efficiency for showers
below 60◦. For both modes, trigger times must be compatible with a plane shower front
moving at the speed of light as a simple time compatibility criterion needed to avoid
accidentally triggered stations.
- T5 level:
The T5 trigger is designed to select high-quality events ensuring a good reconstruc-
tion of the shower parameters. It rejects events with a deficient reconstruction due
to showers inciding too close of the edge of the array, where a part of the shower is
missed and the real core is located outside the array. One of its two modes, the 6T5
mode, requires the tank with the highest signal to be surrounded by at least 6 working
stations, not necessarily triggered, at the time of triggering. This mode ensures ade-
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Figure 3.15: Schematics of the hierarchy of the trigger system of the Auger Surface
Detector. Figure taken from [172].
quate containment of the event inside the array and allows a simple way to compute
the detector acceptance counting active hexagons. To increase the statistics of selected
events a different implementation, more permissive, which takes into account the non-
working stations (about 1% of the tanks of the array is expected to malfunction at
any time) is implemented. This mode, the so-called 5T5, requires the tank with the
highest signal to be surrounded by at least 5 working stations among the 6 closest tanks.
The whole trigger chain of the SD, from T1 to T5, is summarized in Fig. 3.15.
3.3.3 SD event reconstruction
Once a T5 event has been identified, not all the triggered stations are considered for
reconstruction. A first rejection is for events due to lightning, characterized by their
oscillating signal: if the total signal in the station is lower than 1000 FADC counts
and crosses the baseline more than 3 times, it is considered to be generated from a
lightning, and thus that station is not taken into account. Additionally, the stations
with the highest ID in the twin configurations (which are the last deployed tanks) are
removed in order to keep the standard on-grid stations. Besides, lonely stations, defined
as those stations with no neighbours within 1800 m or with only one within 5000 m,
are rejected. A time constrain is also applied using an iterative reconstruction of the
shower geometry and arrival time in order to check the compatibility between the start
time of the signals with the one corresponding to a plane propagating at the speed
of light. If the station delay, defined as the difference between the actual start time
and the predicted one by the shower arrival time, is not between -1000 and 2000 ns,
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it is considered as an accidental station and is then removed from the candidate list.
Finally, events collected in time periods when there were CDAS software or hardware
problems (usually referred to as “bad periods”) are also rejected.
Thanks to the information recorded by SD tanks, it is possible to reconstruct prop-
erties of the primary cosmic ray such as the direction or the energy. Timing information
from pulses in the surface detectors allows the reconstruction of the arrival direction of
the shower and the front curvature. Besides, the signal size can be used to define a pa-
rameter which is related to the “size” of the shower at ground (the signal at a reference
distance). With this estimator the reconstructed energy can be derived from param-
eterizations based on shower simulations as well as from calorimetric measurements
using the FD. Moreover, mass composition can be studied using timing information of
SD, as has been explained in the previous chapter.
- Geometrical reconstruction:
An EAS can be considered as a front of particles (determined by the arrival direction
of the primary particle) propagating in straight line at the speed of light, c. In a first
approximation, that front can be supposed to be a plane perpendicular to the shower
axis aˆ, as represented in blue in Fig. 3.16. The axis direction can be obtained using
an algorithm based on timing compatibility. With the plane front assumption, the
expected time when the shower of particles passes through a specific tank located at
~xi, i.e., t(~xi) , can be obtained as:
c · (t0 − t(~xi)) = (~xi −~b) · aˆ , (3.6)
where ~b is the signal-weighted barycentre of the triggered stations (a first estimation of
the shower core position x0) and t0 is the arrival time of the estimated core position.
Assuming that the positions of the stations are known with absolute precision and
the only deviations are due to statistical fluctuations in the start time σti [173], the
shower plane can be obtained by minimizing the sum of squares of the time differ-
ences between the measured signal start time and the predicted one t(~xi) given by the
equation (4), i.e.,
χ2 =
∑
i
[
ti − t(~xi)
σti
]2
=
∑
i
[
cti − ct0 + ~x′i~a
cσti
]2
, (3.7)
where ~x′i = ~xi −~b and ti is the signal start time of the station i. Decomposing vectors
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Figure 3.16: Shower geometry including parameters used in the SD reconstruction for
a plane shower front (in blue) and a curved shower front (in red) propagating with the
speed of light c.
in their coordinates ~a = (u, v, w) and ~x′i = (xi, yi, zi), χ
2 is given by:
χ2 =
∑
i
[
cti − ct0 + xiu+ yiv + ziw
cσti
]2
. (3.8)
However the axis implies a constraint due to its normalization:
~a · ~a = 1⇒ u2 + v2 + w2 − 1 = 0⇒ w =
√
1− u2 − v2 . (3.9)
This condition introduces a difficulty in solving the non-linear equation of χ2. Nev-
ertheless, an approximation can be performed: if all stations lay close to an hori-
zontal plane, the z-component can be neglected and a linear solution for χ2 can be
obtained [172].
A more realistic approximation can be done considering a curved shower front with
radius of curvature Rc (as shown in red in Fig. 3.16) propagating at the speed of light.
For this hypothesis the expected arrival time t(~xi) is expressed by:
c · (t0 − t(~xi)) = (~xi − ~x0) · ~a+ ρ
2
i
2Rc
, (3.10)
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where ρi = |~a× (~xi −~b)| is the perpendicular distance to the axis. Rc can be obtained
assuming that the propagation of the front is given by an expanded sphere centered
at the position of the first interaction travelling at the speed of light2. With this
assumption the equation, which will be used for the minimization procedure, is the
following:
χ2 =
∑
i
[
c(ti − t0,core)− |Rc~a− ~xi|
σti
]2
. (3.11)
In this case it is not necessary any further assumptions on the zi values. Nonetheless,
the curvature fit requires the position of the shower core, and therefore it is necessary
to obtain it before the curvature shower front fit3.
- The Lateral Distribution Function (LDF):
To obtain the primary energy of a cosmic ray it is necessary to know the number of
particles reaching the surface array. This number of particles was estimated for the first
time in the Volcano Ranch experiment integrating the signal over all distances using an
empirical LDF. Afterwards, M. Hillas [174, 175], trying to avoid the large uncertainties
in the energy estimation due to fluctuations in the shower development, proposed to
use the signal at some reference distance from the core where the fluctuations of the
particle density were smaller than those obtained in the total number of particles. This
optimal distance depends on the spacing of the array [176].
For the Pierre Auger Observatory, the optimal distance is 1000 m [176]. At this
distance the fluctuations on signal due to inaccuracies in the particular LDF selected are
minimized (see Fig. 3.17). The expression of the LDF which predicts the dependence
of the expected signal, S, as a function of r can be factorized as:
S(r) = S1000 · fLDF (r) , (3.12)
where S1000 is the signal estimated at 1000 m from the shower core in VEM units
and fLDF (r) is a shape function normalized as fLDF (1000) = 1. Using stations at
approximately the same distance to the shower core, the uncertainty of the signal σS
has been parametrised as a function of the axis zenith angle θ as [177]:
σS(θ) = fS(θ)
√
S = (0.32 + 0.42 sec θ)
√
S . (3.13)
2This propagation does not need any assumption about the ground impact point [172].
3The shower core position is obtained from the Lateral Distribution Function (LDF) fit.
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Figure 3.17: Station signals as a function of distance for a single simulated event (dots)
and the reconstructed LDFs using 50 different values of β (dashed lines). Figure taken
from [176].
Many different functional forms of the LDF have been studied, like a modified
power law or a log-log parabola [172, 178, 179]. The Pierre Auger Observatory has
adopted a slightly modified Nishimura Kamata Greisen (NKG) function, which has
been demonstrated to be a good approximation [96, 94]:
fLDF (r) =
( r
1000
)β
·
(
r + 700
1700
)β+γ
. (3.14)
The parameters β and γ that give the shape of the LDF and are related with
the shower age [96, 94] are obtained through several iterative process as explained in
[180, 181].
The final LDF is obtained with a fitting procedure implemented as a maximum
likelihood method. The likelihood function is composed by four terms corresponding
to the contribution of stations with low signal, high signal, saturated and zero-signal
respectively:
L =
∏
i
fp(ni, S(r))
∏
i
fG(ni, S(r))
∏
i
Fsat(ni, S(r))
∏
i
Fzero(ni, S(r)) , (3.15)
where:
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· ni is the effective number of particles detected in the tank (muons, electrons and
photons), estimated as ni = S · pS, where S is the total signal (the sum of electro-
magnetic and muonic signals) and pS depends on fS(θ) (defined in equation (3.13))
as:
pS =
{
fS(θ)
−2 if fS(θ) ≥ 1
1 if fS(θ) < 1
· S(r) = S1000 · fLDF (r).
· fp(ni, S(r)) = S(r)
nie−S(r)
ni!
is the contribution for small signals assuming Poissonian
distribution (n < 30 particles).
· fG(ni, S(r)) = 1√2piσi e
− (ni−S(r))
2
2σ2
i is the contribution for large signals assuming
Gaussian distribution.
· Fsat(ni, S(r)) =
∫∞
ni
fG(ni, S(r))dn is the contribution for saturated signal [182,
183, 184], for which ni represents a lower limit on the actual signal.
· Fzero(ni, S(r)) is the contribution for untriggered but active stations (i.e., stations
without signal). It needs an assumption of ni > nthr ≡ 3 which gives the expression
Fzero(nthr, S(r)) = P (S < Sthr) =
∫ Sthr
0 fp(ni, S(r))dS.
From this maximization process the parameters of the LDF can be obtained, in-
cluding accurate values of S(1000), which is used to calculate the energy. An example
of a reconstructed shower with its LDF is shown in Fig. 3.18.
- Energy reconstruction:
The hybrid nature of the Pierre Auger Observatory is extremely useful for an ac-
curate measurement of the primary cosmic rays. As already explained, the FD is able
to measure the total energy of the shower in a nearly model-independent way. Unfor-
tunately the subsample of events recorded by the FD is very small due to their limited
duty cycle. The SD provides a large statistics, however, any attempt to measure the
primary energy with the only information of this detector is strongly dependent on
the model assumed for the evolution of the shower. The strategy of the Pierre Auger
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Figure 3.18: Left panel: footprint of an SD event (event #14165753) with an energy of
7.16 · 1018 and θ = 42.4◦. Right panel: LDF of the reconstructed event, i.e., the signal
of the six triggered stations represented as a function of the core distance. The S(1000)
value is also represented.
collaboration, recently also followed by the TA collaboration, is to calibrate the SD de-
tector using the energy information of the so-called hybrid events, that is, those events
simultaneously registered by both detectors with enough information to reconstruct
accurately their parameters.
As already mentioned, for a given zenith angle, S(1000) is correlated with en-
ergy [185]. In the first place S(1000) has to be transformed into the angle independent
parameter S38◦ , defined as the S(1000) signal that would be measured if the EAS arrives
from a zenith angle of 38◦. To this end, the Constant Intensity Cut (CIC) method [186]
is used, that is:
S38◦ =
S(1000)
CIC(θ)
, (3.16)
where CIC(θ) is the corresponding attenuation curve following the parametrization:
CIC(θ) = 1 + a(cos2 θ − cos2 38◦) + b(cos2 θ − cos2 38◦)2 , (3.17)
with a and b being fitted parameters.
Then this S38◦ parameter is compared with the corresponding total energy as mea-
sured by the FD (see Fig. 3.19). For the 750 m spacing infill array (explained in the
following section 3.4.1) the same procedure is applied but using the S35◦ parameter
(that is normalized to 35◦) [187]. For very inclined events, the N19 parameter, de-
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Figure 3.19: The correlation between the different energy estimators S38◦ , S35◦ and
N19 and the energy determined by FD. Figure taken from [187].
fined as the muon content relative to simulated proton showers with an energy of 1019
eV [188] is used for this purpose. As can be observed in Fig. 3.19, the SD parameters
(i.e., S38◦ , S35◦ and N19) are strongly correlated with the calorimetric energy of the
FD following the power law EFD = A · SBSD. Using a hybrid data sample composed
by 1475 events with energies larger than 3 × 1018eV and θ values up to 60◦ collected
between 1st January 2004 and 31th December 2012, the A and B parameters for the
S38◦ (which is the most interesting one for this work) are A = (0.190± 0.005)× 1018eV
and B = 1.025 ± 0.007 with a correlation coefficient of 0.98 [189].
It is important to note that the FD uncertainties correlated between different show-
ers should be propagated to the SD energy scale by shifting all FD energies coherently
by their uncertainties. This means that the correlated uncertainties propagate entirely
to the SD energies. The value of the total systematic uncertainty of the energy scale
has been reduced in the last update from 22% [190] to 14% [189]. In table 3.1 all the
contributions to this systematic uncertainty are summarized. The largest contributions
to this 14% value are due to the calibration and profile reconstruction of the FD, fol-
lowed by those from the atmosphere. The contribution of the absolute fluorescence
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Systematic uncertainties on the energy scale
Fluorescence yield 3.6%
Atmosphere 3.4% - 6.2%
FD calibration 9.9%
FD profile rec 6.5% - 5.6%
Invisible energy 3% - 1.5%
Stat. error of the SD calib. fit 0.7% - 1.8%
Stability of the energy scale 5%
Total 14%
Table 3.1: Systematic uncertainties on the energy scale. Table taken from [189].
yield, which was the largest one to the previous uncertainty of the energy scale (14%
of the total 22%), has been reduced significantly down to an average value of 3.4%,
which is the dominant component of the total uncertainty of 3.6% in the fluorescence
yield (including the dependence on atmospheric parameters). The statistical errors of
the SD calibration fit explained above represent the less important contribution to the
total systematic uncertainty. More details of each individual contribution can be found
in [189, 149].
3.4 Other instruments
To achieve a better understanding of astrophysical models of the origin of UHECRs it
is mandatory to analyse their composition along the transition region, which starts at
an energy of about 1017 eV (in the region of the second knee). Thus, it is necessary
to lower the energy threshold of the Observatory. With this aim upgrades for both the
SD and FD detectors have been developed. In addition, a very rich program of R+D
is being developed to search for new techniques for the detection of UHECRs.
3.4.1 AMIGA
The Auger Muon and Infill for the Ground Array (AMIGA) is an extension of the
Surface Detector of the Pierre Auger Observatory located in the regular SD array near
the Coihueco site and covering 23.5 km2. It consists of an array of 85 water Cherenkov
tanks (the same tanks as the standard array) forming two grids: an array of 61 stations
on a 750 m grid (the so-called infill) and another array of 24 stations on a 433 m grid,
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Figure 3.20: Left panel: SD infill station with its associated muon counter already
buried. Right panel: photo-montage representing the detector concept: any muon with
energy ≥ 1 GeV propagates through the soil and is capable of reaching the buried
scintillator. Figures adapted from [193].
both with buried muon counters. As was explained in the previous chapter (see 2.7.2),
the muon content at ground level carries mass composition information. The number
of muons as a function of the distance to the shower axis (the muon LDF) is the main
observable of AMIGA. The combination of the buried location of the scintillators and
their strong shields suppresses the electromagnetic component, allowing the counting
of muons with energies above 1 GeV; a photograph of these buried scintillators and
the concept of AMIGA muon detection is shown in Fig. 3.20. AMIGA was designed to
measure the mass composition, energy and arrival direction of cosmic rays from energies
around 1017.5 eV with the 750 m distance grid and to below 1017 eV with the 433 m
distance grid, and thanks to the near location of HEAT (see 3.4.2) low energy hybrid
measurements can be obtained [191]. At present, only 14 fully operational scintillator
modules buried at 2.3 m depth in a prototype hexagon grid (the so-called unitary cell,
represented in Fig. 3.21) are taking data and have validated the detection technique
and physics analysis [192].
3.4.2 HEAT
As cosmic rays with low energy have a shower maximum higher in the atmosphere, only
tilted telescopes are able to observe the shower maximum depth. With this purpose
the High Elevation Auger Telescope (HEAT) was built. It consists of three tilting
fluorescence telescopes located near Coihueco, working similarly to the FD telescopes
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Figure 3.21: Map of the AMIGA array with brown background. The engineering array
positions, where muon counters are already deployed, can be seen highlighted in gray
(the unitary cell). Figure taken from [191].
but with an extended field of view (from 30◦ to 60◦ in elevation instead of from 1.5◦ to
30◦ of the standard fluorescence telescopes of the FD), lowering the energy threshold
down to 1017 eV [194].
HEAT is taking data since May 2010 [195]. Its distance from Coihueco (only 170 m
of distance between them) allows a high amount of showers to trigger both detectors.
Operating on the default tilted mode (as shown in left panel of Fig. 3.22) makes both
detectors to view different parts of the atmosphere, giving the possibility of studying
different and complementary parts of the same shower. As an example, in the right
panel of Fig. 3.22, the position of the shower maximum is registered by HEAT telescopes
staying out of the Coihueco’s field of view.
3.4.3 AERA
Particles of EASs emit radio pulses as they develop in the atmosphere. Broadband
radio pulses from air showers are coherent in the VHF band (10-100 MHz) and thus
have a signal power which scales with the square of the cosmic ray primary energy. The
pulse characteristics can be used to probe the electromagnetic shower development and
primary particle composition [197, 198, 199].
Recent experiments such as LOPES [200] and CODALEMA [201] have employed
antennas triggered by particle detectors to demonstrate the detection technique and
verify the dominant emission mechanism: the acceleration of shower particles in the
Earth’s magnetic field. The Auger Engineering Radio Array (AERA) of the Pierre
Auger Observatory is expected to corroborate the feasibility of a large scale radio
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Figure 3.22: Left panel: photograph of HEAT in tilted mode with closed shutters.
Figure taken from [196]. Right panel: event 9612495, an example of a low-energy event
recorded in coincidence with Coihueco and two HEAT telescopes; camera image of the
recorded signal with the arrival time of the light colour-coded (blue early, late red) and
the Xmax value as a red dot.
array for the detection of cosmic rays [202]. Located in the area of the infill array,
AERA project consists of 160 self-triggered radio-detector stations covering an area of
20 km2 and measuring the radio emission of secondary particles in air showers in the
frequency range from 30 to 80 MHz (inside the VHF band), observing the longitudinal
development of the shower with a 100% duty cycle.
Its first phase, called AERA24, started to operate on April 2011. It consisted of 24
logarithmic periodic dipole antennae (LPDAs) separated by 125 m and covering an area
of 0.5 km2. At present, AERA, still in development, is taking data with 124 detector
stations in a stable configuration; one of these radio station is shown in Fig. 3.23.
Its location near AMIGA array will provide to the Pierre Auger Observatory with
super-hybrid measurements using four independent detection techniques: fluorescence
telescopes, water-Cherenkov detectors, muon counters and radio antennae. With an
expected rate of radio events from UHECRs primaries of 5000 events per year, AERA
will record several thousands of cosmic rays showers in the range of 1017 to 1019 eV.
An example of an AERA event is shown in the right panel of Fig. 3.23.
3.4.4 Microwave detection
Radio emission in the microwave band is another alternative technique for the detec-
tion of UHECRs. The emission mechanism (the Molecular Bremsstrahlung Radiation
or MBR [204]) produces unpolarized and isotropic signal which, together with the
transparency of the atmosphere at these frequencies, allows the measurement of the
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Figure 3.23: Left panel: radio station of AERA with a communication antenna for
wireless data transfer, two butterfly antennas for the radio measurements (one aligned
East-West and one North-South), a metal box for electronics, a solar panel and a battery
for power supply, and a fence protecting against cattle; more details of the antennae set
can be found in [203]. Right panel: footprint of measured AERA event triggered by the
Auger surface detector; each coloured cross represents an AERA station with data, and
the size of the bars represents the amplitude of the radio signal in the North-South and
East-West polarization and the colour code the arrival time; the circles are the Auger
surface detectors in the area of AERA24 where the line indicates the arrival direction
and the core of the shower determined with the surface array. Figures taken from [202].
shower longitudinal profile with a duty cycle of detection close to 100% using relatively
cheap equipment. In the Pierre Auger Observatory three detectors in the GHz band
have been installed: MIDAS, AMBER and EASIER; all these instruments, which are
being developed nowadays, use horn antennas as receivers, in C-band (3.4 - 4.2 GHz)
and Ku-band (10.95 - 14.5 GHz) for AMBER, and only C-band for MIDAS and EAS-
IER [123].
- AMBER:
The Air-shower Microwave Bremsstrahlung Experimental Radiometer (AMBER) is a
radio telescope located in the Coihueco FD site (pointing in direction of the SD infill
array) consisting of a 2.4 m low-emissivity off-axis parabolic dish and a 16 pixels camera
imaging a section of 14◦ x 14◦ of the sky at 30◦ elevation angle (a picture is shown in
the left panel of Fig. 3.24). AMBER’s trigger system is a modified version of the T3 SD
trigger, that reconstructs geometrically the SD event and gives the time at which the
shower crossed its field of view. The reconstruction requires a precise synchronization
between the timing of Auger and AMBER detectors. At present, AMBER has taken
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Figure 3.24: Left panel: AMBER detector at the Coihueco FD site. Middle panel:
MIDAS detector installed at the Pierre Auger Observatory next to Los Leones FD
building. Right panel: EASIER detector installed at the SD. Figures taken from [123].
more than 18 months of data, but the analysis is still in progress. In the future the
camera will be modified in order to increase the sensitivity by 40% lowering the noise
temperature of the electronics and by increasing the efficiency of the focal surface, and
the field of view will be extended to 17◦.
- MIDAS:
The MIcrowave Detection of Air Showers (MIDAS) is a radio telescope installed next to
the FD building Los Leones instrumented with a 5 m2 parabolic dish and a camera of
53 pixels at its focal plane covering approximately 1.3◦ x 1.3◦ of the sky (as illustrated
in the middle panel of Fig. 3.24). The main difference between AMBER and MIDAS
is the trigger system: AMBER depends on the SD trigger while MIDAS incorporates
its own two level-triggering system to identify incoming cosmic rays. MIDAS is taking
data since the beginning of 2013.
- EASIER:
The Extensive Air Shower Identification with Electron Radiometer (EASIER) is a radio
detector array located near the FD building Los Leones formed by antennae mounted
on the tanks of the SD (as shown in the right panel of Fig. 3.24). The trigger system is
dependent on the SD: when an EAS triggers the SD, the radio trace is automatically
recorded alongside the SD data. EASIER began in April 2011 as a prototype with 7 SD
tanks and was extended by 54 detectors in April 2012; at present, EASIER is an array
formed by 61 detectors with 33 antennae oriented with a North-South polarization and
the other 28 ones with East-West polarization, of which calibration is still in progress.
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Taking data since 2011, only three radio signals in coincidence with EASs detected
by the SD have been recorded; the first of these three GHz signals, measured in June
2011 in coincidence with a SD event corresponding to an energy of 13.2 EeV (event
12046376), was the first microwave detection of an EAS: the maximum of the signal
was found to be more than 11 times larger than the noise fluctuations and occurred
just one time bin (25 ns) before the signal in the water Cherenkov detector.
With the three microwave extensions of the Pierre Auger Observatory in the phase of
stable data taking, only three unequivocal signals were detected. The ongoing analysis,
the future upgrades and the further studies focused on the search for a fainter but longer
signal (and also from more distant air showers) will help to a better understanding of
the observed emissions. More technical information about these three detectors can be
found in [205].
Chapter 4
Properties of the azimuthal
asymmetry of SD signals
4.1 Introduction
While for vertical showers there is a circular symmetry around the axis of the signals
recorded at ground, in inclined ones this symmetry is broken due to the differences in
the path travelled by particles as they reach the SD tanks. This fact does not only
generate an asymmetry in the total integrated signal but also implies an azimuthal
asymmetry in the time structure of the traces. On the one hand this asymmetry has to
be taken into account in many studies that use the SD traces of individual events, but
on the other hand, it contains very valuable information about the development of the
shower that can be useful for the determination of the mass composition of the cosmic
rays, as it has been pointed out in [206, 207].
In this chapter the azimuthal symmetry of the SD signals and its correlation with
the mass of the primary cosmic rays will be studied in detail with the assistance of
Monte Carlo simulations. Firstly, in section 4.2 the asymmetry in both the signal
intensity and time structure is described, and the different sources of the asymmetry
and its dependence on the zenith angle and the core distance are studied. In this
section the effect of the asymmetry on the core reconstruction will also be studied.
In section 4.3 the risetime parameter and its asymmetry correction are described. In
section 4.4 the library of Monte Carlo simulated showers used for this analysis as well as
all the necessary quality cuts are described. In section 4.5 the analysis of the azimuthal
asymmetry in the time structure is performed, allowing the definition of a parameter
sensitive to the mass composition. In section 4.6 all the steps of the asymmetry analysis
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Figure 4.1: Schematic view of the shower geometry. The incoming direction of the
primary particle defines two regions, “early” (−π/2 < ζ < π/2) and “late” region
(ζ > π/2 or ζ < −π/2). Note the different amount of atmosphere traversed by the
particles reaching the detectors in each region.
required to get mass composition information of UHECRs are revisited and updated
with respect to previous analyses [206, 207] using simulated shower samples. Finally,
in section 4.7 the correlation between the mass sensitive parameter of the asymmetry
analysis and the Xmax observable is studied.
4.2 Asymmetry in EASs
Apart from statistical fluctuations, the properties of an extensive air shower at a given
slant depth only depend on the distance to the shower axis, and therefore the footprint
of a shower in a plane perpendicular to the axis has circular symmetry. For vertical
showers the ground plane is perpendicular to the axis and consequently the signals in a
surface array keep this circular symmetry. The footprint of inclined showers at ground
level is an ellipse that, when projected on the shower plane, loses their circular sym-
metry. This is mainly due to the fact that the particles traverse different atmospheric
depths depending on the azimuthal angle [208, 206], as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The re-
gion with those detectors that are struck first as the shower propagates over the array,
corresponding to −π/2 < ζ < π/2, is the so-called “early” region, while the opposite
one with detectors located at ζ > π/2 or ζ < −π/2 is the “late” region.
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Figure 4.2: Data in the shower plane corresponding to the Event#14899272 collected
by the Haverah Park array. The position of the axis is represented with a cross, and
the corresponding detectors at the same distance to the axis are also shown. Figure
taken from [209].
K. Greisen [97] was the first to point out that the attenuation of shower particles
in the atmosphere would lead to a loss of circular symmetry in the signals intensities
recorded by a detector at a single atmospheric depth. Experimental evidences of az-
imuthal asymmetry in the signal size were obtained by C.D. England [209] using data
from the Haverah Park array, when detectors at the same distance to the shower core
measured different density of particles. As an example, in Fig. 4.2 an inclined shower
detected by the Haverah Park Array with a reconstructed energy of 3 × 1018 eV and
θ = 43◦ is shown, representing the position of the axis with a cross. In this example a
difference in the density of particles recorded by detectors located at the same distance
to the core is observed.
On April 2002, an early examination of the FADC signals of the event #184599
recorded with the detectors of the Engineering Array of the Pierre Auger Observatory1
led to the realization of an asymmetry not only in the size but also in the time dis-
tribution of the signals. The analysis of this event (detailed in [210]) showed that the
1The Engineering Array was a prototype of the Pierre Auger Observatory consisting of 32 surface
detectors and 2 fluorescence telescopes created to validate the elements of the Observatory [22].
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Figure 4.3: Left panel: risetime as a function of ζ in two bins of θ for events with energy
above 1 EeV collected by the EA. Right panel: risetime as a function of ζ for θ = 35◦
(filled symbols) and θ = 60◦ (open symbols) using MC simulations with the hadronic
model QGSJET01 for proton (red dots) and iron (blue dots) primaries. Figures taken
from [211].
traces of the signals had different behaviour depending on their azimuthal angle: the
late stations had shorter risetimes than the early ones. These features can be observed
in more detail when using the information from a set of events within a given energy
and zenith angle intervals. As an example, in Fig. 4.3, the risetime versus ζ of a sample
of events is represented for two intervals of sec θ (left panel). For comparison, in the
right panel it is shown the equivalent plot as predicted by MC simulations. As can be
observed the behaviour of proton showers (red dots) is different from that of iron ones
(blue dots) suggesting the possibility of using the asymmetry in the time distribution
as a tool for primary mass separation [211].
To understand the time asymmetry of the signals of a surface array it is necessary to
know the behaviour of the various components of the EASs as a function of the incidence
angle and the distance to the shower axis. For a vertical shower of 10 EeV, a signal of
∼ 50 VEM is recorded at 1000 m from the shower axis. About 50% of the total signal is
due to muons sufficiently energetic to traverse the detector without stopping. Electrons
and photons are a factor of 10 and 100 more numerous than muons, respectively. They
contribute with the other 50% of the total signal and, as their average energy is of ∼ 10
MeV [212], are largely absorbed in the 3.2 radiation lengths of water inside the surface
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Figure 4.4: Top: signals for an event of 7.7 EeV and 52◦ in zenith. Bottom: signals
for an event of 16.9 EeV and 15.7◦ in zenith. Left panels correspond to early stations
while right panels correspond to late stations.
station.
In top panels of Fig. 4.4 the FADC signals from an inclined shower with an energy of
7.7 EeV and a zenith angle of 52◦, recorded by the SD of the Pierre Auger Observatory,
in early and late detectors are shown. Although both detectors are at approximately
the same distance from the shower core (∼1300 m) the FADC signals are dramatically
different in time-spread and in overall signal sizes. For comparison, at the bottom of
the same figure, signals from a near vertical shower are also shown. In this case, the
expected symmetry is evident.
To illustrate the contributions of the electromagnetic and muonic components to the
total signal, simulated traces collected by the PMTs from different stations measuring
the same event will be compared. The footprint of the selected event for this example is
represented on top panel of Fig. 4.5. In this figure, the colour of the station represents
the time of arrival: yellow corresponds to the first triggered tanks (early stations) and
red represents the last triggered tanks (late stations). The event corresponds to a shower
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initiated by an iron nuclei of log(E/eV) = 20.2 and θ = 36.7◦ that has been simulated
with the CORSIKA2 code using the EPOS-LHC model for the hadronic interactions
(see section 4.4 for more details). The traces of three chosen stations (which are marked
with black dots in the footprint of the event) are shown on the bottom panels: left panel
corresponds to a station in the early region, the central panel corresponds to a station
with ζ ∼ π/2, and the right panel corresponds to a station in the late region. As
can be seen, traces are more attenuated as the shower goes from early to late region.
To illustrate the differences in the attenuation of the muonic and the electromagnetic
component, their contributions to the total signal are shown in Fig. 4.6. Total traces
(as shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 4.5) are displayed in the left panels of Fig. 4.5,
while the contribution of the muonic component and the electromagnetic one (e± and
photons) are shown on central and right panels, respectively. The station on the early
region is represented in the upper plots, the station at ζ ∼ π/2 in the central plots,
and the station on the late region in the lower panels. As can be observed, the early
station has a total signal composed by the fast peak of the muonic component and
the electromagnetic component more spread over time. On the other hand, the late
station has basically the same muonic contribution (as has been explained before, the
muonic component is less affected by attenuation) while the electromagnetic one has
been attenuated, showing a smaller contribution to the total signal. This early-late
asymmetry observed in the traces is the base of the asymmetry analysis developed in
this thesis.
4.2.1 Main sources of asymmetry
The above mentioned asymmetry of the recorded signals is due to the combination of
geometrical effects, related to the incidence angles of the particles on the detectors,
and of the longitudinal evolution of the shower. Both sources of asymmetry are briefly
explained in the following.
The geometrical contribution can be understood from Fig. 4.7: particles reaching
the early region will be seen in the detection plane more vertical than the ones in the
late region, leading to non-symmetric patterns on the ground that, when projected into
the shower plane, give rise to eccentric circumferences [214]. Since the flux received in
the early tanks is more vertical than that in the late ones, particles entering the top
of the tank deposit larger signals in an early tank than in a late one, while particles
entering the side of the tank lead to larger signals in a late tank than in a early one.
2COsmic Ray SImulations for KAscade, a physics computer software for simulation of EASs induced
by high-energy cosmic rays [213]
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Figure 4.5: Top: footprint of an event (top panel). The straight line represents the
incoming direction of the cosmic ray, the size of the triggered stations is proportional
to the amount of signal registered by each tank, and the colour makes reference to the
time of arrival: the yellow stations are the first triggered (early stations) and the red
ones are the last triggered (late stations). Bottom: the traces of three selected stations
on different locations, corresponding to the early region (left panel), the region with
ζ ∼ π/2 (central panel) and the late region (right panel). The blue vertical dashed line
marks the beginning and the end of the trace.
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Figure 4.6: Traces of the stations selected in Fig. 4.5. The total reconstructed signal
is shown on left panels, and the generated contribution of the muonic component and
the electromagnetic one (composed by e± and photons) are shown on central and right
panels, respectively. Upper panels correspond to the station on the early region, middler
plots correspond to the station at ζ = π/2, and lower panels correspond to the station
on the late region.
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Figure 4.7: Particles going away from the shower axis with symmetric angles β; when
projecting the ground densities on the shower plane, a purely geometric asymmetry
appears. Figures taken from [214].
In [215] the contribution due to the geometrical effect of the total observed asymmetry
in signals measured with the surface detectors of the Pierre Auger Observatory was
analysed, leading to the conclusion that the geometrical effect dominates the observed
asymmetry for zenith angles θ < 30◦.
The contribution of the longitudinal evolution of the shower consists mainly in
the attenuation of the electromagnetic component of the shower as it crosses more
atmosphere to reach late detectors [208], as has been previously shown (Fig. 4.6).
The difference in path travelled by the particles is illustrated in Fig. 4.8. As can
be observed, particles reaching a late station correspond to a portion of the shower
older (i.e., larger stage of development) than those reaching the early stations. As
a consequence, late tanks will measure a weaker signal than early ones because its
electromagnetic component is more attenuated. This contribution is the main source
of asymmetry for inclined showers with zenith angles θ > 30◦.
The observed asymmetry also includes an effect due to muons. On the one hand,
as the Cherenkov light deposited by muons depends on their path in water, and they
usually have enough energy to go through the tank, the signal produced by muons
entering the side of the tank is larger than the one produced if they enter the top
of the tank. This fact compensates the geometrical effect, so there is no geometrical
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Figure 4.8: Difference in the path length ∆X travelled by particles at ground reaching
a late and an early station, both at the same distance R from the shower axis measured
at the shower plane and with the same angle α from the shower axis.)
asymmetry for muons. However, on the other hand, the solid angles into which muons
are injected at the height of production are not uniformly populated, with the later
detectors “seeing” more muons emitted closer to the shower axis than the early ones
at the same distance to the core. Note that a shower generated by a heavy primary
contains, on average, more muons and have a smaller electromagnetic component at
the observation level than a shower created by a light nucleus.
A more detailed study of the sources of the asymmetry can be found in [207] and
in references therein.
4.2.2 Asymmetry dependence on core distance and zenith angle
The asymmetry in both the signal intensity and the time structure is expected to show
a dependence on the core position r because for measurements close to the shower axis,
the path difference between late and early detectors is smaller compared to that for
large core distances. Additionally, the time asymmetry must also depend on the zenith
angle θ, as it is illustrated in Fig. 4.9. This dependence with θ can be described as
follows: no asymmetry is expected for vertical showers (case a, left panel) but it appears
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Figure 4.9: Schematic view of shower development when arriving at three different
zenith angles. Figure taken from [206].
with growing zenith angle (case b, central panel). As the zenith angle keep growing
the path difference between early and late region increases and thus asymmetry also
increases. However for very large θ values (horizontal showers) the electromagnetic
component is quenched due to the longer atmospheric path travelled and the signal is
dominated by the muon component, that is not attenuated in the path between early
and late regions. Thus, asymmetry disappears at large zenith angles (case c, right
panel). In summary, as the zenith angle increases the early-late asymmetry increases
until it reaches a maximum and then it decreases for more inclined showers.
The above mentioned differences between the behaviour of the electromagnetic and
the muonic component for different θ values allow the use of the asymmetry in the
time structure as an indicator of the stage of the shower evolution. Thus, like most
of the other observables sensitive to the mass composition, the features of the time
distribution of the signals measured by the SD are expected to be correlated with
Xmax, and therefore sensitive to the average mass of the primary particles.
4.2.3 Effect of the azimuthal asymmetry on the shower reconstruction
The azimuthal asymmetry has an impact on the reconstruction of the shower param-
eters, and more specifically on the reconstruction of the core position. To understand
this effect it is necessary to note that for the reconstruction of the shower, using the
SD data, a circular symmetry of the particle density in the shower plane is assumed.
However, as has been previously explained, signals measured in the early region are
larger than the ones measured in the late region at the same core distance; thus, the
isodensity lines in the ground plane are eccentric ellipses and their projection to the
shower plane are eccentric circumferences, as illustrated in Fig. 4.10. As can also be ob-
served in this figure, the attempt to preserve the supposed cylindrical symmetry during
reconstruction generates a shift between the real core position and the reconstructed
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Figure 4.10: Shift between the real core position (red point) and the reconstructed
position (black point) using the SD array for the detector plane (left panel) and the
shower plane (right panel)
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Figure 4.11: Histogram in two dimensions with the differences in the core posi-
tion between the generated and the reconstructed one using Monte Carlo simulations
(QGSJETII-03 hadronic model) in the detector plane (left panel) and in the shower
plane (right panel).
one towards the early region.
The shift in the reconstructed core was also observed using hybrid events of the
Pierre Auger Observatory by comparing the reconstructed core position using the FD
with the reconstructed one using the SD, which is affected by the asymmetry [216].
To quantify the magnitude of this shift and its possible dependence on the zenith
angle of the shower, Monte Carlo simulations were used. Using simulated showers it
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is possible to compare the reconstructed core position with respect to the generated
one. In Fig. 4.11 the differences between the true core position and the reconstructed
one are shown for proton showers (with a mean energy of 1019.0 eV) using QGSJETII-
03 [217] hadronic model. In this figure, the (0,0) point corresponds the axis of the
shower in both planes. As can be seen, there is a clear shift towards the early region,
as anticipated in Fig. 4.10.
To understand the shift it is mandatory to define first the relationship between the
coordinate systems of the detector plane and the shower plane. The detector plane
is defined by the coordinates (Xdp, Ydp, Zdp) where, following the conventions of the
Pierre Auger Observatory, Xdp matches with the East direction, Ydp matches with the
North direction and Zdp is the altitude from the detector plane. The shower plane
is defined by the coordinates (Xsp, Ysp, Zsp), where Xsp is parallel to the direction of
the shower axis, Ysp is perpendicular to it and Zsp matches with the shower axis. In
Fig. 4.12 a scheme of these coordinate systems is shown, as well as the relationship
between them. The steps for the coordinate transformation from the detector plane
system to the shower plane system are the following:
- Firstly, a φ rotation of the system (Xdp, Ydp) around the axis Zdp is required to
obtain (X ′dp, Y
′
dp).
- Then, it is necessary to rotate the obtained system (X ′dp, Y
′
dp) by an angle θ around
Y ′dp to obtain (X
′
sp, Y
′
sp), where Y
′
sp = Y
′
dp.
- Finally, a translation is made along the shower axis to obtain (Xsp, Ysp).
All these steps translates into the following coordinate transformation:
{
Xsp = (cosφ ·Xdp + sinφ · Ydp) cos θ
Ysp = cosφ · Ydp − sinφ ·Xdp
(4.1)
As can be seen in Fig. 4.12, the coordinate Xsp is parallel to the direction of propaga-
tion of the shower while the Ysp coordinate is perpendicular to it. Thus, the shift of the
core position will be restricted to the X coordinate while the Y coordinate will be un-
affected when the shower plane coordinate system is used. If ∆X0 and ∆Y0 are defined
as the shifts in the X and Y coordinates in the detector plane (i.e., ∆X0 = Xreal−Xrec
and ∆Y0 = Yreal − Yrec, respectively), then the shifts ∆X and ∆Y in the shower plane
are given by:
{
∆X = (cosφ ·∆X0 + sinφ ·∆Y0) cos θ
∆Y = cosφ ·∆Y0 − sinφ ·∆X0
(4.2)
For a better understanding of this shift the behaviour of each component can be
studied as a function of energy and θ. The mean values of ∆Y for three different energy
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Figure 4.12: Scheme of the coordinate transformation required to work in the shower
plane (sp) instead of the detector plane (dp). See text for a complete explanation of
each step necessary to obtain the (Xsp, Ysp) coordinates. Figure taken from [218].
bins as a function of sec θ and both primaries (proton and iron) are shown in Fig. 4.13,
and the same plots for ∆Xare shown in Fig. 4.14. As expected, the shift in the Y
direction is compatible with 0 and it is independent of θ, E and primary type. On the
other hand, the shift in the X coordinate depends on θ, E and primary type: the mean
value of the shift increases until it reaches a maximum and then decreases (following
the same explanation given for Fig. 4.9). To obtain the maximum shift a Gaussian fit
was performed. The maximum shift increases with the primary energy. Additionally,
the proton curve is always above the iron curve (as can be observed in Fig. 4.14), i.e.,
shift values in core position are larger for proton induced showers than for iron ones.
This is due to the fact that iron showers are shallower than proton ones (i.e., the shower
maximum Xmax is higher in the atmosphere for iron showers, see section 2.6.2), which
implies that their electromagnetic component will be more attenuated when it reaches
the surface.
However, this shift has a very small effect in the S(1000) estimation as it was
shown in [219]. A systematically shifted core position implies that some stations will
have an underestimated core distance and some others will have an overestimated
one, and therefore the LDF fit will try to compensate this systematic effect. In [219]
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Figure 4.13: Shift in the Y component of the reconstructed core position in the shower
plane vs sec θ for proton (red dots) and iron (blue dots) primaries in three different
energy bins.
Figure 4.14: Shift in the X component of the reconstructed core position in the shower
plane vs sec θ for proton (red dots) and iron (blue dots) primaries in three different
energy bins.
the influence of the reconstructed core position on S(1000) for inclined showers was
analysed, obtaining an effect smaller than 4% in the S(1000) value.
As a conclusion, this shift in the core position has a dependence with the primary
particle type, which could be helpful to extract mass composition information of UHE-
CRs. Nevertheless, a large amount of golden events which passes both SD and FD
reconstruction requirements would be necessary to this end, and this is not possible, at
present, with the event statistics of Auger. However, this effect of the azimuthal asym-
metry on the shower reconstruction has to be taken into account in the next chapter
and it will be included as a source of systematic uncertainties. Other studies of the
shift in the core position can be found in [220, 218].
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4.3 The risetime parameter
As pointed out in section 2.7.3, the risetime t1/2 is defined as the time of increase
from 10% to 50% of the total integrated signal. This interval of the traces contains
information of the fast peak of the muonic component as well as of the spread in
arrival times of electromagnetic particles. Since the ratio of muon to electromagnetic
components depends on the primary particle (iron showers have more muons than
proton showers, which implies smaller t1/2 values) the risetime is considered as a very
useful tool for the composition analysis.
The risetime value in each station is calculated as the average value of the three
PMTs. Its uncertainty σt1/2 is estimated comparing measurements of the same event
from stations with a similar distance to the core r [114]. To this end twins and triplets
(sets of two or three stations located inside the SD array separated by ∼ 11 m) can be
used, as well as the “pairs” (two stations belonging to the same event with a difference
in r smaller than 100 m) [221, 112]. To remove the difference in the risetime values
due to the different azimuthal angles of the pair stations, a preliminary asymmetry
correction, which will be explained in the next section, is performed. This uncertainty
of the risetime is observed to have a dependence on the signal size as expected, since the
lower the number of contributing particles the larger the fluctuations in risetime. As
described in [222], for a given zenith angle and r distance, σt1/2 follows the expression:
σt1/2(S) =
j(r, sec θ)
S
+ k(r, sec θ) , (4.3)
where S is the signal intensity, and j and k are functions of the core position and the
zenith angle, and are parameterized using different expressions [222, 223, 224, 225].
This behaviour of σt1/2 was confirmed through MC simulations using stations located
within a ring at 1000 m from the shower core, considering pairs of stations located
at ζ = ±π/2 (where there is no need for asymmetry correction) [222]. This risetime
uncertainty will be taken into account in the next chapter for the evaluation of the
systematic uncertainty of the mass sensitive parameter defined in section 4.6.2.
The analysis described in this thesis requires to measure the asymmetry of the
risetime distributions as a function of the azimuthal angle. However, this measurement
cannot be done on shower-by-shower basis, because it is not possible to sample the
whole range of the azimuthal angles from early to late regions with a single event.
Thus, a statistical approach is applied to characterize the asymmetry of the risetime
as a function of the azimuthal angle, using to this end all the stations within a given
radial interval from events at a given energy and zenith angle.
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Figure 4.15: Top panel: t1/2 vs. r for stations of real events with zenith angle 42
◦ < θ <
48◦ and energy 19.2 < log(E/eV) < 19.6. Bottom panel: same figure than the top one
but using mean values of t1/2 in intervals of r. The solid line corresponds to a linear
fit.
The risetime grows with the core distance r and, in a first approximation, follows a
linear behaviour in the range of distances considered in the present analysis, as can be
seen in Fig. 4.15. The variable that will be used to study the azimuthal asymmetry is
t1/2/r. Since the core distance dependence is compensated, an average value using all
stations at different r values can be used, increasing the statistics of the analysis.
As will be discussed later, even if the risetime is divided by the core distance of the
station, the time asymmetry depends on r. Note that the risetime difference between
early and late stations is negligible close to the core position but increases at large
distances.
4.3.1 Asymmetry correction of risetime
Although the asymmetry in the risetime of the SD traces contains very valuable infor-
mation about the shower development as already mentioned, it might lead to incorrect
results when the time structure of the shower front is needed, e.g., analyses using t1/2
at 1000 m for composition studies [117]. In this section it will be shown a method for
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Figure 4.16: The correction factor g vs core distance r for 1.2 < sec θ < 1.4.; p0 and p2
correspond to the value of A and B in equation (4.5) respectively, while p1 is fixed to
zero in the implemented function.
correcting the risetime measurements from this asymmetry effect. The Pierre Auger
Collaboration developed a procedure that was implemented in the Offline module Rise-
time1000LLL.cc using data up to 2007 [226]. This correction was later updated in [222],
but it was not included in the Offline. Following a similar approach as the one used
in [222], the asymmetry correction has been updated here in collaboration with La
Plata group (see [227] for details) using data from 2004 to 2013. The corrected risetime
is expressed as:
f = m(r, θ, ζ)− g(r) cos ζ , (4.4)
where m is the measured risetime and g the asymmetry correction factor that can be
described with a second-degree polynomial function of r, with coefficients depending
on θ:
g(r) = A(sec θ) +B(sec θ)r2 . (4.5)
In Fig. 4.16 an example of this parameterization is shown for events with zenith
angle 1.2 < sec θ < 1.4 and energy above 1018.45 eV. The A and B parameters can be
parametrised with a third degree polynomial function on sec θ (see Fig. 4.17). Once
the asymmetry correction factor is obtained, it can be applied to correct the azimuthal
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Figure 4.17: Dependence on zenith angle of the parameters A (bottom) and B (top).
asymmetry in the risetime. In Fig. 4.18 an example of the risetime vs azimuth angle
with and without the asymmetry correction for events with 1.2 < sec θ < 1.4 and 1000
m < r < 1250 m is shown.
In order to check the effectiveness of the correction in the whole core distance range,
risetime values with and without the correction at ζ = 0◦ and ζ = ±180◦ (where the
maximum deviation in risetime values due to the asymmetry is observed) are compared
with those at ζ = ±90◦ (where there is no asymmetry). The comparison between
uncorrected and corrected risetimes are shown in Fig. 4.19 for the zenith angle interval
1.2 < sec θ < 1.4. As it can be observed, the corrected risetimes are in full agreement
with those measured at ζ = ±90◦ for core distances r < 1400 m (at larger r values
the correction is also valid within statistical uncertainties). This comparison has been
repeated in other bins of sec θ with similar results, demonstrating the feasibility of the
asymmetry correction for events with 1.0 < sec θ < 2.0 and energy above 1018.45 eV.
This asymmetry correction is then necessary to be applied for the studies using risetime
of individual events.
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4.4 MC library for the asymmetry analysis
All mass composition analyses have to rely on the comparison with theoretical predic-
tions using available models of hadronic interactions. For the present analysis it has
been generated a dedicated library of MC showers initiated by protons and iron nuclei
in a wide angular and energy interval. The shower simulations have been carried out
using the CORSIKA code with the interaction models QGSJETII-03, EPOS 1.99 [228],
SIBYLL 2.1, EPOS-LHC and QGSJETII-04 with the following fixed values of zenith
angle and energy:
- θ: 18◦, 25◦, 32◦, 36◦, 41◦, 45◦, 49◦, 53◦, 57◦, 60◦, 63◦.
- log(E/eV): 18.00, 18.25, 18.50, 18.75, 19.00, 19.25, 19.50, 19.75, 20.00, 20.25.
The detector simulation and the event reconstruction was performed with the
Offline software. The EPOS 1.99 and SIBYLL 2.1 libraries were generated with COR-
SIKA version 6990 and Offline version v2r7p7, and each one is composed by 40000
showers (20000 proton showers and 20000 iron ones). The QGSJETII-03 library, gen-
erated with CORSIKA version 6970 and Offline version v2r6p1, contains 1×105 showers
(60000 proton showers and 40000 iron ones). Finally, the libraries using the updated
QGSJETII-04 and EPOS-LHC models were both generated with CORSIKA version
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Figure 4.19: Dependence of t1/2 vs r before and after applying the asymmetry correction
for 1.2 < sec θ < 1.4, for stations with ζ = 0◦ and ζ = ±180◦, compared with the value
at ζ = ±90◦. In the plot legend, Z corresponds to ζ.
7370 and Offline version v2r9p3, and each one is composed by 1.5×105 showers (75000
proton showers and 75000 iron showers). All these showers have been reconstructed
using both SD and FD information in order to have hybrid (golden) simulated events.
Some examples of hybrid reconstruction using the two recent models QGSJETII-04 and
EPOS-LHC and both primaries are shown in Fig. 4.20.
To obtain reliable results in the analysis, it is mandatory to impose certain quality
cuts to the events. Firstly, they have to fulfil the T5 trigger level condition (see section
3.3.2 for a description of this trigger), so that a good reconstruction of the shower
parameters of high-quality events contained inside the array is ensured. To stay in the
regime of full-efficiency of the SD, the shower energy has to be larger than 3.16 EeV
(i.e., 1018.5 eV) and the zenith angle smaller than 62◦. Moreover, to select only inclined
showers (in which the attenuation effect is the dominant contribution of the asymmetry)
the minimum value of θ has to be 30◦. To reject events with a bad reconstruction, the
χ2/ndf value of the LDF fit is required to be smaller than 10, and at least 4 stations
have to be triggered in each event.
Additionally, quality cuts have to be applied at the station level. It is required
that the recorded signal is larger than 10 VEM (the Vertical Equivalent Muon unit has
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Figure 4.20: Examples of hybrid reconstruction for different events generated using
QGSJETII-04 (top panels) and EPOS-LHC (bottom panels) for proton (left panels)
and iron (right panels) primaries. The FD telescopes are represented by the following
colours: Loma Amarilla in red, Coihueco in green, Los Morados in purple and Los
Leones in blue. The straight lines represent the incoming direction of the cosmic ray
reconstructed by the SD (in blue) and by each FD telescope (in red), while the red
dot in the incoming direction marks the position of the reconstructed Xmax parameter.
Colours of the SD tanks follow the same pattern explained in Fig. 4.5: the yellow
stations are triggered in the first place (early stations) and the red stations are the last
ones (late stations).
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been defined in section 3.3.1), above which the probability of single detector triggering
is about 100% [167]. With respect to core position, detectors used for the analysis
were required to be further than 500 m from the core of the shower to avoid signal
saturation effects that prevent an accurate measurement of t1/2 (signals saturate at
average values of about 800 VEM depending on the PMT gains). Finally, to reject
stations with very large uncertainties in the reconstructed risetimes it is required that
the water-Cherenkov detectors are within 2000 m from the core.
4.5 Azimuthal asymmetry in the time structure
In this section the method developed in [206, 207, 229, 230, 231] will be revisited
and explained in detail. To understand the azimuthal asymmetry analysis is required
to study the slant depth dependence of a generic shower parameter. For that, it is
easier to approximate the shower structure as an inverted cone and, as it was shown
in [232, 233], the intersection of an inclined cone with a plane parallel to the ground
leads to the following relationship:
z
cos θ
− L = (z′ − L)
(
1− r
′
z′ − L · tan θ · cos ζ
)
. (4.6)
In this expression, z′, r′ and ζ are the coordinates in the shower frame with x′ =
r′ cos ζ, and L and θ are indicated in Fig. 4.21. Assuming a cone angle α nearly
independent of z and using the fact that tanα = r′/(z′−L), the equation which relates
the vertical atmospheric depth and the slant depth in terms of the azimuthal angle ζ
can be obtained:
dz
cos θ
= dz′(1− tanα · tan θ · cos ζ) . (4.7)
This expression, in terms of slant depth is equivalent to:
X
X ′
= cos θ(1− tanα · tan θ · cos ζ) . (4.8)
where X is the vertical atmospheric depth at observation level and X ′ the slant depth
traversed by the shower.
This equation can be expressed as:
X ′ =
X
cos θ(1− tanα · tan θ · cos ζ) = X · sec θ ·
1
1− tanα · tan θ · cos ζ . (4.9)
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Figure 4.21: Intersection of a cone with the ground plane. Figure taken from [207]
Using the approximation 1/(1− x) ≃ 1 + x, X ′ is given by:
X ′ ≃ X · sec θ(1 + tanα · tan θ · cos ζ) . (4.10)
Thus, the expression for the azimuthal dependence of the slant depth X ′ can be
expressed as:
X ′ = Xs +∆Xs ≃ X · sec θ(1 +B · cos ζ) , (4.11)
where the slant depth along the shower axis Xs, ∆Xs and B are:
Xs = X · sec θ , (4.12)
∆Xs = Xs ·B · cos ζ , (4.13)
B = tanα · tan θ ≡ B0 · tan θ . (4.14)
Using equation (4.11) it is possible to study the dependence of a generic temporal
variable τ with ζ. While for vertical showers τ depends only on the core distance r and
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the atmospheric depth X, for inclined showers the slant depth depends also on ζ and
θ angles, i.e., τ(r,X ′(ζ, θ)). Following [234], this dependence can be described using a
Taylor expansion around Xs = X · sec θ:
τ(r,X ′) = τ(r,Xs +∆Xs) = τ(r,Xs) +
∂τ
∂X ′
∣∣∣∣
Xs
·∆Xs + ∂
2τ
∂X ′ 2
∣∣∣∣
Xs
·∆X2s + ... (4.15)
Introducing the value previously obtained of ∆Xs(ζ), this expression is equivalent
to:
τ(r,X ′) = τ(r,Xs) +
∂τ
∂X ′
∣∣∣∣
Xs
·Xs ·B · cos ζ + ∂
2τ
∂X ′ 2
∣∣∣∣
Xs
·X2s ·B2 · cos2 ζ + ... (4.16)
So, in first order approximation, the slant depth dependence is equivalent to using
a linear function in cos ζ:
τ(r,X ′) = a+ b · cos ζ . (4.17)
Factoring out τ(r,X ′) in the expression (4.16), in first order approximation the
above equation can be expressed as:
τ(r,X ′) = τ(r,Xs)
(
1 +
∂ ln τ
∂ lnX ′
∣∣∣∣
Xs
·B · cos ζ
)
, (4.18)
so a and b are defined as:
a = τ(r,Xs) , (4.19)
b = τ(r,Xs) · ∂ ln τ
∂ lnX ′
∣∣∣∣
Xs
· B . (4.20)
In order to check the validity of approximation (4.17) for the risetime, its dependence
with ζ has been studied for sets of simulated showers with fixed energy and zenith
angle, since, as it was explained in section 4.3, this analysis cannot be carried out for
individual showers because of the small number of triggered stations per shower. In
the first place for given ζ values the average 〈t1/2/r〉 has been evaluated for each set of
showers, and the corresponding uncertainty is calculated as the RMS of the distribution
divided by the squared root of the number of traces. Hereafter the τ variable will be
equivalent to 〈t1/2/r〉. As explained above the risetime is divided by r to reduce the
dependence with core distance. In Fig. 4.22 some examples are shown for a sample
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Figure 4.22: Distribution of 〈t1/2/r〉 vs ζ fitted following the equation (4.17) given by
the first order approximation in the Taylor expansion. Showers correspond to EPOS-
LHC proton simulated showers with a mean energy of log(E/eV) = 19.2 and θ = 32◦,
θ = 36◦, θ = 41◦, θ = 45◦, θ = 49◦, θ = 53◦, θ = 57◦ and θ = 60◦ from upper left
to bottom right. The horizontal bar represents the with of the angular bin and the
vertical bar is the statistical uncertainty of the corresponding 〈t1/2/r〉 value.
of EPOS-LHC showers initiated by protons at several zenith angles. As can be seen,
approximation (4.17) represents properly the dependence of 〈t1/2/r〉 with ζ for small θ
values, but for very inclined showers the first-order Taylor expansion does not suffice
to properly represent the 〈t1/2/r〉 vs ζ dependence. For these cases it is required to
include a quadratic term in cos ζ:
τ(r,X ′) = a+ b · cos ζ + c · cos2 ζ . (4.21)
As an example of the improvement of the fit when including the second order, in
Fig. 4.23 two examples of 〈t1/2/r〉 vs ζ are shown alongside with the fit to the linear and
second-order polynomial approximations for QGSJETII-04 iron simulated showers: top
panels correspond to log(E/eV) = 18.7 and θ = 36◦ while bottom ones correspond to
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Figure 4.23: Linear fit (left panels) vs. second-order polynomial fit (right panels) for
two different cases of QGSJETII-04 iron simulated showers. Top: log(E/eV) = 18.7
and θ = 36◦. Bottom: log(E/eV) = 20.2 and θ = 53◦. Vertical bars are the statistical
uncertainties.
log(E/eV) = 20.2 and θ = 53◦. As can be seen, the first order is a good approximation
for low energy and zenith angles, but for larger zenith angle and higher energy values,
for which the asymmetry is larger, the fit is improved including a quadratic term.
To quantify the asymmetry, a parameter, the asymmetry factor, is defined as:
Asymmetry factor =
τearly − τ late
τearly + τ late
, (4.22)
where τearly and τlate are the values of 〈t1/2/r〉 at ζ = 0 and ζ = ±π/2 respectively.
In the linear approximation (4.17), the asymmetry factor equals b/a and represents
the relative amplitude of the asymmetry (see left panel of Fig. 4.24). Taking into
account (4.18) this parameter is related to the logarithmic variation of the risetime
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Figure 4.24: Asymmetry factor for first order approximation (left panel) and second
order approximation (right panel). The factor is given by the difference between the
values of the temporal distribution in early and late regions divided by the sum of both
values.
with X:
b
a
= B
∂ ln τ
∂ lnX ′
∣∣∣∣
Xs
. (4.23)
Using the same definition (4.22) for the second order approximation (4.21), the
asymmetry factor equals b/(a+c) and also represents the relative asymmetry amplitude
(see right panel of Fig. 4.24).
The asymmetry factor contains information about the variation with the slant depth
of the ratio between the electromagnetic and the muonic component. As it will be
discussed in the following, for a given energy E, the variation of the asymmetry factor
with sec θ shows a correlation with the average longitudinal development of the shower.
Hence the azimuthal asymmetry in the time structure is sensitive to the average mass
of the primary cosmic ray.
4.6 Mass composition from the asymmetry in risetime
As was previously pointed out in 4.3, the azimuthal asymmetry of t1/2 cannot be
measured on a shower-by-shower basis because the whole range of ζ values from early
to late regions cannot be sampled in a single event. Therefore the method relies on a
statistical analysis of the azimuthal asymmetry of the risetime in intervals of energy
and zenith angle.
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This section will explain step by step the procedure to determine the mass compo-
sition using Monte Carlo simulations with the latest hadronic interaction models. If
not stated otherwise, the analysis described in this section will be carried out using
the risetime information of stations in the radial interval 500 - 2000 m. However, as
mentioned before in section 4.2.2, the azimuthal asymmetry of 〈t1/2/r〉 is expected to
grow with the radial interval. The dependence of the risetime asymmetry on r and the
potential impact for mass composition will be discussed in section 4.6.4.
4.6.1 Azimuthal dependence on the average t1/2/r
The first step is to split the event sample in subsamples of showers of energy and zenith
angle within intervals as narrow as possible keeping a reasonable statistics. Then, as
described in section 4.5, for each subsample the average value 〈t1/2/r〉 and its uncer-
tainty have to be evaluated for intervals of ζ and fitted to equations (4.17) and (4.21)
(according to the need of considering or not the second order) to obtain the asymmetry
factor.
As an example, the results for samples of MC proton and iron showers with an
average energy of log(E/eV) = 19.2 and different zenith angles is shown in Fig. 4.25.
The asymmetry of risetime with respect to ζ (and its dependence with θ) is evident: for
early region (ζ ∼ 0) values of 〈t1/2/r〉 are larger than the ones registered in late region
(ζ ∼ ±π). This asymmetry becomes smaller for increasing θ values, as explained in
section 4.2.2. As it can be observed the fit of the equation (4.21) represents properly the
〈t1/2/r〉 vs ζ dependence independently of the value of θ and the primary. In this figure
it can also be noticed that this function is flatter for iron showers than for proton ones.
This difference between primaries is due to a combination of two effects (explained in
section 2.6): iron showers are shallower and have a larger number of muons than proton
showers for the same primary energy and zenith angle. This leads to a total signal with
a larger muonic contribution and an electromagnetic component more attenuated for
iron showers, which translates into smaller values of risetime and a smaller asymmetry
than the registered for proton initiated showers.
4.6.2 Mass sensitive parameter (sec θ)max
With the previously obtained values of the asymmetry factor for different values of θ in
a given energy bin, it is possible to study its evolution with the zenith angle. This de-
pendence is shown in Fig. 4.26, where the asymmetry factor is plotted against ln(sec θ)
for a set of proton showers with average energy of 1018.9 eV simulated using the EPOS-
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Figure 4.25: 〈t1/2/r〉 vs ζ for simulated showers with EPOS-LHC hadronic model, a
primary energy of 1019.2 eV and different zenith angles for proton (left panel) and iron
nuclei (right panel).
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Figure 4.26: Dependence of the asymmetry factor with ln(sec θ) for a sample of EPOS-
LHC proton (iron) initiated shower in the left (right) panel with a mean energy of 1019.0
eV. Vertical error bars are the statistical uncertainties of the asymmetry factor. The
definition of (sec θ)max is illustrated.
LHC model. Note that the asymmetry factor is related to the logarithmic variation of
τ(r,X ·sec θ) withX ′ (see equation (4.23)) and thus the asymmetry factor is represented
versus ln(sec θ) because with this variable the function is found to be symmetric. In this
figure the expected behaviour is observed: the asymmetry grows with the atmospheric
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depth (represented by sec θ), reaches a maximum and then decreases. In this figure the
vertical error bar is the statistical uncertainty of the asymmetry factor inferred from
the fit of the 〈t1/2〉 vs ζ plots to expressions (4.17) and (4.21). The mass sensitive
parameter (sec θ)max is defined as the value of sec θ that maximizes the asymmetry.
To obtain (sec θ)max and the corresponding statistical uncertainty this distribution is
fitted to a Gaussian function as shown in the examples of Fig. 4.26.
This parameter is related to the primary mass, as can be seen in Fig. 4.27 where
the evolution of the asymmetry factor with θ of proton and iron showers are compared
for several energies. As can be observed in the figure, for a given primary energy,
(sec θ)max is higher for proton showers than for iron ones. This fact can be explained as
a combination of the differences in the longitudinal development and the muon content
between iron and proton showers. On the one hand, as has been explained previously,
a proton shower penetrates deeper in the atmosphere than an iron one with the same
energy, which implies a higher amount of electrons reaching the surface detector in the
case of proton showers. As a consequence, for a given energy, proton showers need to
be more inclined than iron showers in order to reach the point where the difference in
the attenuation of the electromagnetic component between the early and late regions
maximizes, and thus, (sec θ)max becomes higher than those for iron showers. On the
other hand, iron showers have more muons than proton showers, and therefore its
electromagnetic component has less impact on the total signal collected in the surface
detector. In addition, due to these two effects, the ratio between the electron and muon
signals is smaller for iron showers, and thus also smaller the corresponding values of
the asymmetry factor, as can be observed in Fig. 4.27.
4.6.3 Evolution of (sec θ)max with the energy
Once the value of (sec θ)max has been obtained for each energy bin, the dependence of
(sec θ)max with energy is studied in a similar way to the elongation rate analysis. In
Fig. 4.28 the energy evolution of (sec θ)max for all models of hadronic interactions of
the MC library described in section 4.4 is shown. As can be observed, there is a linear
dependence between (sec θ)max and logE. The fact that Xmax increases with logE (see
section 2.7.1) means that the position of the shower maximum is closer to the ground as
the energy increases, and therefore a higher amount of electromagnetic particles reaches
the surface detector. Consequently, as has been explained in the previous section 4.6.2,
a higher number of electromagnetic particles in the detector implies a higher amount of
atmosphere necessary to reach the point where the early-late attenuation maximizes,
i.e., a higher value of (sec θ)max. Thus, a strong correlation between the parameters
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Figure 4.27: Evolution of asymmetry factor for MC sample using EPOS-LHC hadronic
model for all the energy bins and two different primary species: proton (the red line)
and iron (the blue one).
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Figure 4.28: Evolution of (sec θ)max with energy for EPOS-LHC (upper left panel),
QGSJETII-04 (upper right panel), EPOS 1.99 (central left panel), QGSJETII-03 (cen-
tral right panel) and Sibyll 2.1 (bottom panel) hadronic models showing the linear fit.
Colours represent the different primary species: proton (red) and iron (blue). Verti-
cal error bars are the statistical uncertainties of (sec θ)max calculated from the fit to a
Gaussian function of the asymmetry factor vs ln(sec θ). Stations in the radial interval
500 - 2000 m have been included. Results for other intervals will be shown in the next
chapter.
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Figure 4.29: Dependence of 〈t1/2/r〉 vs ζ with the chosen core distance intervals for MC
simulations using EPOS-LHC hadronic model with proton (left panel) and iron (right
panel) induced showers with a mean energy of log(E/eV) = 19.2 and θ = 50◦.
(sec θ)max and Xmax is expected. This will be studied in the next section.
As shown in Fig. 4.28, (sec θ)max follows a linear dependence with energy and the
corresponding fits for proton and iron showers are well separated, allowing thus the
discrimination between light and heavy primaries. In addition, as will be discussed
later in sections 4.7 and 5.5, (sec θ)max is linearly correlated with the shower maximum
depth (see also [206]) and thus it can be used to measure the mass composition of the
event sample as a function of the primary energy.
From the MC results for proton (A = 1) and iron (A = 56) showers, a relationship
between (sec θ)max and the average mass of primary cosmic ray can be established by
means of expression (2.28).
〈lnA〉 = (sec θ)max,p − (sec θ)max,data
(sec θ)max,p − (sec θ)max,Fe ln 56 . (4.24)
In addition, deviations in the (sec θ)max values of data can be easily transformed
into deviations in 〈lnA〉 with the expression:
〈∆ lnA〉 = − ∆(sec θ)max,data
(sec θ)max,p − (sec θ)max,Fe ln 56 . (4.25)
4.6.4 Dependence of (sec θ)max on the radial interval
As mentioned before, the plots used in section 4.6 to explain the procedure with the
assistance of MC simulations have been produced using all the tanks passing the cuts
described in section 4.4 within the radial interval 500 - 2000 m. However, the azimuthal
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Figure 4.30: Dependence of the asymmetry factor vs ln(sec θ) with the chosen core
distance intervals for an EPOS-LHC proton shower with a mean energy of 1019.2 eV.
asymmetry of 〈t1/2/r〉 is expected to grow with the radial distance of the stations used
in the analysis. If the number of available events is sufficiently large it is desirable
to split the sample of stations in several radial intervals. As an example, in Fig. 4.29
the azimuthal asymmetry of the whole radial interval is compared with that obtained
in two independent radial intervals (500 - 1000 m and 1000 - 2000 m) for proton and
iron MC showers, corresponding to a mean energy of 1019.2 eV and θ = 50◦ using the
EPOS-LHC hadronic model.
This dependence of the asymmetry factor with r leads to a dependence of (sec θ)max
with the r-interval, as can be seen in Fig. 4.30. As expected, it can be observed
that selecting stations close to the core (500 - 1000 m) leads to systematically larger
(sec θ)max values, since the closer to the core the stations are, the weaker the asymmetry
is (the electromagnetic contribution dominates). Thus, the zenith angle at which the
muon component starts to dominate, and the asymmetry starts to decrease, is higher.
However it is important to note that, in principle, this dependence of (sec θ)max with
the radial interval should not limit the capability of this technique for the determination
of the mass composition as far as the behaviour of MC and data with respect to the
radial interval is the same.
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Figure 4.31: Differences of lnA between the generated values (input) and the obtained
ones with the asymmetry analysis (output) for the 50%p - 50%Fe sample using EPOS-
LHC hadronic model in both intervals: 500 - 1000 m (left panel) and 1000 - 2000 m
(right panel).
Since the (sec θ)max parameter will be used for the determination of the mass com-
position in the next chapter, it is thus very important to check that the quality cuts of
this analysis do not introduce any mass-dependent bias. This is the case when stations
in the 500 - 2000 m interval are used, as was demonstrated in [207]. However, since two
radial subintervals will be used in this work, 500 - 1000 m and 1000 - 2000 m, the rela-
tive efficiency p/Fe has to be compared using stations in both core distance ranges. To
this end three samples of mixed composition (25%p - 75%Fe, 50%p - 50%Fe and 75%p -
25%Fe) have been produced with hadronic models QJSJETII-04 and EPOS-LHC. The
corresponding (sec θ)max values have been obtained for each energy bin applying the
asymmetry analysis and the results have been compared with those of the pure samples
of proton and iron. Using expression (4.24), the value of 〈lnA〉 has been obtained for
the samples and compared with the real one. As an example, results for the 50%p -
50%Fe sample using the EPOS-LHC hadronic model are shown in Fig. 4.31 for both
r-intervals. As can be seen, the comparison for this example in the 1000 - 2000 m
interval (right panel) shows small differences in both directions, while results in the
500 - 1000 m interval (left panel) might be subjected to non-negligible bias leading to
lighter compositions applying the asymmetry analysis.
These model dependent differences in the reconstructed mass can be interpreted
as a systematic uncertainty of the (sec θ)max parameter as a tool for the evaluation of
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radial intervals 500 - 1000 m (top panels) and 1000 - 2000 m (bottom panels).
the mass composition. The value of the corresponding deviation of (sec θ)max can be
calculated from those of 〈lnA〉 using expression (4.25). The results for both models
and radial intervals are shown in Fig. 4.32. As can be observed, for both core distance
intervals the largest deviations ∆(sec θ)max take place for a 50%p - 50%Fe composition
and are of about 0.01 units of (sec θ)max. It should be stressed that these deviations are
not systematic uncertainties of the (sec θ)max parameter itself but they give the corre-
sponding uncertainties in mass units due to the dependence of the selection efficiency
on the composition when using equations (4.24) and (4.25).
4.7 Correlation between (sec θ)max and Xmax
As has been already explained, there is a similarity between the behaviour of the
SD parameter (sec θ)max and the FD observable Xmax. These parameters, measured
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with two different techniques, are expected to be correlated because both depend on
the speed of the shower development (and hence on primary mass), as it was shown
in [235].
To study the relationship between both observables, the generated value of the
shower maximum depth of MC showers simulated using the EPOS-LHC and QGSJETII-
04 models was considered. Using these values the showers are grouped within bins of
Xmax, with widths chosen to have enough statistics to perform accurately the asym-
metry analysis. These bins will be different for proton and iron showers because the
covered Xmax range is different for both primaries: iron populates the lower region
(lower Xmax values) while proton populates the upper region (higher Xmax values)
overlapping in a wide middle region.
With the events grouped in Xmax bins, (sec θ)max is obtained as a function of the
corresponding mean value 〈Xmax〉. Note that this study cannot be carried out event
by event, but on average values, obtaining a result of the (sec θ)max parameter for each
〈Xmax〉 value. In Fig. 4.33 the relationship between (sec θ)max and Xmax is shown for
all the hadronic models and for both primaries. As can be seen in this figure, there
is a strong linear correlation between both observables independently of the primary
type and for all the hadronic models. The results confirm that the (sec θ)max parameter
obtained through the analysis of the observed azimuthal asymmetry is a reliable mass
estimator. This figure has been produced using stations in the 500 - 2000 m interval.
As will be shown in the next chapter, the results in the intervals 500 - 1000 m and 1000
- 2000 m also show a strong correlation between (sec θ)max and Xmax in good agreement
with data.
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Figure 4.33: Correlation between the SD parameter (sec θ)max and the FD parameter
Xmax for EPOS-LHC (upper left panel), QGSJETII-04 (upper right panel), EPOS 1.99
(central left panel), QGSJETII-03 (central right panel) and Sibyll 2.1 (bottom panel)
hadronic models. (sec θ)max has been obtained using stations in the 500 - 2000 m.
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Chapter 5
Mass composition from the
azimuthal asymmetry of the
risetime
5.1 Introduction
As stated in chapter 2, direct detection of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays is not feasible
and therefore their properties have to be obtained from the extensive air showers de-
veloped in the atmosphere. In particular, inferring the nature of the primary particle
is a complicated task. In principle, neutrinos and photons can be easily distinguished
from nuclei; however, discriminating between different nuclei according to their mass
is extremely difficult. It is well known that, on average, showers initiated by heavier
nuclei develop higher in the atmosphere and they have, at ground level, a larger number
of muons. However these differences are difficult to observe because of the large statis-
tical fluctuations of the shower development. On the other hand all methods for mass
composition rely on the comparison with simulations that use models for the hadronic
interactions based on accelerator data at centre of mass energies much smaller than
those of the interactions of UHECRs in the atmosphere. As will be discussed later,
this is the main source of systematic uncertainty that presently limits our capability to
measure the composition at these energies.
Mass composition can be determined from the average and variance of the Xmax
distributions recorded by fluorescence telescopes (see section 2.7.1 for details). Unfor-
tunately, as it has been pointed out in chapter 3, these telescopes have a duty cycle
of about 13% that severely limits the size of the data sample. For this reason, meth-
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ods based on the information provided by the surface detectors, which have a ∼100%
duty cycle, are being developed by the Auger collaboration, like the one based on the
azimuthal asymmetry of the SD signals that is presented in this thesis. This method
has been described in the previous chapter with the help of MC simulations. Here, it
will be applied to data of the Pierre Auger Observatory to extract information on the
mass composition. In section 5.2 the steps of the analysis are shown. In section 5.3
the systematic uncertainties in the measurement of (sec θ)max are described. In section
5.4 the results of mass composition versus primary energy obtained from the analysis
in several radial intervals for two models of hadronic interactions will be shown, and
inconsistencies with models will be discussed. Finally, in section 5.5 the expected cor-
relation between (sec θ)max and Xmax is studied using hybrid events collected by the
Observatory, pointing to check the feasibility of the method. These results have been
published in [236].
5.2 Obtaining (sec θ)max for real events
After the description of the sample of data used in the analysis, the values of (sec θ)max
are obtained as a function of the primary energy. As explained previously in 4.6.4,
analyses are carried out separately using the signal of stations in different intervals
of the core distance. Finally, experimental results are compared with MC predictions
carried out with several hadronic interaction models.
5.2.1 The event sample
Events collected with the SD of the Pierre Auger Observatory from January 2004 to
October 2014 excluding the so-called bad periods (periods of instabilities defined in
chapter 3) have been reconstructed with the Offline version v2r9p3.
As already mentioned, this asymmetry analysis cannot be performed on an event by
event basis and therefore the sample has to be split in bins of energy and zenith angle.
The sample of MC showers used in the previous chapter had fixed values of both E and
θ. On the contrary, in real showers both parameters can obviously have any value on a
continuous distribution. The sample used for the analysis contains events with zenith
angle between 30◦ and 62◦ and energy larger than 1018.5 eV with the following binning:
- θ in 10 bins of equal size: [30.0,33.2), [33.2,36.4), [36.4,39.6), [39.6,42.8), [42.8,46.0),
[46.0,49.2), [49.2,52.4), [52.4,55.6), [55.6,58.8), [58.8,62.0).
- log(E/eV) in 6 bins of different widths: [18.55,18.70), [18.70,18.85), [18.85,19.00),
[19,00,19.20), [19.20,19.50) and one last bin with log(E/eV) ≥ 19.50.
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Figure 5.1: 〈t1/2/r〉 vs ζ angle in the shower plane for primary energy log (E/eV) =
18.55 − 18.70 (left) and log (E/eV) = 19.2 − 19.5 (right) at different zenith angle
bands. Each data point represents an average (with the corresponding uncertainty)
over all stations surviving the selection criteria.
These intervals are selected to keep a reasonable statistics in each interval, allowing
good quality fits in the various steps of the analysis.
After applying the quality cuts defined in section 4.4, a total of 191534 FADC
signals from 54584 events were available. The most energetic event registered in the
data sample has an energy of 1.26× 1020 eV.
5.2.2 Measurement of the azimuthal asymmetry
The first step is to measure the azimuthal asymmetry from the dependence of 〈t1/2/r〉
on ζ for each of the above-defined bins of E and θ. As mentioned in 4.5, the risetime
of the stations are split in several intervals of ζ angle, and the average 〈t1/2/r〉 and
RMS of the corresponding distributions are calculated. As an example, in Fig. 5.1 the
results for the bin with mean energies log(E/eV) = 18.6 (left panel) and log(E/eV) =
19.4 (right panel) are shown for several θ intervals1. The vertical bars represent the
statistical error of the average 〈t1/2/r〉, that is, the RMS of the distribution divided
1Including θ = 15.6◦ as a comparison with a zenith interval where the asymmetry due to the
longitudinal evolution of the shower does not dominate. This zenith angle is not used in the asymmetry
analysis.
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Fraction (%) of stations
log(E/eV) 500-1000m 1000-2000m
18.6 70% 30%
18.8 56% 44%
18.9 45% 55%
19.1 36% 64%
19.3 26% 74%
19.6 20% 80%
Table 5.1: Fraction of stations distributed in each r-interval for each E bin.
by the squared root of the number of triggered stations contributing to the histogram.
The asymmetry between risetime values of early and late region is clearly observed.
As already explained in 4.6, in general, the relationship between 〈t1/2/r〉 and ζ can be
fitted to a linear function in cos ζ (equation (4.17)) although at large θ and E values
a quadratic function (equation (4.21)) is necessary. In Fig. 5.2 both fits are compared
for the case of log(E/eV) = 18.8. It can be noticed that the quadratic term becomes
more important as the zenith angle increases.
In the above examples, all stations in the radial interval 500 - 2000 m were used.
Since the number of events collected by the SD passing the cuts of this analysis is large
enough to allow the analysis in two independent subintervals of r, the same calculation
has also been carried out separately for stations in the 500 - 1000 m and 1000 - 2000 m
intervals. This selection leads to a total of 102123 FADC signals from stations passing
the cuts for the 500 - 1000 m interval, and 89411 FADC signals for the 1000 - 2000 m
interval. The fraction of the stations for each r-interval and energy bin is detailed in
Table 5.1. As an example, the results for these intervals are compared with that of the
500 - 2000 m for θ = 51◦ and log(E/eV) = 19.1 in Fig. 5.3, showing the same features
observed in the MC simulations (Fig. 4.29), that is, the azimuthal asymmetry grows
with the radial distance of the stations used in the analysis.
5.2.3 (sec θ)max versus energy
The asymmetry factor and its uncertainty are calculated for all energy and angular bins
from equations (4.17) and (4.21) like in the analysis of MC events. In Fig. 5.4 their
values are represented as a function of the azimuthal angle for all energy bins using the
traces of all stations in the 500 - 2000 m interval are presented alongside with the fit
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Figure 5.2: 〈t1/2/r〉 vs ζ for data with an energy bin of mean value log(E/eV)= 18.8.
The average value of the θ angle are: 31.6◦, 34.8◦, 38.0◦, 41.2◦, 44.4◦, 47.6◦, 50.8◦,
54.0◦, 57.2◦and 60.4◦, increasing from upper left to bottom right. Linear (first and
third columns) and second order (second and fourth columns) fits are compared. The
second order one is necessary at large zenith angles.
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Figure 5.3: Dependence of 〈t1/2/r〉 vs ζ with the chosen core distance intervals for data
with θ = 51◦and log(E/eV) = 19.1.
to a Gaussian function. The expected dependence of the asymmetry parameter with
sec θ is found, that is, it reaches a maximum at a (sec θ)max value that will be used
as the observable for mass determination. The (sec θ)max results obtained from the
fits for each energy bin are represented against the corresponding average value of the
reconstructed energy in Fig. 5.5. The vertical error bars are the statistical uncertainties
evaluated in the same way than for the MC samples.
The same analysis has been repeated for the r-intervals 500 - 1000 and 1000 - 2000
m. The evolution of the asymmetry factor for both intervals with the zenith angle
is represented in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 respectively. The results of (sec θ)max vs E for
both intervals are represented in Fig. 5.8, showing the expected features mentioned in
the previous chapter, that is, the closer to the core the stations are, the weaker the
azimuthal asymmetry is, and the zenith angle at which the muon component starts to
dominate (and the asymmetry starts to decrease) is higher. As already pointed out,
this dependence of (sec θ)max with the chosen r-interval should not limit the capability
of this observable for mass composition as far as the MC simulations follow the same
behaviour.
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Figure 5.4: Asymmetry factor vs ln(sec θ) for data in all energy bins. The energy
increases from upper left to bottom right. The Gaussian fit reaches a maximum at an
angle (sec θ)max that defines the mass sensitive parameter. All stations in the 500 -
2000 m interval have been used. Statistical error bars are evaluated as in Fig. 4.26.
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Figure 5.5: (sec θ)max vs log(E/eV) for real events. Number of stations in the 500 -
2000 m interval available for the analysis are indicated. Vertical bars are statistical
uncertainties obtained from the fits to a Gaussian function in plots of Fig. 5.4.
5.2.4 Comparison with MC simulations
In this section, results of (sec θ)max versus energy for both real and simulated showers
(proton and iron primaries) will be compared. Details of the libraries and analyses of
the MC events have been explained in chapter 4. In Fig. 5.9 it is shown the comparison
for proton (red) and iron (blue) simulations using the following hadronic models: EPOS
1.99, QGSJETII-03, SIBYLL 2.1, EPOS-LHC and QGSJETII-04. In both data and
MC simulations, all stations in the 500 - 2000 m r-interval are used. As can be observed,
data are bracketed by the predictions of proton and iron showers for all the hadronic
models.
Results using only stations in the core distance intervals 500 - 1000 m or 1000 - 2000
m have also been compared with MC results in the corresponding radial interval. For
these comparisons, only the most recent hadronic models, EPOS-LHC and QGSJETII-
04, have been used. The results are shown in Fig. 5.10. From these plots it is difficult
to draw strong conclusions; however, in both cases, there is an indication that the
mean mass increases slowly with energy in line with other Auger studies [99, 109]. In
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Figure 5.6: Asymmetry factor vs ln(sec θ) for data in all the energy bins for the 500 -
1000 m r-interval. The energy increases from upper left to bottom right.
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Figure 5.7: Asymmetry factor vs ln(sec θ) for data in all the energy bins for the 1000 -
2000 m r-interval. The energy increases from upper left to bottom right.
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Figure 5.8: Energy dependence of (sec θ)max for both intervals of core distance 500
- 1000 m and 1000 - 2000 m. The number of stations available for the analysis is
indicated.
addition, in these plots it can also be noticed a possible inconsistency of results between
both intervals when they are compared with the predictions of QGSJETII-04, that is,
the comparison with MC shows a heavier composition in the 500 - 1000 m range than in
the 1000 - 2000 m interval. This unphysical result points to a discrepancy between the
radial features of real EASs and the predictions of QGSJETII-04 that will be analysed
later. In order to quantify this effect, an analysis in terms of mass composition has
been carried out in both intervals, and the results will be shown in section 5.4.
5.3 Systematic uncertainties
There are several contributions to the uncertainty in the determination of the mass
sensitive parameter (sec θ)max.
In particular it has been studied the impact of the uncertainty in the reconstruction
of the core position (5.3.1), the assumed parameterization for the radial dependence of
t1/2 (5.3.2), the effect of the systematic uncertainty in the risetime measurement (5.3.3)
and the systematic uncertainty in the energy scale of the Auger experiment (5.3.4). In
the first place, each of the above parameters that could contribute to the systematic
uncertainty in (sec θ)max has been modified individually and the full analysis has been
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of data results (black dots) of (sec θ)max versus energy with
MC predictions for protons (red line) and iron nuclei (blue line) in the r-interval 500 -
2000 m assuming the following models of hadronic interactions: EPOS 1.99 (upper left
panel), QGSJETII-03 (upper right panel), Sibyll 2.1 (central left panel), EPOS-LHC
(central right panel) and QGSJETII-04 (bottom panel). Vertical bars are statistical
uncertainties.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of data results (black dots) of (sec θ)max versus energy with
MC predictions for protons (red line) and iron nuclei (blue line) in the r-intervals
500 - 1000 m (upper panels) and 1000 - 2000 m (bottom panels) for EPOS-LHC (left
panels) and QGSJETII-04 (right panels) hadronic models. Vertical bars are statistical
uncertainties.
repeated for all energy bins. Then, the corresponding deviation in (sec θ)max is repre-
sented as a function of the energy, and a linear fit is performed. The maximum positive
and negative values taken by the fit in the whole energy interval are conservatively used
to estimate the systematic uncertainty. This study has been carried out for the two
radial intervals used in the analysis.
In addition several cross checks have been carried out (5.3.6) to confirm that other
elements of the analysis, e.g., selection cuts in both the signal intensity and the zenith
angle, seasonal-dependent weather effects, etc., do not lead to additional uncertainties.
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Figure 5.11: Example of differences in 〈t1/2/r〉 vs azimuth angle in the shower plane
using the original core position (solid line) and the modified one (dashed line) shifting
the core 50 m towards the late region for log(E/eV) = 19.1 eV and θ = 47.6◦ in the
500 - 1000 m radial interval.
5.3.1 Core position reconstruction
As it was explained in section 4.2.3, the reconstructed position of the core is shifted
with respect to the real one towards the early region. Note that this systematic un-
certainty in the core position is translated to the ratio 〈t1/2/r〉 used in the evaluation
of the asymmetry factor (see Fig. 5.11), and therefore the value of (sec θ)max is ex-
pected to be correspondingly affected. In order to study its contribution to the total
systematic uncertainty, the position of the core is shifted in the late direction by 50
m to compensate the systematic shift due to the reconstruction. The value of 50 m
is chosen because it corresponds to the typical uncertainty in the reconstructed core
position [144]. Then, the whole chain of analysis is repeated to obtain the new values
of the position of the maximum of the asymmetry, and the difference with the nominal
(sec θ)max.
In Fig. 5.12 the difference in (sec θ)max values are shown in both intervals of core
distance. The linear fit is represented by a red dashed line, and the maximum and
minimum values considered are numerically shown and also represented with horizontal
solid lines. As can be observed, the systematic uncertainty from the reconstruction of
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Figure 5.12: Differences between values of (sec θ)max when the core position is modified
50 m towards the late region in the core distance ranges of 500 - 1000 m (left panel)
and 1000 - 2000 m (right panel). The dashed red line represents the linear fit.
the core position in units of (sec θ)max are +0.0005/−0.0001 for the 500 - 1000 m interval
and +0/−0.0056 for the 1000 - 2000 m one.
5.3.2 Parametrization of t1/2 as a function of r
The selection of the parametrization used to describe the dependence of the risetime
with the core distance can also contribute to the uncertainty of (sec θ)max. In the anal-
ysis a linear function in r has been assumed (see section 4.3). In order to evaluate the
effect of using a quadratic function in r, the average value 〈t1/2/(a + b r + c r2)〉 instead
〈t1/2/r〉 has been used and the deviations in the corresponding (sec θ)max values have
been obtained. The results are shown in Fig. 5.13. The estimated systematic uncer-
tainty results are +0.0019/−0.0012 for the interval 500 - 1000 m and +0.0031/−0.0005
for the interval 1000 - 2000 m.
5.3.3 Risetime uncertainties
Another possible source of systematic uncertainty is that from the measurement of the
risetime itself. To evaluate the effect of this uncertainty, the risetime is shifted randomly
around a Gaussian distribution with standard deviation σ given by the uncertainty in
the measurement of the risetime (equation (4.3)). Then, the analysis is repeated using
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these new values of risetime. Differences in (sec θ)max between the standard analysis
and the one using these risetime values are shown in Fig. 5.14. Systematic uncertainties
in (sec θ)max are +0.0008/−0.0063 for the 500 - 1000 m interval and +0.0032/−0.0076
for the 1000 - 2000 m interval.
5.3.4 Energy scale
As it was explained in section 3.2.3, the absolute energy calibration of the observatory
is affected by a total systematic uncertainty of 14% [189]. To study the corresponding
effect on (sec θ)max, the energy values assigned to each event are shifted by the corre-
sponding percentage in both directions (i.e., E + 0.14E and E − 0.14E) and the full
chain of the analysis is repeated in each case. Results are shown in Fig. 5.15. From
the linear fit, the maximum positive and negative deviations observed in each radial
interval lead to an uncertainty of +0.0078/−0.0095 for the 500 - 1000 m interval and
+0.0090/−0.0030 in units of (sec θ)max for the 1000 - 2000 m interval.
5.3.5 Total systematic uncertainty of (sec θ)max
In Table 5.2 the various contributions to the systematic uncertainty discussed in the
previous subsections are shown for the analysis in both radial intervals. The result of
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Figure 5.13: Differences between values of (sec θ)max using a quadratic parametrization
of risetime with r and using a linear one as a function of the energy. Left panel: core
distance range of 500 - 1000 m. Right panel: core distance range of 1000 - 2000 m.
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Figure 5.14: Differences between values of (sec θ)max using risetime values shifted ran-
domly around a Gaussian distribution with standard deviation σ given by the uncer-
tainty in the measurement of the risetime. Left panel: core distance range of 500 - 1000
m. Right panel: core distance range of 1000 - 2000 m.
a quadratic sum of the above contributions give a total systematic uncertainty in the
(sec θ)max parameter of +0.008/− 0.011 for the r-interval 500 - 1000 m and +0.010/−
0.010 for 1000 - 2000 m.
However when the (sec θ)max parameter is used as mass discriminator, the depen-
dence of the efficiency of the cuts on the primary mass has to be included, leading
to an additional contribution discussed in section 4.6.4 and shown in the last row of
the table. When this contribution is included the total uncertainty increases to a fi-
nal value of +0.013/ − 0.015 and +0.014/ − 0.014 for the 500 - 1000 m and 1000 -
2000 m respectively. These values can be compared with the corresponding statis-
tical uncertainties; for example, at a mean energy of 1019.1 eV, for 500 - 1000 m,
(sec θ)max = 1.580 ± 0.008(stat)+0.013−0.015(sys), while for 1000 - 2000 m, (sec θ)max =
1.533 ± 0.009(stat)+0.014−0.014(sys), showing larger systematic uncertainties than statisti-
cal ones. The systematic uncertainty on the measured (sec θ)max amounts to less than
16% (500 - 1000 m) and 21% (1000 - 2000 m) of the predicted separation between
proton-iron (sec θ)max for both models.
In Fig. 5.16 the final results on (sec θ)max versus energy have been represented for
both radial intervals including the systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 5.15: Differences between values of (sec θ)max when the energy scale is considered
shifting the energy values by +14% (top panels) and -14% (bottom panels) for 500 -
1000 m (left panels) and 1000 - 2000 (right panels) r-intervals.
5.3.6 Additional cross-checks
The asymmetry analysis has been validated by performing numerous cross-checks that
demonstrate the stability of the results within the above systematic uncertainties.
These checks include the potential effects in the various selection cuts, changes due
to the use of the risetime uncertainties in a weighted mean of t1/2/r as well as possible
effects due to the atmospheric weather and the ageing of the SD stations.
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Source of systematic uncertainty 500 − 1000 m 1000 − 2000 m
Core position reconstruction +0.0005 −0.0001 +0 −0.0056
Risetime uncertainties +0.0008 −0.0063 +0.0032 −0.0076
Energy scale +0.0078 −0.0095 +0.0090 −0.0030
Risetime parametrization +0.0019 −0.0012 +0.0031 −0.0005
Selection efficiency +0.010 −0.010 +0.010 −0.010
Table 5.2: Contributions to systematic uncertainty of (sec θ)max for all sources in both
core distance intervals. In the last row the expected uncertainty due to the dependence
of the selection efficiency with the primary cosmic ray is shown in (sec θ)max units.
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of data results (black dots) of (sec θ)max versus energy with
MC predictions for protons (red line) and iron nuclei (blue line) in the r-intervals 500
- 1000 m (left panel) and 1000 - 2000 m (right panel) for EPOS-LHC (solid lines)
and QGSJETII-04 (dashed lines) hadronic models. Brackets represent the systematic
uncertainty.
Selection cuts in signal and zenith angle
The effect of changing limits in selection cuts cannot be considered as a source of
systematic uncertainty but it is a helpful consistency check [237, 238]. In this cross-
check, a potential effect on (sec θ)max due to the selection cuts in the signal intensity
is studied by shifting the usual lower cut in the signal size of S > 10 VEM up (S > 12
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VEM) and down (S > 8 VEM). Also, the effect of the cuts on the lower angular interval
of the sample is also studied by varying the angular limits of the nominal interval of 30
− 62◦ to 27 − 62◦. The effects of these variations in (sec θ)max are shown in Fig. 5.17 for
both 500 - 1000 m (left panels) and 1000 - 2000 m (right panels) core distance intervals.
These studies yield an estimate of the maximum variation of 0.0044 in (sec θ)max, which
is well within the systematic uncertainties.
Weighted mean of t1/2/r
As already described in 4.6.1 the average value 〈t1/2/r〉 and its corresponding error
for the sample of stations inside a given interval of E, θ, and ζ have been calculated
without taking into account the uncertainties in the risetime of individual stations.
This is justified because the corresponding fluctuations are dominated by the intrinsic
differences of the showers in the sample. Nonetheless the analysis has been repeated
weighting the risetimes with their uncertainties calculated with the parameterizations
used in [223, 224]. The effect on (sec θ)max is displayed in Fig. 5.18. No relevant effect
on the final results is observed.
Weather effects
Changes in the atmospheric conditions (i.e. the pressure P and temperature T ) affect
the development of EASs [239]. Then, the number of particles at ground, in particular
those from the electromagnetic component, is sensitive to the atmospheric conditions.
A possible bias affecting the risetime measurements and hence (sec θ)max is evaluated
splitting the data into “hot” (summer and spring) and “cold” (winter and autumn)
periods and repeating the whole analysis chain for each case. These two samples are
independent of each other, and then there is no correlation between them. The re-
sults, shown in Fig. 5.19, indicate that weather effects, if any, are within the statistical
fluctuations.
Ageing of the SD detectors
Since the analysis is performed with more than 10 years of data, a possible effect of
ageing of the SD detectors on the results is studied. For that, the data sample is sep-
arated in two equal sets, namely “old” (Jan.2004 - Jan.2011) and “new” (Jan.2011 -
Oct.2014). Differences of (sec θ)max between both periods are represented in Fig. 5.20.
Results show that differences are compatible with zero within the statistical uncertain-
ties of each sample.
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Figure 5.17: Differences between values of (sec θ)max for standard cuts and the modified
signal selection as a function of the energy, using the 500 - 1000 m (left panels) and the
1000 - 2000 m (right panels) core distance intervals. Upper panels: S > 10 VEM vs
S > 8 VEM. Central panels: S > 10 VEM vs S > 12 VEM. Bottom panels: θ between
30 − 62◦ vs 27 − 62◦
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Figure 5.18: (sec θ)max values obtained with and without using weights.
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Figure 5.19: Differences between values of (sec θ)max for different periods considering
weather effects: “hot” (summer and spring) and “cold” (winter and autumn) periods.
Comparisons are shown for 500 - 1000 m (left panels) and 1000 - 2000 m (right panels)
core distance intervals.
Saturation problems in the high gain channel
As explained in section 3.3, two signals are extracted from each PMT of the SD stations:
one from the anode (the low gain channel) and another one from the last dynode (the
high gain channel), which is amplified by a factor 32 to match the dynamic range [159,
160]. Both extracted signals are read by the CDAS (see 3.2.2) but only the one obtained
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Figure 5.20: Differences between values of (sec θ)max for different periods consider-
ing the ageing of the detectors: “old” (Jan.2004 - Jan.2011) and “new” (Jan.2011 -
Oct.2014). Results are shown for 500 - 1000 m (left panels) and 1000 - 2000 m (right
panels) r-intervals.
from the high gain channel is selected. However, if the signal from the high gain
channel is saturated, the low gain one is used. Finally, if the low gain channel is also
saturated, the signal cannot be recovered anymore (see [184] for a detailed explanation
of the saturation recovery in the SD traces). Nevertheless, a problem that affected the
reconstruction of the risetime measured in the low gain channel was identified [240]. The
baseline was sometimes overestimated in such a way that the reconstruction algorithm
generates negative signals. Consequently, the integrated traces are underestimated with
the corresponding effect on the risetime.
In order to evaluate the variation on (sec θ)max due to this problem, the full analysis
has been repeated using an algorithm implemented in the software Offline which aims
to correct the saturation problem (also used in [241, 242]). The corresponding values of
(sec θ)max are presented in Fig. 5.21 for the 500 - 1000 m (left panel) and 1000 - 2000 m
(right panel) core distance intervals. The maximum deviations from this contribution
are +0.0073 and −0.0048, which are within the systematic uncertainties.
5.4 Mass composition versus energy
As explained in section 4.6.3, the transformation of (sec θ)max into 〈lnA〉 allows extract-
ing information on the mass composition of cosmic rays as a function of the energy.
For each interaction model the value of 〈lnA〉 can be computed from the predicted dif-
ference in (sec θ)max between both primaries using the relationships (4.24) and (4.25).
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Figure 5.21: Differences between values of (sec θ)max obtained using the algorithm
of [240] for the risetime in the 500 - 1000 m (left panel) and 1000 - 2000 m (right panel)
core distance intervals.
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Figure 5.22: Comparison of 〈lnA〉 values from the asymmetry analysis vs E between
both radial intervals assuming the EPOS-LHC (left) and QGSJETII-04 (right) hadronic
interaction models.
In this way, experimental values of (sec θ)max (and their corresponding error bars) can
be transformed into mass units.
In Fig. 5.22 the results of 〈lnA〉 obtained in both radial intervals are compared.
As can be observed, assuming the EPOS-LHC model of hadronic interactions (left
panel), the results in both intervals are fully compatible. However, the results obtained
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with QGSJETII-04 (right panel) seem to depend on the radial interval chosen for the
analysis, which has non-physical meaning.
The statistical and systematic uncertainties in both radial intervals are partly cor-
related. Note that on the one hand, for a given energy, the same events are used in both
r-intervals but using the risetime information at different core distances. In regard with
systematic uncertainties, for instance, the error in the core position cannot affect in a
similar way in both intervals. Taking into account that all the six 〈lnA〉 values of 500
- 1000 m are larger than those of 1000 - 2000 m and that uncertainties are only partly
correlated, the compatibility of the mass composition results in both radial intervals is
significantly weak.
As already mentioned, the Pierre Auger Observatory has published results on mass
composition from the shower maximum depth measured by the FD [99]. Also the MPD
method (see section 2.7.2) provides information of mass composition by measuring the
position of the maximum of the muon production depth Xµmax [109]. Both methods
rely on MC simulations and thus the results might depend on the assumed model of
hadronic interaction. The results obtained in this work in both radial intervals are
compared with those from Xmax and X
µ
max in Fig. 5.23 for EPOS-LHC and in Fig. 5.24
for QGSJETII-04.
The asymmetry analysis under the EPOS-LHC hadronic model leads to a mass
composition heavier than that obtained from the Xmax measurements. The MPD
method under this model leads to an unrealistically heavy composition pointing out
a serious limitation of EPOS-LHC to account of the Xµmax distributions observed in
data. It is important to note that the shower maximum depth is a feature of the
electromagnetic shower, while the MPD fully relies on the muon cascade. However, the
complex nature of the zenith angle behaviour of the azimuthal asymmetry is a reflection
of the contributions of both components, and thus gives a combined information of the
electromagnetic and muonic components. The fact that the mass composition of the
asymmetry analysis is in between the results of the Xmax and the X
µ
max might be a
clue to understand the origin of the difficulties of EPOS-LHC to describe accurately
the measurements of UHECRs.
In regard with the results under the QGSJETII-04 model, the (sec θ)max values
are different in the two radial interval, as pointed out before. The mass composition
obtained with the asymmetry analysis in the 1000 - 2000 m interval is fully compatible
with the results obtained from the shower maximum depth but heavier if the analysis
is carried out in the 500 - 1000 m. The MPD method leads to a composition heavier
than that obtained from the Xmax distributions although it could be compatible with
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Figure 5.23: 〈lnA〉 against energy as predicted by the EPOS-LHC hadronic interaction
model. Results from the asymmetry analysis using stations in the 500 - 1000 m (left)
and 1000 - 2000 m (right) core distance interval are compared with those from the
elongation curve and MPD method assuming the same model for hadronic interactions.
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Figure 5.24: 〈lnA〉 against energy as predicted by the QGSJETII-04 hadronic interac-
tion model. Results from the asymmetry analysis using stations in the 500 - 1000 m
(left) and 1000 - 2000 m (right) core distance interval are compared with those from the
elongation curve and MPD method assuming the same model for hadronic interactions.
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that from (sec θ)max in 500 - 1000 m. It is important to remember that this hadronic
model also showed problems to describe in a consistent way the first two moments of
lnA distribution using the Xmax measurements [105].
Thus, while the EPOS-LHC is favoured over QGSJETII-04, neither model provides
an accurate description of muons in air-showers, and as a consequence no model de-
scribes satisfactorily the wide range of data using the Auger Observatory. A similar
conclusion has been drawn from the study of inclined showers made at the Pierre Auger
Observatory [243] from which it was deduced that showers contain more muons than
predicted by EPOS-LHC model.
In order to progress on the mass composition analysis through (sec θ)max, these
deficiencies in the understanding of shower modelling must be resolved. Aiming to
get the origin of this incompatibilities, several tests of the MC simulations have been
performed and will be described in the following section.
5.4.1 Dependence of composition results with r
Obviously, the mass composition results should be independent of the distance to the
core of the stations used in the analysis. However, while the results in both r-interval
assuming EPOS-LHC are fully compatible, those of QGSJETII-04 in 500 - 1000 m lead
to a heavier composition than those in 1000 - 2000 m. In order to understand the origin
of this behaviour, several studies have been carried out. As is well known, the risetime
of the SD signals depends on the core distance and also on the primary mass. The
radial dependence of the risetime has been studied for both primaries and both models
of hadronic interactions in several intervals of zenith angle and energy. As an example,
in Fig. 5.25 risetime data for energies 1019.00 < E < 1019.25 with 1.2 < secθ < 1.4
(top panels) and 1.4 < secθ < 1.6 (bottom panels) are compared with predictions from
EPOS-LHC (left panels) and QGSJETII-04 (right panels). As can be seen in the figure,
according to EPOS-LHC the risetime of data is consistent with a heavy composition
for all radial distances, while for QGSJETII-04 the risetime behaves as produced by a
heavy composition close to the core position getting lighter at larger distances.
This anomalous behaviour points to the same direction that the one from the anal-
ysis of the asymmetry. In order to understand the origin of this discrepancy, a detailed
analysis of the contribution of each shower component to the total signal has been
carried out. The LDF distribution of the various components has been represented as
a function of θ. The results for events with log(E/eV) = 19.5 are shown in Fig. 5.26
for four different θ bins and for both primaries. As can be observed, as θ increases the
electromagnetic component is more attenuated and the muonic component dominates
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Figure 5.25: Risetime vs core distance for 1.2 < secθ < 1.4 (top panels) and 1.4 < secθ <
1.6 (bottom panels) for EPOS-LHC (left panels) and QGSJETII-04 (right panels). Iron
showers are represented in blue, proton showers in red, and data in green. The energy
range corresponds to 19.00 < log(E/eV) < 19.25.
the total signal, as it was explained in section 4.2.2. Also, the iron distributions show a
larger muonic component that proton distributions, as expected. However, both mod-
els present a similar behaviour and therefore inconsistencies in the LDF of the different
shower components can be discarded. As an additional test, the ratio of electromag-
netic and muonic signals over the total one have been plotted. The results for the same
energy and θ bins are shown in Fig. 5.27. Again, the results do not provide any clue
to understand the origin of the discrepancies.
At present, this is still an open question, and more work is being developed in order
to find the origin of this anomaly.
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Figure 5.26: LDFs corresponding to EPOS-LHC (full dots) and QGSJETII-04 (empty
dots) simulated events with log(E/eV) = 19.5 and θ = 36◦, 45◦, 53◦and 60◦(from top
to bottom) for proton (left panels) and iron (right panels) primaries. The total signal
(black dots) is divided into its components: the muonic component (blue dots) and the
electromagnetic component (red dots).
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Figure 5.27: Ratios between electromagnetic and total signal (red points) and between
muonic and total signal (blue points) corresponding to EPOS-LHC (left panels) and
QGSJETII-04 (right panels) simulated events with log(E/eV) = 19.5 and θ = 36◦, 45◦,
53◦and 60◦(from top to bottom). Proton and iron primaries are represented with full
and open dots respectively.
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5.5 Correlation with Xmax
As it has been explained previously, since the (sec θ)max parameter is sensitive to mass
composition it is expected to be correlated with the shower maximum depth. In sec-
tion 4.7 the correlation between both magnitudes according to the predictions of MC
simulations using stations in the radial interval 500 - 2000 m was shown (see Fig. 4.33).
In this section, the correlation will be studied using the Auger data. However,
since (sec θ)max is an SD parameter and Xmax is an FD observable, only hybrid events
(that is, those recorded and reconstructed by the FD and SD simultaneously) can be
used to study the correlation between both parameters. Therefore, the size of the data
sample for this analysis is significantly smaller due to the duty cicle of the FD. In
addition, selection cuts similar to those used in [244] have been required. These cuts
include the condition that the reconstructed Xmax lies within the field of view of the
telescopes; showers must be well-fitted to a Gaisser-Hillas function; uncertainties in the
reconstructed energy and Xmax have to be constrained to a maximum value of 20%
(relative uncertainty) and 40 g cm−2 respectively; the minimum viewing angle (light
emission angle towards the FD) must be larger than 20◦, and the reduced χ2 of the
Gaisser-Hillas fit is required to be smaller than 2.5.
After applied all the cuts, 4759 events were selected and then grouped within bins of
Xmax. For each interval of Xmax the asymmetry factor has been measured as a function
of sec θ, and (sec θ)max has been determined as previously described. In Fig. 5.28 the
results in the 500 - 1000 m and 1000 - 2000 m intervals are shown. As can be seen, there
is a clear linear correlation between both observables and in good agreement with MC
predictions independently of the primary mass. This result strengthens the reliability
of the (sec θ)max parameter as a mass estimator. However, it can be easily noticed a
discrepancy between data and MC for QGSJETII-04 in the 1000 - 2000 m interval, since
data points are systematically above the predictions. This discrepancy takes place in
the same radial interval and for the same hadronic model than the one observed in the
results of 〈lnA〉 vs E (see Fig. 5.22), which supports the fact that this hadronic model
has problems to accurately describe the data in that specific core distance range.
The asymmetry analysis provides a mass estimator itself with systematic uncertain-
ties independent of those of the shower maximum depth measured by the FD. However,
the results shown in Fig. 5.28 could also be used to convert (sec θ)max into Xmax units.
It is important to point out that this transformation will be done only as a consistency
check of the method, since the analysis of the azimuthal asymmetry does not aim to
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Figure 5.28: Correlation between (sec θ)max and Xmax evaluated in the 500 - 1000
m (upper plots) and 1000 - 2000 m (bottom plots) for data (black dots) and MC
simulations using EPOS-LHC (left) and QGSJETII-04 (right). MC results are shown
for protons (red) and iron nuclei (blue).
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Figure 5.29: Correlation between (sec θ)max and Xmax for hybrid events evaluated in
the 500 - 1000 m (full dots) and 1000 - 2000 m (empty dots). The linear fit to each
interval show two parallel lines, as it is expected (see text).
measure Xmax with SD. A linear fit to data:
(sec θ)max = a+ b ·Xmax , (5.1)
allows obtaining the Xmax parameter from the (sec θ)max value. Also, both the sta-
tistical and systematic uncertainty in Xmax can be translated from those of (sec θ)max
as:
∆Xmax =
∆(sec θ)max
b
, (5.2)
In Fig. 5.29 the linear fit (equation (5.1)) is represented for both radial intervals,
leading to near parallel straight lines, that is, the a parameter depends on the radial
interval while b is nearly independent. Since (sec θ)max from stations in both intervals
are well correlated with Xmax, the inferred results of Xmax versus energy should be
independent of the radial interval.
Equation (5.1) can be used to measure the Xmax parameter using the SD data
sample. The results for both radial intervals are displayed in Fig. 5.30 as a function of
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Figure 5.30: 〈Xmax〉 versus energy from data of the Pierre Auger Observatory. Results
from FD measurements (full dots), SD data [245] (open squares) and those inferred
from (sec θ)max of this work (coloured triangles) for the 500 - 1000 m (red) and 1000 -
2000 m (blue) core distance intervals are compared.
the energy reconstructed with the SD. These results are compared with those from the
direct measurements of Xmax values obtained with the FD using the golden hybrid data
sample of [99] and other analysis based on the SD data [245] with a resolution of 32
g cm−2 above 50 EeV. As can be observed, both the absolute value and the dependence
on energy of the 〈Xmax〉 parameter inferred from (sec θ)max for both radial intervals
are in agreement with other 〈Xmax〉 measurements within uncertainties. Note that the
uncertainties of the asymmetry analysis are underestimated here because the error of
the parameters of the linear fit of the correlation has not been included.
This plot demonstrates that (sec θ)max is a robust parameter for mass composition
studies. If the Xmax values from the hybrid sample are used to interpret (sec θ)max, the
same composition is obtained in both r-intervals. However, when the hadronic models
are used to interpret (sec θ)max, the composition changes with r for the QGSJETII-04
model. Therefore, since hadronic models are required to extract information about
the mass composition, the deficiencies in the understanding of shower modelling have
to be resolved before the mass composition can be inferred from (sec θ)max. On the
other hand, these results probe that the reach of the (sec θ)max observable extends to
providing a test of hadronic interactions models.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
The Pierre Auger Observatory has measured with unprecedented accuracy the energy
spectrum of ultra-energetic cosmic rays (E > 1018 eV) identifying two major features,
that is, the ankle at E ∼ 4 · 1018 eV and a GZK-like suppression at E ∼ 6 · 1019 eV.
Nonetheless, in order to solve the problem of the origin of these cosmic rays in the
framework of the proposed theoretical scenarios it is necessary to measure the mass
composition. At these energies the only established procedure relies on the measure-
ment of Xmax that it is performed by means of the FD with a duty cycle of < 13%.
This thesis is related with a novel method for mass analysis that is based on the
azimuthal asymmetry of the risetime of the signals recorded by the SD with a duty cycle
∼ 100%. The dependence of the amplitude of this asymmetry with the zenith angle
of the primary cosmic ray is related with the longitudinal evolution of the shower and
therefore the parameter (sec θ)max is sensitive to the mass of cosmic rays. Since the SD
only samples a very small fraction of the shower front, the number of stations triggered
in a single event is not enough to carry out the analysis and thus this technique cannot
be applied to individual showers but to samples of events within intervals of energy and
zenith angle.
In this work, a significant progress on this technique has been carried out with
the assistance of Monte Carlo simulations. More than 4.5 × 105 showers initiated
by protons and iron nuclei have been produced with the CORSIKA code using five
hadronic models: EPOS 1.99, SIBYLL 2.1, QGSJETII-03 and the most recent ones
QGSJETII-04 and EPOS-LHC. The detector simulation as well as the reconstruction
of the events has been performed with the tools of the Oﬄine Software Framework of
the Auger Collaboration.
This method has been applied to the data of the Pierre Auger Observatory recorded
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in the period from January 2004 to October 2014. After applying the appropriate
quality cuts, the sample contains 191534 FADC signals from more than 5×104 showers
with energies E > 1018.5 eV in the angular interval 30◦ < θ < 62◦.
As expected from simple geometrical considerations, the (sec θ)max parameter in-
creases when using stations at lower core distances. This effect is observed in MC
simulations and confirmed by Auger data, and in principle it should not limit the capa-
bility for mass composition as far as the behavior of MC showers were identical to the
one of data. To better account for this dependence on the core distance, the analysis
has been carried out independently using stations in two core distance intervals: 500 -
1000 m and 1000 - 2000 m.
The systematic uncertainties in the experimental measurement of (sec θ)max have
been evaluated taking into account the uncertainty in the reconstruction of the core
position, the parameterization of the risetime, the uncertainty in the energy scale, etc.
The total systematic uncertainty in units of (sec θ)max is +0.013/ − 0.015 in the 500 -
1000 m core distance range and +0.014/ − 0.014 in 1000 - 2000 m, that expressed in
terms of mass units corresponds to less than 16% (500 - 1000 m) and 21% (1000 - 2000
m) of the difference between pure proton and pure iron composition.
Mass composition can only be obtained from comparison of data with MC predic-
tions using the available models of hadronic interactions. Using the MC results for
p and Fe nuclei, the measurements of (sec θ)max have been converted into mass units
and compared with those from other composition studies. This comparison has lead to
several conclusions:
- There are indications that the composition of UHE cosmic rays get heavier with
energy in line with other results of the Pierre Auger Collaboration.
- Assuming the EPOS-LHC model the mass predictions are independent, within
the uncertainties, of the core distance of the stations. Under this model, it is inferred
a composition heavier than that obtained from the Xmax method, but lighter than the
one obtained from the MPD method.
- The mass analysis using the QGSJETII-04 model for hadronic interactions lead
to an inconsistency, since the mass composition seems to depend on the core distance.
In this case, while the result in the 1000 - 2000 m interval is fully compatible with that
obtained from Xmax, the composition in the 500 - 1000 m range is heavier and could
be compatible with the one predicted by the MPD.
The MPD method relies solely in the information of the muon content of the shower
and the Xmax observations are dominated by the electromagnetic component. However,
the complex nature of the zenith angle behavior of the time-asymmetry is a reflection
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of the contributions from both components. Therefore there are three analyses of the
Pierre Auger Collaboration where the muon component plays rather different roles and,
at the same time, they provide contrasting inferences for 〈lnA〉 values. This can be
interpreted as evidence that no model offers a completely satisfactory description of
the wide range of data, in line with other Auger studies.
Therefore, the results obtained in this work give further support to possible in-
consistencies between real data and predictions using the available models of hadronic
interactions. This is a clear indication that further deficiencies in the modelling of
showers must be resolved before (sec θ)max can be used to make inferences about mass
composition. Once models of hadronic interactions reliable at these energies are avail-
able, the asymmetry analysis should be performed using stations in a wide radial range,
e.g., 500 - 2000 m, since in this way both the statistical and the systematic uncertainties
in the determination of the mass composition would be reduced. On the other hand,
these results show that the reach of the (sec θ)max observable extends to providing a
test of hadronic interactions models.
Finally, to study the reliability of (sec θ)max as a mass composition estimator, the
correlation between (sec θ)max and Xmax has been studied using Monte Carlo simula-
tions as well as hybrid events. The analysis performed here confirms this correlation
with both data and simulation samples, which is independent on the primary particle.
Besides, leaving aside the hadronic models aiming to check the feasibility of the method
without considering simulations with the current hadronic models, the correlation be-
tween (sec θ)max and Xmax for the hybrid events allow the transformation of (sec θ)max
values into Xmax values in both r-intervals. The results confirm that the energy de-
pendence of Xmax values obtained from (sec θ)max is compatible (within uncertainties)
not only between both core distance intervals but also with the Xmax values obtained
obtained with the FD and those obtained with other studies using the SD. Therefore,
these results give consistency to the method described in this thesis, confirming thus
that the (sec θ)max parameter is a reliable estimator of mass composition.
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